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INSIDE:
The National Scouting Museum has
been featured in an
article appearing
now in Southern
Living magazine.
Page 14

SPORTS:
Murray High picked
up its second football win by routing
Reidland, while
Calloway County
fell to Martin Westview in Friday
night's action. Page
8
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WORLD
KHARTOUM,Sudan — International aid is pouring into
Somalia after pictures of war
and famine there captured
world attention. Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — Four former
lawmakers who have pleaded
guilty in the federal probe of
state corruption are receiving
legislative pensons that total
more than $60,000 a year,
most of it paid by taxpayers.
Page 2

SPORTS
Jimmy Connors, at age 40 the
crowd favorite, and Jennifer
Capriati, at age 16 the crowd
favorite, are no longer in the
chase for U.S. Open titles.
Both were drummed out of the
tournament on Friday. Page 8

PERSPECTIVE
Maxine Scott of Murray
remembers Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton's maternal grandfather, as well as other memories from living in Hope, Arkansas. Page 4

FORECAST
Tonight, mostly clear. Low 65
to 70. Sunday, partly sunny,
hot and humid. High around
90. Outlook for Labor Day,
hot and humid. High around
90.
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Local hurricane relief efforts continue
other area churches, sent approximately $11,000 to Homestead.
Fla., as well as groceries and
other needed supplies, Aug. 31.
Preparations are being made to
send a second shipment to the
area. Donations of camping supplies, especially bed rolls, flashlights and batteries, are needed.
"We plan to load Sunday night
after church and leave early Monday morning for the Church of
Christ in Homestead, Fla.," said
John Dale, minister of the Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Dale said the Homestead
church has been serving as a distribution point for those in need.
"They've been reaching out in
the community making things
available to those who need it.
This time we're emphasizing
anything useful that doesn't
require electricity," he said.
People wanting to give monetary donations may leave them in
a box set up at the church, and
tables have been set up in the
commons area for other
donations.

Relief plane believed
to have been shot down

Football's in the air

Staff Report
Hurray Ledger & Tiinas

A couple of local organizations
are among those continuing relief
efforts to assist residents of Florida and Louisiana whose lives
were affected by the destruction
of Hurricane Andrew.
Hurricane Andrew left more
than 180,000 people without shelter and with only limited food
and water.
The Glendale Road Church of
Christ, in conjunction with two

By JOHN POMFRET
Associated Press Writer

SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina — The United
Nations is pleading for millions
to help war-torn Bosnia Herzegovina, just as outrage over
the loss of an Italian aid plane is
casting a cloud over the international airlift.
Meanwhile in Belgrade, Yugoslav Premier Milan Panic survived a no-confidence vote in the
federal parliament late Friday.
The Serb-born former California businessman had angered
Serb nationalists by seeking to
end the Bosnian conflict by
pressing for Serb territorial concessions. But Friday's 66-30 vote
in his favor appeared to be a victory in his struggle with hard-line
Serbian President Slobodan

Members of the American
Humanics Student Association at
Murray State University will be
collecting donations for the
American Red Cross's relief
efforts.
Roger Weis, American Humanics director, said this kind of project is a "perfect fit" for humanics students who are preparing for
the management of community
programs such as the American
Red Cross or Need Line.
The student organization is
asking for contributions from

Murray State faculty, staff and
students, but would also appreciate donations from anyone in the
community.
Checks need to be made payable to the American Red Cross
and sent to American Humanics
Student Association in Room 108
of the Can Health Building
Weis said the important thing
to remember is no gift is too
small.
"We are asking for contributions of one dollar or more —
anything donors want to give."

'

Milosevic.
Italian officials on Friday said
evidence indicates their cargo
plane was shot down Thursday by
a missile as it flew aid from the
Croatian port of Split to Sarajevo.
The bodies of the plane's four
crew members were recovered
Friday.
It was unclear whether Croats,
Muslims or Serbs fired on the
plane. The factions have been
fighting since Muslims and
Croats voted for independence
from Serbian-dominated Yugoslavia. More than 8,000 people have
died — some estimates say up to
35,000 — and tens of thousands
are missing in Bosnia's civil war.
Serb fighters, who want to
remain part of the Yugoslav federation, have seized some 70 percent of Bosnian territory and sur
round the capital.

Schedules of local government offices
to change because of Labor Day holiday
Most government offices throughout the city and county will be
closed Monday in observance of Labor Day.
The Calloway County Courthouse, which includes the offices of
county judge/executive, auorney, clerk, treasurer, sheriff and property valuation administrator, will be closed all day Monday. Calloway County Sheriff's Department deputies will be on call.
The Murray City Hall, which houses the offices of mayor, city
clerk and the Murray Fire Department, will also be closed, as will
the offices of the Murray Police Department.
Police officers and firemen will remain on duty throughout the
holiday.
The offices of Murray Municipal Utilities will also close
Monday.
Window service will be closed at the Murray Post Office Monday as well as mail delivery. Any express mail received will be
delivered, however.
The Murray-Calloway County Tjansit Authority, as well as all
offices in the Weak* Community Center, will also close.
The Murray-Calloway County Public Library will be closed
Monday.
Administrative offices of Murray State University will close
Monday. Classes will also be dismissed.
The offices of The Murray Ledger & Times will close at noon,
but an edition will be published. Regular offices hours will resume
Tuesday.

anta HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo
seems like everyone's playing football now, including these freshmen from Chris Crockett's physical education class at Murray High School. Murray State University began its collegiate season
Thursday night, while Calloway County and Murray High completed the second week of their high
school campaigns Friday night (see page 8).
It

One-fifth of all Kentuckians are poor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Social-service workers and community leaders warn that poverty
has become a statewide crisis as a
list showed Kentucky tied for
fourth place nationally in the percentage of impoverished
residents.
The U.S. Census Bureau
released the list Thursday. It said
18.8 percent of residents in both
Kentucky and Alabama lived in
poverty last year.
"I really don't think people
sense how big this problem is,"
said Dr. Grady Stumbo, a former

state Human Resources Cabinet
secretary who practices medicine
at his Knott County clinic in eastern Kentucky.
"People call me all the time
begging me to help them get jobs
and I can't get them jobs," he
said. "It's a crisis up here."
Although the nation's poverty
rate rose, Kentucky's rate actually decreased slightly, from 19
percent in 1990, said Ron
Crouch, director of the Kentucky
State Data Center at the University of Louisville.
Crouch said the demand on

social-service agencies is growing, in part because significantly
more children and young families
are living in poverty. The poverty
rate among senior citizens has
decreased, however, he said.
Increases in income and benefits to the poor have not matched
the rise in the cost of living,
Crouch said.
"The low-income and the disadvantaged seem to become more
and more at risk," Crouch said.
"We may have slightly fewer

(Cont'd on page 2)

Waterways
cleanup set

Health-care plan would
cost $1,572 per worker-,,v

"The coast is clear, if you
help."
That is more than a slogan, say
organizers of the West Kentucky/
Tennessee Waterways Cleanup.
The Sept. 12 event will be held
from 8 a.m. until noon and is
billed as the largest litter pickup
effort in the area.
More than 1,500 miles of
shoreline have been identified for
the cleanup, to be held in conjunction with Public Lands Day
— a day designated by Congress
for cleaning and maintaining the
nation's federal lands, parks,
recreation areas and waterways.
"We're planning to cover the
shoreline on both sides of Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley, as
well as up river on the Tennessee
and Cumberland Rivers to New
Johnsville, Tenn., and Cumberland City, Tenn.," said Larry
Doyle, co-chair of the event.
Doyle said public response has
been great but that boats are still
needed for transporting volunteers to the designated pickup

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — If
Kentucky companies were
required to provide health insurance for all employees under a
plan proposed by Gov. Brereton
Jones, it would cost about $1;572
per worker annually, a survey
shows.
That's the average cost now
for employers surveyed in Kentucky, southern Indiana and Tennessee by William M. Mercer
Inc.
The benefits-consulting firm
also found that companies asked
their workers to pay $27 of the
average $131 in monthly
premiums.
Jones' proposals, which he
expects to unveil next week,
could increase costs for companies with large numbers of parttime workers — many of whom
now have no health-insurance
coverage.
An Aug. 26 draft circulated
among the governor's advisers
would _require companies to provide a basic health plan to fulland part-time workers; require all
residents to have health 'insurance; and give tax credits to
small businesses and allow them
to join a large insurance pool
along with public employees.

The Division of Water Patrol
and the Kentucky Department of
Natural Resources will lend their
(Corar'd on page 2)

Valootters are needed to help with the clean-up efforts along local
waterways. For information, call 1400-455-5897.
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It is not known just what services would be included in a basic health plan or exactly how
much it would cost to provide.
Nor has it been decided
whether part-time workers would
have to work a minimum number
of hours to qualify for coverage
or how the plan would affect
temporary employees.
Debra S. McChane, a consultant with William M. Mercer in
Louisville, said retailers, fastfood chains and other businesses
that rely heavily on part-time
help can expect large increases in
their health-care costs.
"Some employers will not
welcome this at all," McChane
said. "Others, if the changes are
fairly reasonable, will comply
without a fuss."
Kentucky had a total of 1.72
million workers as of July,
according to Ed Blackwell, the
state's chief labor analyst with
the Cabinet for Human
Resources.
Precise numbers of part-time
workus were unavailable. However, figures from the ,1990 census show that about 23 percent of
people who worked for at least a
week during the year worked 35
hours a week or less.
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Former lawmakers can still collect pension
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Four former lawmakers who have
pleaded guilty in the federal
probe of state corruption are
teeeiving legislative pensons that
total more than $60,000 a year,
most of it paid by taxpayers.
Seven former legislators have
pleaded guilty to felonies in the
federal investigation, six of them
to crimes committed while they
were in office.
Four - Jerry Bronger, Clay
Cra2per and Bill McBee of the
House and Helen Garrett of the
Senate - are already collecting
their pensions. The biggest payments are going to McBee, who
had one of the most active roles
in the bnbery schemes that have
come to light. His pension is
S18,719 a year.
Crupper's pension is $14,987 a
year, Bronger'S 513,814 and Garrett's $12,617.
Among the others who pleaded
guilty, former Rep. Ronny Layman has not started collecting his
pension, which will amount to ,
$18,957 at age 65. Former Sen.
John Hall of Henderson was not

•

vested in the plan when he kit
the General Assembly after one
term, according to Donna
Stockton-Early, executive directpor nof the Legislators Retirement
Plan.
Former Rep. Bud Guy, who
pleaded guilty to a crime committed while he was an aide to
House Speaker Don Blandford,
was covered under a different
retirement plan. Its benefits are
confidential.
This week a state task force on
ethics endorsed the idea of taking
away the pensions of legislators
who commit crimes in .connection
with public service.
But members of the General
Assembly, who would have to
pass such a penalty. are likely to
resist.
"This will be one of the major
items that will get discussion,"
said state Sen. Tim Shaughnessy.
D-Louisville, co-chairman of the
task force. "It will he one of the
more controversial."
Common Cause of Kentucky, a
government watchdog group, is
pushing the legislature to make

revocation of pensions a penalty
for some legislative cnmes. Conceivably the legislature could go
even further.
"I'll he perfectly honest with
you," Shaughnessy said. "I think
that we should do away with pensions for part-time people in government at all levels."
He readily acknowledged that
that is unlikely.
• Ten years ago, at the dawn of
legislative independence during
the administration of Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr., lawmakers-dramatically improved their retirement
benefits by tacking an amendment onto a bill in the last days
of the legislative session.
They later overrode Brown's
veto of the bill, which came to be
in
known as the "greed bill"
part because of state Rep. Joe
Clarke's pointed comment that
that was pretty much what it
looked like.
In defending the increase in
benefits, former state Sen.
Eugene Stuart of Prospect said,
"It says someplace That God
helps those that help them-

selves." In (act, some of the legislators wece able to help themselves 10 twice the benefits that
they were eligible to receive
before.
Since then, lawmakers have
resisted calls to repeal the
formula.
State law is somewhat confusing about when legislators lose
their pension benefits. According to Stockton-Early,
lawmakers lose their pensions if
they are removed from office
"for cause."
That means that officials who
resign - as those who have
pleaded guilty did - would not
lose their pensions.
However, it is not certain if
they would have to give up their
pensions if they remained in
office until they were convicted
and then'resigned. Even though
legislators are prohibited from
holding office after a conviction,
the law doesn't provide for their
automatic removal. The only way
to remove them is by
impeachment.

Garrett admits taking payment from track
Pense said.
Garrett, who suffered a stroke
since leaving office, sat quietly in
a wheelchair as Pense described
her offense. When U.S. District
Judge Charles Simpson asked if
she had done what the government alleged. Garrett softly
answered, "yes."
Simpson scheduled sentencing
for Nov. 16. Prosecutors agreed
to recommend probation for Garrett in exchange for her cooperation and because of her poor
health.
The Money was from M.L.
Vaughan, president of Riverside

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Former 3111te Sen. Helen Garrett
admitted taking S2,000 from a
racetrack official to whom she
offered to sell her influence.
A federal prosecutor said Garrett's request for money "probably set off" the investigation of
votes for cash in the Kentucky
General Assembly It has yielded
nine indictments to date.
Garrett, 63, pleaded guilty Friday to one count of mail fraud.
That was because Garrett
received the money through the
mail at her home in Paducah,
Assistant U.S. Attorney Stephen

•

Downs harness track in Hender- al monopoly on intcrtrack wagerson. Pense told the judge that ing. The legislation was later decGarrett contacted Vaughan in late lared unconstitutional.
Garrett's overture prompted
September or early October 1990.
She had been defeated in a Vaughan to call the FBI, Assisprimary election and was headed tant U.S. Attorney Duane
out of office, but Garrett "agreed Schwartz said after Friday's
to accept $2,000 from Mr. arraignment. It "probably set off
Vaughan in exchange for her Boptrot," Schwartz said, using
the government's code name for
influence on any legislation'
affecting Riverside Downs, Pense the investigation.
Garrett was the seventh person
said.
Vaughan had complained bit- and sixth ex-legislator to plead
terly that the General Assembly guilty to bribery-related charges.
damaged Riveiside Downs with a An eighth, former legislative aide
1988 bill that gave a rival thor- Bud Guy, is expected to plead
oughbred track, Ellis Park, a loc- guilty later this month.

To report local news - 753-1916
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Waterways cleanup...
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assistance to the cleanup.
The water patrol is making its
officers and . boats available to
assist volunteers in their efforts
and to ensure safety.
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News of the World
'TOO MUCH DEBT, NOT ENOUGH JOBS'

WASHINGTON - When the Labor Department reported an unexpected
decline in jobs during August, the Federal Reserve dutifully nudged interest
rates lower to stimulate the economy. But analysts increasingly are questioning whether the central bantils easy-money policy can do much good
After all, the Fed has cut rates 24 times since 1989 and the economy
remains sluggish. The Fed on Friday reduced the benchmark federal funds
k loans by one-quarter percentage 'point to 3 percent, a
rate for int*
29-year low, after the Labor Department said employers slashed payrolls by
83,000 jobs. The unemployment rate edged down to 7.6 percent in August,
but only because of a temporary federal jobs program for teen-agers. When
the latest cycle of easing began three years ago, the federal funds rate was
9.75 percent. "The amazing part of the story is that all of that easing has
barely kept the economy out of recession," said economist David Jones of
Aubrey G. Lanston & Co., a government securities dealer in New York. "It's
the first time since the 1930s that borrowers have been so unresponsive to
lower interest rates," he said. "The reason, of course, is too much debt and
not enough jobs."

LANGUAGE BARRIERS HAMPER AID EFFORTS

HOMESTEAD, Fla. - Despite the aid flooding into south Florida's
hurricane-flattened communities, hundreds of immigrants are missing out
because of language barriers and fear, community activists say. More than
24,000 soldiers, police and volunteers had arrived in the area by Friday
night, passing out everything from flashlights to chocolate and insulin. But
community activists said fear of immigration and military authorities was
keeping some Haitians and Central Americans away, while others hadn't
gotten word of relief efforts in a language they could understand. On Friday,
the U.S. Border Patrol, responding to unconfirmed reports of harassment,
pulled out 18 agents who had been bringing supplies to labor camps. Attorney General William Barr, on a visit to the area, said undocumented workers
would not be detained, and urged them to come forward for help. South
Florida's nurseries and orchards had employed thousands of Haitians, Salvadorans, Guatemalans, Mexicans. Most are unaccustomed to seeking government help, and some are pondering moving on.

BUSH, CLINTON CARRY UNWANTED BAGGAGE

President Bush and Bill Clinton roil toward the traditional start of the fall
campaign with unwanted baggage: Bush is saddled with a weak economy,
while Clinton deals with lingering questions about his draft record. Bush on
Friday touted what he said was a pro-business disposition not found in his
Democratic opponent. "When it comes to renewing .the American economy,
my loyalty lies with small business," he said in an appearance in Fredericksburg, Va. In Little Rock, Ark., on Friday, Clinton and running mate Al Gore
accepted the endorsement of the Sierra Club, the nation's oldest environmental organization. But he also, after days of insisting he had told all on
the subject, confirmed news reports that he had known for months that his
late uncle obtained a Naval Reserve position for Clinton 23 years ago to
keep him out of Vietnam. Clinton never took advantage of the opportunity.

'THE WORLD HAS NOT FORGOTTEN'SOMALIA

KHARTOUM, Sudan - International aid is pouring into Somalia after pictures of war and famine there captured world attention. A similar war has
been ravaging southern Sudan for nine years, forgotten but for brief bursts
of international attention. The fighting and war-induced famine there have
claimed hundreds of thousands of lives. "My own perspective is that the
world has not forgotten. They never knew about this silent war. The world is
interested about Sarajevo and Mogadishu, but Sudan is not on the agenda,"
said. Rev. Roger Schrock of the. New Sudan Council of. Churches, based in
Nairobi, Kenya. Sudan's estimated 28 million people are among the world's
poorest. U.N. relief began pouring into the country in 1991 when hunger
threatened more than one-third of the population.

State unemployment rate steady
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Even though the unemployment
rate in Kentucky remained steady
in Kentucky in July, figures the
Human Resources Cabinet
released show the rate declined in
most counties.
Unemployment rates declined
in 71 counties from June to July
while rates went up in 43 counties. Rates in the other six counties remained steady, the cabinet
said Friday.
In the Purchase Area Development District, Calloway County's
5.6 percent was the low, while

12.5; Caldwell, 12.4; Letcher,
12.1.
Oldham County and Shelby
County tied for the lowest rate,
3.2 percent. Then came WoodThe cabinet previously
ford County, 3.6; Spencer Counreported the unemployment rate
ty, 4.0; Fayette County, 4.1;
in July was 6.7 percent in June
Madison County and Trimble
and July.
County, 4.3; and Bourbon, Bullitt
The highest rate again was and Scott counties, 4.6.
The unemployment rate in the
Elliott County with 19 percent.
metropolitan area fell
Lexington
Carter County was second in June to 4.3
percent
4.4
from
folpercent,
14.5
highest with
lowed by McLean County, 13.6; percent in July. The Louisville
Breathitt, 13.3; Magoffin, 13.1; metro unemployment rate grew
Lewis, 12.8; Ohio, 12.6; Harlan, from 5.3 percent to 5.6 percent.

Carlisle County had the high at
11.8 percent. The overall rate for
the district was 6.7 percent, down
from 6.8.

Fiscal Court
meets Tuesday

Onefifth of all...

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will hold its regular
monthly meeting Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the office of Calloway
County Judge/Executive
George Weaks.
Tuesday's general meeting
is open to the public.

(Coned from page 1)
poor, but the poor are getting
poorer."
Many people in eastern Kentucky who once depended on the
faltering coal industry for jobs
have abandoned hope of finding
employment, said Sister Anna
Schuck, who runs the Catholic
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Mission Center in Phelps, in Pike
County.
Sister Rebecca Miles, director
of the Sister Visitor Center in
west Louisville, said she has seen
a steady increase in the number
of people seeking help with food,
medical and utility bills.
Miles said some fall into the
"working poor" category. She
said a parent earning the minimum wage with children to support simply can't pay the bills.
"We deal with it here day in
and day out," she said. "They
keep coming and coming."
Sturbo, chairman of the Kentucky Democratic Party, suggested state officials launch an
initiative to put people back to
whit. He derided Republicans for
their current emphasis on family
values.
"What Kentucky needs is to
give people decent jobs and
they'll take care of their families," he said.

'3.99

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
Sunday Morning
7:30 SM. to 8:00 a.m.
WIII-N-FM (103.7)
Manny. KY

A man currently residing in Hazel was arrested by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department Fnday after it was discovered that he was wanted by
the FBI for escaping from the Morgan County (Ala) Jail in Decatur. Deputy
Stan Scion said Marlin Marty Murphy, 31, Rt 2 Hazel, was arrested at 12 15
p.m. in Hazel and placed in the Calloway County Jail Scott said Murphy
had been working for a lumber yard in Tennessee. At the time he escaped
from Alabama, Scott said he was wanted for theft over $1,000 and first
degree theft. Murphy had reportedly been living in the area under an
assumed name No bond has been set at this time and Alabama authorities
have bean notified Murphy's extradition hearing will be held next week
before C4010way District Judge Leslie Furches at which time it will be determined If Murphy will sign extradition papers
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Besides those officers assigned
to Kehtucky and Barkley Lakes,
additional officers will be
brought in to assist.
To volunteer or get additional
information, call 1-800-455-5897.
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BUSINESS
Woods hits $1 million sales mark
Earleene Woods, sales associate with Kopperud Realty, has
recently attained the million dollar production mark for 1992
making it the second consecutive
year she has attained this level.
Broker Bill Kopperud expressed the office's "congratulations
and thanks to Earleene for her
cooperative manner and dedication to the realty profession."
Woods joins Frankie McNutt and
Kathy Kopperud as ICopperud
Realty 1992 Million Dollar
Producers.
Woods entered the real estate
field in 1988 and has been very
active in the activities of the
Murray-Calloway County Board
of Realtors. She has been on the
Board of Directors since 1989
and is currently serving as the

Ribbon-cutting

County Board of Realtors 1991
Realtor of the Year.

EARLEENE WOODS
chairman of the multiple listing
service committee.
She has served on various
committees on the board and was
selected as the Murray-Calloway

Thomas attends
Nevada convention

Woods is the daughter of Thelma Warlord and 'the late Rev.
Earl Warlord of Murra. She and
her husband, Danny, have two
children. Their daughter is married to Chris Tuggle and their son
Mitch is in the fourth grade at
Carter Center.
"I would like to take this
opportunity to thank my friends
and fellow workers for helping
me attain this milestone in my
career.
"I would also like to thank the
people that have listed and
bought property thru me. I deeply appreciate the confidence and
trust they have placed in me,"
said Woods.

Spirit of Enterprise award

"New fitness trends are bringing
more men, seniors and beginners
into exercise classes," said Pam
Thomas, a certified fitness instructor and owner of Fitness Figures, a
locally-owned business.
Thomas recently attended the
1992 IDEA International Convention and Fitness Expo in Las Vegas, Nev. to learn more about fitness
trends and exercise safety and to
network with fitness professionals.
Thomas has more than 15 years
experience in the fitness industry
and is a master member of IDEA;
the association for fitness
professionals.
For information on how you can
make fitness part of your life. call
Thomas at 753-2410.

Rob Richey, front center left, and Harold Moss, front center right, prepare to at the ribbon for the
opening of their new store on 1406 Main Street. University Tire and Auto will feature Dent Master.

University Tire opens on Main Street
A ribbon-cutting ceremony was
held recently at University Tire
and Auto, located at 1406 Main
Street.
The store, which is owned by
Rob Richey (also manager) and,
Harold Moss, opened in June.
University Tire and Auto

offers services by one of its division's , Dent Master. Dent Master is a paintless dent removal
system. The process can be used
to remove small dents from most
any spot on an automobile without using sanding or painting.
Jumpy Preston works for this

New stylist
at Shear Lunacy
Amy Wallis-Speight has joined
the staff at Shear Lunacy, located
on campus at Murray State University, 1411 Olive Boulevard,
across from Ordway Hall.
The store, owned by Tammy
Houchin-Seay opened in 1984.
There are three employees.
Shear Lunacy offers make-up
facials, perms, cuts, styles, color,
Beauticontrol and Paul Mitchell
and Redken products.
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Martin named office administrator
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BURNE'TTE FERGUSON

Ferguson receives
award for 25 years
Burnette Ferguson, system
manager of Murray and Mayfield
Cablevision, has been recognized
for 25 years of service to the
company.
Ferguson was presented with a
gold watch by Thomas K. Rackerby, president of the national
division Time/Warner Cable.
She began her career at Murray
Cablevision as an account clerk.
At that time, the system then carried only the network channels.
She was then promoted to office
manager and then to system
manager.
Throughout Ferguson's 25
years with the company, she has
seen many changes in the
industry.
"One thing that has always
remained constant is our commitment to customer satisfaction.
Our customers are our business
and it is our will and desire to
constantly strive to better serve
them," said Ferguson.

Robbie N. Martin, of the St.
Louis-based financial-services
firm Edward D. Jones & Co., has
been named branch office administrator for the company's Murray office, announced Eric Penniston, local representative.
Martin's promotion is part of a
firm-wide policy on the part of

President's Award

Robert BMington, Jr.
Den Shipley
Bob Billington, CPCU

YOUR ONE STOP FOR ALL LINES OF
INSURANCE.
Representing many major stock companies.

753-4751

-
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Jeff Summers, of Summers
Optical, located in the Olymi5ic
Plaza Shopping Center, Murray,
recently attended the American
Board of Opticianry (ABO) continuing education seminar held in
St. Louis.
In order to maintain Board certification, licensed opticians in
Kentucky are required to periodically attend these seminars consisting of classroom and hands-on
training.
Board certification provides
customer assurance that their
optician is competent, qualified
and has the necessary skills to
correctly handle their
prescription.

State Farm
Life Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

that include cal)ital, asset quality,
management judgement and
earnings.
The VERIBANC certification
recognized 134 institutions from
among the nation's 12,251 banks.
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
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State Auto linsuranco
A ftene Km. Car O•PMCI

Make a note and check with
us before you renew your
present Auto or Homeowners insurance. It will
pay you to compare our broad coverages and
competitive rates. You might save some
money.

et) Purdom Thurman
k/14
& McNutt

Dan McNutt.
a

E-407 Ma •le
A-

753-4451

We at the

Bank kof Murray
offer our
Congratulations

CBM BECOMES MICROAGE 2000

SALEBRATION
Closeout Specials On Selected Computer Systems
Color
IBM Model 35SX-20 40 MB
Color
IBM Model 55SX-16 80 MB
MB
Color
60
IBM Model 700X-20
Color
120 MB
IBM Model 700X-20
Color
MB
80
386SX
IBM PS/1
Color
120 MB
EPSON 386SX-16
Color
120 MB
EPSON 386/25
Color
MB
60
COMPAQ 386SX-20
IBM Laser Printer 4019E (5 ppm)

$1,795.0G
$1,795.00
$1,995.00
$2,295.00
$1,295.00
$1,895.00
$1,995.00
$1,895.00
$995.00

MicroAge Computer Center
314 Main • Murray
753-7733

Donald E. Henry
302 Main Street
Office: 753-9935
Home: 753-1540

AMY WALLIS-SPEIGHT

Summers attends
recent conference

Kathy Farris (left) and Gwen Gentry (right), of the Insurance Center
of Murray, are shown receiving the President's Award and congratulations from Cary Blair, the president of the Westfield Insurance
Company based in Westfield Center, Ohio. The award was presented
during a company function and is in recognition of the agency's dedication to achieving extraordinary profitability, growth and
persistency.

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
SINCE 1944
1
HOME • AUTO
• BUSINESS
• BONDS
LIFE • ANNUITIES

Bel-Air Center

Edward D. Jones & Co. to recognize the efforts of branch associates. They are promoted after
successfully completing an indepth training program.
In her new position, Martin
will be responsible for administration, customer service and
marketing support.

Peoples Bank of Murray is
among 134 institutions to receive
the Blue Ribbon safety and
soundness award every quarter
during the most recent five years.
This certification is presented
by VERIBANC every three
months. Institutions designated
as Blue Ribbon banks must meet
a wide range of financial criteria

Individual
retirement
annuity? Check
with me for
competitive
rates.99

CALL ME

Peoples Bank receives award
U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell recently received the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce's Spirit of Enterprise Award for consistently voting to
support American business. The chamber presents the award annually to legislators who have a record of at least 70 percent on votes
which support American business.

division.
Also employed at the business
are Jamie Bing and Pat Kaminski.

Starting Sept. 12
Open Saturday 10 a.m.-1 p.m.

4-tv•t•-.---vr47

Earleene Woods
Pam Thomas
Bumette Ferguson
Robbie Martin
Jeff Summers
Peoples Bank
University Tire and Auto
Amy Wallis-Speight
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DANIEL T. PARKER

Letters to the Editor

Schools: thanks for free physicals

Is Bush the education president?

State Editorial Roundup

Country recipes offered

The green-eyed monster

World Editorial Roundup
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OUTDOOR LIFE
Fishing tackle trends
Industry continues move toward simple, precision fishing reels
By JIM MATTHEWS
For The Associated Press

The biggest trend to emerge
from the fishing tackle industry
this year is the continued move
toward simple, precision, fishing
reels. That was dramatically evident during the American Fishing
Tackle Manufacturers Association's annual trade show earlier
this month in Miami Beach.
The Shimano America Corp.,
which stole the show last year with
it's smash-hit Calcutta baitcasting
reel, is again leading the parade
with two new and three upgraded,
no-gimmick, precision reels for the
1993 season.
The first is Jikely to cause the
most stir because of its unusual
design and cost. It is the new Sustain spinning reel series, which are
the first spinning reels ever
designed to have wobble-free

Fishing Line
by
Jerry Maupin
We still have a lot of
water coming down the lakes
from Tennessee and Alabama.
This puts a very strong
current on the main lake and
some areas Ware more difficult
to fish than others. It seems
as if the fish are feeding
whenever they get the energy
to buck the current, then slip
off in some eddy to rest and
digest.
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Milton Routh, Jerry Chappell and myself fished one
day early in the week and
we found some ffsh willing
to hit just about everywhere
we went.
Going out early, we
started out fishing for bass
and found them pretty active.
Milton lucked out on a place
where a school of bass were
using the current to catch
the shad minnows as they
came by and gave us a call.
The three of us worked
top water lures up and down
the bank geuing a strike
almost every cast. After an
hour or so we took off for
another place because we
wanted to find some larger
bass if we could.
A few stripes came to the
surface while we fished a
drop-off so time was spent
chasing them. A rainstorm
came through and Milton left
for home before he melted.
but Chappell and I stayed on
a while longer.
I had seen the stringer of
bass Jimmy Quinn caught a
few days before and wanted
to hang a few big ones also.
Quinn released 31 pounds of
bass and half of them were
smallmouth. The largest were
six pounds, three ounces.
Anyway, Chappell and I
went back to the original
place and found the bass
still active, but the bigger
fish just kissed the lure
instead of taking it.
I kept a rough count of
total bass caught and
released between the three of
us and it was over 100.

rotors and handles, both being perfectly balanced on their rotational
axis.
But the design and function does
not come without some cost. Each
of the three models in the Sustain
line are expected to retail for more
than 5400. These reels have ball
bearings (seven or eight) at all
moving stress points, use coldforged aluminum for the spool and
gears for strength, feature titanium
on the spool lip for improved casting, and incorporate the new
counter-balanced rotor and wobblefree, double handle, which Shimano calls DynaBalance.
The DynaBalance feature is also
used on the more affordable new
Spires series.
Second, Shimano has joined
Penn and Fin-Nor in making elegant big game saltwater fishing
reels. The Shimano Tiagra reels
join the Penn International series

By SPORTS AFIELD
For AP Special Features

Poison ivy comes in different
shapes and sizes, from small and
glossy to tall and dull, so just follow the rule of three — leaves of
three, let them be.
Poison ivy and poison oak can
ruin a summer outing and, according to an article by Anthony Acerrano in the current issue of Sports
Afield, only 15 percent of the
population is truly tolerant or
immune to bad encounters with
these plants.
Poison ivy is the most troublesome because it is so widespread
and "morphologically variable" —
it can take on many different sizes,
shapes and appearances. It may
occur as low-growing ground cover, with small, glossy and serrated
leaves or it can be a 10-foot high

Land practices
called for as
migratory bird
total declines
By SPORTS AFIELD
For AP Special Features

Spring has not yet become silent,
but it was a lot quieter this year —
because of the diminishing number
of birds.
There has been a steady and
alarming decline in neotropical
migrants, according to an article by
George Harrison in the current
issue of Sports Afield. That is, the
birds that summer in North America and winter in the Caribbean,
southern Mexico and Central and
South America.
Nearly a quarter of the 800 bird
species that breed in the United
States are neotropical migrants.
They include such well-known
birds as the northern (Baltimore)
oriole, scarlet tanager, rosebreasted grosbeak, wood thrush and
most wood warblers, vireos and
flycatchers.
Even some waterfowl — bluewinged teal and many shorebirds
— are neotropical migrants in
trouble.
"The only Baltimore orioles
kids will see in the next century
will be baseball players," Fish and
Wildlife Service director John Turner said.
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takes only one-thousandth of a milligram to cause a rash — and it is
not easily destroyed. If your dog
romps through poison ivy, then lies
down on a blanket that you put
over your legs even weeks later —
you could very likely suffer a
reaction.
Reactions vary with the extent of
contact and the individual's degree
of sensitivity. They range from a
light rash that is red and persistently itchy to MOM common severe
effects .including serum-leaking
blisters and large eruptions.
Medical authorities claim that
half the U.S. population has been
sensitized to urushiol allergies, and
another 35 percent would be sensitized by exposure. That means half
of Americans are already sensitive
to contact and another third will
become vulnerable when repeatedly
exposed.

the hot color continues to be Pumpkin Pepper, which has been added
to the Berkeley Power Bait line-up
with a fire tail in a 7-inch worm
this year. While Firetiger, added to
Rapala's Magnum line, seems to be
the hot color for plugs.
The most interesting innovations
in a competitive hook market came
from lure companies this year.
Pradco Brand lures has a new camaction treble that rotates and usually- buries a second barb into the
fish, reducing the, number of lost
fish. While Blue Fox has a new
worm hook with a built-in weight
on the hook shank.
The Tru-Turn hook company has
a unique combination needle/
cutting point hook this year, and
Eagle Claw is touting its new double barb line of hooks, but these
are both refinements of ideas —
needle and cutting point hooks and
micro barbs

Cherokee Trading Post
Mon.-Fri. 9 aan.-5 pan;Sat. & Sun. 12 pan.-5
$ $

WATERCRAFT RENTALS USA

SALE $ $

T-Shirts & Sweat Shirts

SKI BOATS
FISHING BOATS
Just For The Fun Of It

$4.50 & up

Heal Transfers In 15 Sec.

PARIS LANDING STATE PARK
901-642-RENT (7368)
PONTOONS
WAVERUNNERS
Hwy. 94 E

$8.00 & up
Jeans & Work Shirts
Authentic Indian Pottery - Moccasins Pictures - Beadwork - Wall Hangings Cards - Frog Purses
Phone 753-9546

Kentucky Lake
Lodge & Resturarant
UNIROYAL

Saturday
Open
until Noon

•We Feature Name Brand Tires
•Computerized Balancing While You Wait

E. Main & Industiral Road

753-5606

31 Years In Business
Serving the Best Fish in Kentucky
Open 7 days 6 a.m.- 10 a.m.
Aurora, Ky.
Highway 68 & 80
‘1,-vvvvvvvixvvi, yvvvvvvii-vvvi.‘‘‘

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"

Hwy.
641
South

410 N. 4th
753-8346 - 753-6779

Maned

10 minutes of contact, you're probPeople who are continually
exposed to poison ivy seem to ably safe. Clothing and items that
develop eventual immunities. How- have been contaminated should
ever, direct forced exposure is a also be washed.
painful, foolish way to attain
Mild to moderate rashes can be
immunity. Do not try to "desensitwith calamine lotion or a
soothed
ize" yourself by eating bits of poi- betamethasone valerate spray. Sterson ivy or oak leaves — it can
oid creams, neomycin and benzocause severe internal irritation and
caine medication should be avoided
even death.
— they can often increase skin
These plants are potent all year irritation.
long — even when leafless in wintBlisters can be treated with cool
er and when they are dead.
compresses made from a solution
Never burn poison ivy or oak in of aluminum acetate and water.
a fire — the inhaled smoke can Severe blisters may need to be
cause serious reaction.
drained by a doctor, who might
If you think you've gotten some prescribe cortisone.
on your hands, don't touch yourself
Do not scratch an itchy rash, not
elsewhere. At the first hint of con- because it will spread the rash, but
tact, wash the affected area with because scratching can make the
cool water and mild soap. If you eruptions vulnerable to infection.
remove the resin completely within

For All Your
Boat Rental Needs

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

• • • •

-

vine with long, dull, smooth-edged
leaves.
All varieties follow the old ditty,
"Leaves of three, let them be"
with leaves composed of threeleaflet clusters.
The same trifoliate anatomy will
Up you off to the presence of poison oak, which occurs along the
Pacific Coast, from British Columbia to Mexico, and is notably common in California.
The three-cluster leaflets of this
plant have an irregular, lobed shape
similar to that of true oaks.
Contact with either of these
plants can cause an unpleasant-toserious skin reaction known as
Rhus dermatitis. It's an allergic
response to the lacquerlike oleoresin, urushiol, which is present
throughout the plants — roots,
stems, leaves, flowers and berries.
Urushiol is strong stuff — it

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Congratulations to Teresa
Storey on her win last Sunday. She won the local Bass
'n Gal club tournament with
a six-pound, seven-ounce
largemouth.
The water temperature has
down AS fall
approaches, 30 the action
should keep getting better.
The white bass are sporatic because of the strong
current and everyone knows
when they shut off they
disappear.
Bluegill fishing is still
good along the rocky banks
and mossbeds with crickets
and small ipinners just about
all day long. The lake
elevation is down to 356, so
lets be careful.
Happy robing!

was generated by new terminal
bearings to their top reel lines.
The most noteworthy this
tackle.
Abu-Garcia, long one of the
world's most respected makers of year is the continued proliferation
baitcasting reels, is reclaiming its of Slug-Go-like topwater baits, the
place as an industry leader with expansion of existing lure lines
with larger and smaller sizes of
energetic promotion of its new
simple, elegant baitcasting reels proven fish-catchers, and new color
that will compete head-to-head combinations.
Berkeley's addition of a Power
with the Calcutta and Chronarch.
The ProMax Ambassadeur 1600 Slug in 4- and 6-inch versions for
and 3600 reels unveiled at the this year proves the Slug-Go-type
show feature six ball bearings on lure has captured a major place in
an elegant, round, one-piece alumi- angler's hearts in just over a year.
Pradco's new Zara Gossa is
num frame. The reel is fickle
plated, and it has a very light alu- unlike the other Slug-Go imitators
minum spool and titanium line because it is a hard bait with danguard for longer, smoother casting. gling trebles. This bait has erratic
Several industry analysts were action similar to that of the Slugpredicting that Shimano's Spirex Go, but it is more effective at
and Abu Garcia's ProMax Ambas- hooking fish because the hooks are
sadeurs would be the hottest new exposed, unlike the Texas-rigged,
products to come out of this year's fat-plastic Slug-Go.
Lure colors, which must sell
Show.
Outside of the reel marketplace, fishermen first and fish second, are
the most excitement at AFTMA always evolving. In plastic baits,

Poison ivy always comes in 3-leaflet clusters

Dr

er

reels for the ardent big game
fisherman. The Tiagra is a twospeed reel, and it has a new drag
system that maintains constant
pressure even aS the reel heats up
from drag friction.
Finally, both last year's showstopper Calcutta and the Chronarch
baitcasters, have been upgraded to
include Shimano's new variable
break system that helps prevent
backlashes in the early part of the
cast. The system uses six centrifugal break weights to slow the spin of
the spool and it is adjustable. The
Chronarch moves to the top of the
line with a redesigned, one-piece
aluminum body, low profile, and
six stainless steel ball bearings.
That last feature, the addition of
ball bearings to make reels
smoother (and costlier) has been a
major trend the past couple of
years, with all of the major companies adding more and more ball
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Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company

Your U-Haul Hoodquartors 753-9131
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New Hours Starting III'
Tuesday, September 8
Tuesday-Thursday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Closed Mondays

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Owner — Surf Williams

Kevin Penner

Mark Penner

345-2462 435-4040

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off Hwy. 121
436-5496

Richard Warkentin

435-4013
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LIBRARY NEWS
by Ben Graves, Calloway County Public Library
Before I forget, the library will and there's a waiting line already.
• • • •
be ciosed on Labor Day, Monday,
Andrew Greely's
there's
Then
Sept. 7..
. Wages of Sin. .This is another
• • • •
novel of the successful adult
The permanent floating book
back to unravel the dark
going
looks
it
now,
Right
on!
sale is
like the sale will go on through twisted mysteries of his past in
the week of Labor Day. We've order to find happiness. The parts
Just restocked the tables and, the that I've been able to sit down'
selection is great! Come on down and read look good. I'd recommend it.
and get a bargain.
• • • •
• • • •
you like a little more
if
Now,
in
books
We have a lot of new
in your reading,
t
excitemen
week.
this
Brown's latest,
Dale
got
we've
The first is Janet Dailey's new
Brown has an
Hawk.
the
of
Night
it's
Basically,
Tangled Vines.
ungainly habit for an author of
about a young female reporter on
the verge of becoming a star, the action books.
He creates great characters and
matriarch of a famous California
wine making family, her "rugged- then he kills them off witty filly.
ly handsome" grandson, and her This works real well unless your
books turn out to be such a sucestranged son (who is now a fierthat you can't afford not to
cess
ce competitor in the wine business). Add large chunks of write sequels. Well, his books
inkIney., ambition, greed,, pride, have been successes and he's had
to keep edging -the books in
and plain' old meanness. It's
great. (It also looks like a rip-off between the old ones so he can
re-use the characters.
of the old "Falcon crest" televion
In his first book, Flight of the
to
I
am
who
series, but
Old Dog, Brown told about a seccomplain?)
ret bombing mission to knock out
• • • •
a Soviet laser cannon with a hotJude Deveraux's next with
rodded stealth B52. One of the
Sweet Liar. A young woman
bombers' crewmen, Dave Luger,
New
to
(from, Louisville) goes
was killed duhng an emergency
York to look for her grandrefueling stop in Siberia. (It's a
mother. Along the way she falls
long, exciting story. If you're
in love with her handsome young
interested, read the book.)
landlord (named Mike).
It turns out that Luger is alive
She finds the grandmother and
has been brainwashed into
and
It
mystery.
old
an
-discovers
helping the Soviets build a stealth
seems that the grandmother was
super-bomber of their own. The
the gun ,moll of a particularly vicAmericans find out about this and
ious ceriminal. The grandmother
decide to get Luger back. This is
falls for another man (also named
a grade "A", number one exciting
Mike). The mobster flips out and
read. I highly recommend it.
shoots almost everybody, includ• • • •
ing Mike.
on,
going
is
this
all
While
I'm about out of space, but
there are about three million dolto recommend Peter Dickwant
lars running around loose. Everyorie.knows that the money exists, enson's AK.
It's about an African boy, Paul
but no one knows where it is.
who grows up in a
1Cagomi,
Did. I tell you that the young
country perpetually at war. His
woman's mOdlet had bees brutalmost prized possession is' his
ly murdered because someone
AK-47 assault rifle. This is actuthe
where
knew
,she
thought
ally a young-adult book, But I
money was!
think that there are a lot of adults
I'm
This is a great read (and
out there who would find it a first
not really, a fan of Jude Deverrate read.
aux). It's highly recommended
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'Heart-Smart' menus released
by the hospital for next week
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a program called "HeartSmart" for its menus in the
cafetena.
The program is designed following the guidelines of American Heart Association and
American Dietetic Association.
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Bargain Matinee's
Sal & Sun. ONLY
Bargain Night is Thursday
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For more information about the
menus and a special senior citizen diner card, call Anne Newberry. R.D., food service director
at the hospital.
Foods marked with an • are
heart-smart selections. Menus for
Monday, Sept. 7, through Sunday, Sept. 13, are as follows:
Monday
Beef burgundy over noodles, 'oven
baked chicken 'breast, 'stuffed peppers, 'pinto beans. 'oven browned
potatoes, 'turnip greens, fried squash.
'tomato Florentine soup
Tuesday
'Chinos* Day' — green pepper
steak, sweet and sour pork, 'almond
chicken, 'Cantonese style rice,
'steamed squash, egg roll, 'carrot
coins, chicken gumbo soup
Wednesday
'Lemon baked fillet of fish, open
face roast.beet sandwich, pizza, scalloped potatoes, 'seasoned green
beans, 'Harvard bests, 'whole kernel
corn, minestrone soup.
Thursday
Breaded chicken livers, sausage
and luaut, 'roasted breast of turkey,
cornbread dressing, 'broccoli spears,
'Reid peas wisnaps, 'whipped potstoes_Wisconsin cheese soup
Friday
'All American Hamburger' — homestyle all beef patty w/your choice of
toppings, hot dogs, 'barbsiciip thicken,
pork chops, baked Wens. 'corn on
cob, spicy potato wedges, 'Lumberjack vegetable soup.
Saturday
Reuben casserole, 'marinated
chithen breast, sPlchaftl and meatballs, 'seasoned green beans 'mixed
vegetables, 'baked apples 'whippod
potatoes, soup of the day
Sunday
'Fish filet Aknondine. savory beef
strew, pork fried nos, 'broccoli speakers,'baked potato, onion rings. 'sliced
beets, soup of the day
The menus are subject to
change without notice. Newberry
added.

Ray P. Sanderson
Southside

formerly affiliated with
Shopping Center Barber Shop

L, now at

Hair World

located 2 blocks from Five Points
On Coldwater Rd.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
a.m.-3 p.m. Sat.
753-0611
No igoreintrwswe rarsired.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have
stops on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8, 9 and 10.
Offered will be blood pressure, pulse, vision and glaucoma screenings.
Also available will be a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4.
Tuesday the express will be at Calloway County Public Library from
8 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Wednesday stops will be at M &
W Ceramics at Water Valley from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Pilot Oak Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Thursday the express will be at Senior
Citizens Center at Mayfield from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Singles (SOS) plan social
Six new members were introduced at the last meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club. They are,
pictured, from left, Virginia Ellis, Gene Wrather, Patti Claypool
and Bonnie Kessler, and not pictured, Drucella McKinney and
Annie Knight. Recipients of the Annette Schmidt Scholarship of
$400 each, awarded each year to Murray State University art
majors, were Jennifer Fehribach and Dianna Robinson. Miss Fehribach was present and displayed some of her art work.

AM VETS Auxiliary has luau
scheduled tonight at post home
AM VETS Auxiliary Post 45 at
Pans Landing, Tenn., met Aug.
12 at the post home. Bonnie
Scott, president, presided.
Brenda Leach told of her plans
for the children's picnic to be
held Sunday, Sept. 13, at noon at
KOA Campground at Paris Landing. All members' children,
grandchildren, etc., are invited
along with other guests.
Americanism Officer, Dorothy
Edwards, announced that $6,651
in coupons have already been
sent to military families in Italy.
. Vickie Paige is in charge of
collecting IGA cash register
receipts to be used by schools to
obtain. computers.
A group visited the Care Center on Highway 69 in Paris, Tenn.
This project is chaired by Nora
Swayt.
Glenda Bucy and Sue Givens
are chairmen of the Auxiliary

Luau 92 to be held tonight
(Saturday) at 6 p.m.
Plans for a Halloween party
have already been started with
Wincie Wright and Shirley Fowler in charge. Members are urged
to begin work on their costumes.
Virginia Cougar made a
motion to buy pins for the outgoing officers.
Donations have been given to
St. Jude's Children's Research
Hospital at Memphis. Tenn., and
the Amvets Auxiliary National
Scholarship Fund.
Gloria Green was appointed
third vice president to fill that
vacancy.
The AMVETS' annual picnic
will be Sunday, Sept. 20, at KOA
Campground at Paris Landing.
Robert Parks will be in charge
with Vernon Lawrence and Perry
Rogers as cooks. This will be an
old fashioned picnic.

Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11
p.m. Info1753-TEEN.
South Marshall High School
Class of 1962 reunion/6
p.m./Kentucky Dam Convention
Center.
South Marshall High School
Class of 1967 reunion/6
p.m/Ken-Bar Inn.
National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Timber Framing/2-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Live
Snakes and Turtles/I p.m., Eagles
Up Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves
and Coyotes/3 p.m., and Hawks,
Vultures/4
Owls and
p.m./Woodlands Nature Center;
KWW Arts and Crafts/10 a.m.-6
Area.
p.m./Fenton

Sunday, Sept. 6
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
National Scouting Museum/
open 12:30-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Oxen Training/2-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Live
Snaker and turtles/1 p.m., Eagles
Up Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves
and Coyotes/3 p.m. and Hawks,
Vultures/4
Owls and
p.m./Woodlands Nature Center;
KWW Arts and Crafts/I0 a.m.-6
p.m./Fenton Area; Yamaha Family Reunion/10 a.m./Turkey Bay
ORV Area. Info/1-924-5602.
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist
Church rummage sale today/old
Hendrick's Grovery, Hwy. 121 at
Glendale Road.

Calloway County High School
Class of 1%2 will have 30-year
reunion activities.
Temple Lodge No. 276 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall
Murray Art Guild multi-party
yard sale/8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sunday. Sept. 6
Oak Grove Cumberla•d
Presbyterian Church homecoming
today.

Christian Singles Group will have its weekly mooting on Monday, Sept. 7,
at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. U singles, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed, we welcome to attend. For more
information call Joan, 759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

CCHS Committee will meet
Calloway County High School SBDM Committee will meet Thursday,
Sept. 10, at 5 p.m. in the school library. Items on the agenda include organization material and items to be considered for '92-93." All interested parsons are invited to attend.

VFW Ladies Auxiliary will meet
Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m. at Willis Community Cantor on North L.P. Miller
Street, Murray. All members we urged to attend and also anyone who feels
they are eligible for the group.

Church School begins at St. John's
Church School classes for the fall will open Sunday, Sept. 6, at St. Juhn's
Episcopal Church. Registration will be at 9:45 a.m. with music introduction
of teachers and presentation of curriculum materials will follow. New students will receive Bibles during the 10:30 a.m. church service and teachers
will be commissioned. Parents are asked to attend the opening with their
children. Children and adults who are not members of St.. John's are welcome to attend Sunday classes to be hold at 9:15 a.m. beginning Sunday,
Sept. 13, at the church located at 1620 Main St., Murray.

Martin's Chapel plans services
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church has set the month of September
as 'Revival Month.' Each Sunday night during the month the church will feature special services. The service on Sept. 6 to begin at 6 pin. will feature
the Rev. Joe Walker of Puryew, Tenn., as visiting speaker. A time of fellowship will follow. The pastor, the Rev. Richard C. Denton, and the congregation invite the public to attend.

All Adult members of Murray Family YMCA with valid YMCA cards will
have free lap swimming time beginning Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 7:30 a.m. at the
pool in the Carr Health Building, Murray State University. This will be from
7:30 to 8:30 a.m. each morning, Monday through Friday. For more information 759-YMCA. The local YMCA office is located on the bottom floor of the
Weaks Community Center.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Sept.
8, at 7 p.m. at the new KIC Building on Squire Halo Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Monday to Tuesday of each week. The mooting will start at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 8. For more information call 753-0082.

Recovery to meet Tuesday
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

TOPS will meet Tuesday

Young Actors Guild meet 9
a.m./Playhouse in Park to go to
Horse Cave. Info/753-9554.

Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34, will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8, at First
Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh ins begin at 6
p.m. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an international non-profit weight
control program and support group. For further information call 753-0854 or
759-9964.

AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/9 a.m. and 4
p.m/American Legion Building,
and
Sixth
South
Maple/Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday

Info/1-924-5602897.
Murray High School Class of
1952 will have 40-year reunion
activities.

Christian Singles Group will meet

Adult YMCA swimming scheduled

CALENDAR
Saturday, Sept. 5
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have a Labor Day Ice
Cream Social on Monday, Sept. 7, at 7 p.m. with Sondra as hostess. The
SOS is a support and social group for singles of all ages, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide positive social, interaction and support. All singles are invited and
encouraged to attend. For more information about tho lotation, call Pamela
at 7638 or Joanne at 753-0224.

Four Rivers Music Friends/2
p.m./Annex of Calloway County
Public Library. Public invited.
Info/753-6979.
First Amendment Rights Committee of Western Kentucky/3
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Grogan Family reunioa/nooni
University Church of Christ
basement.
Annual LBL homecoming/1
p.m./at Walter Bilbrey place
across from Buffalo Pasture.
(Cont'd on page 7)

We carry Louisville Stoneware!Come see Kentucky $ finest I

The kinhandler
753 5679
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Alzheimer's Disease Information Educational Mooting will be Tuesday,
Sept. 6, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
'Nutritional Supplimonts' will be the program to be discussed by Suzanne
RD., MCCH Dietitian. Adult day care (free) for Alzheimer's patients
will be available by calling Shared Caro, 753-0576. For TOM information
call Cindy Ragsdale, 782-1100, Of donate Randolph, 753-5561.

Cardiac Support Group will meet
Cardiac Support Group will moot Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 10 a.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.'Advancements in Cardiac
Tastin9' will be discussed tiy Patsy Massey, supervisor of MCCH Cardiac
Graphics Lab. For more Information contact Shifty Lamb, 762-1170.

United We Stand meeting planned
The United We Stand mooting will be Thursday, Sept. 10, at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. Ginn Kt**, state publicity chairman for
the Kentucky Volunteers of United We Stand, will b• Our guest speaker. All
interested parsons are invited to attend.

Art Guild open for public
Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth Si.. Murray, is open Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 'Thursdays from 8 to 9 p.m.
Ample parking and handicapped access are available. Anyone interostad in
becoming a Guild member or for more information call the Guild at

Women's Self Defense workshop planned
Rape Victim Services and Chuck Robertson of Kontudty State Police will
present a Fro* Women's Sill Defense Workshop. This workshop will offer
be allowed at this trainWade safety tips for women of all ape. zio men
17, from 5:30 to 720 .m. in
ing). The workshop will be Thursday,
Room 500, Faculty Hall, Murray State University Fix more kulermnilon call
753-5777.
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Henninger is winner

Elderly menus listed
Menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly and Meal; on
Wheels for the week of Sept. 7 to
11 have been released through
the office of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Program,
Inc.
Meals will be served at 12
noon, Tuesday through Friday, at
Hazel and Weaks Centers. Meals
will be sent to private homes
each week day. Centers will be
closed Monday, Sept. 7, for
Labor Day holiday.
Menus are as follows:

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER S, 1992

Elizabeth Ann Henninger of
Murray has been awarded a $100
Bertrand Ball Memorial Scholarship for the 1992-93 academic
year at Murray State University.
Henninger, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Henninger of
Murray, is a senior Spanish and
French double major and an
English minor at Murray State.
She is a member of Foreign
Language Club and National
Education Association. She is
also involved with Alpha Gamma
Delta, Alpha Mu Gamma and

Tuesday
Franks and sauerkraut, mashed
potatoes, English peas in cheese
sauce, hot roll, margarine, Honey
Dew, milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday
Roast beef, baked potato, broccoli,
hot roil, margarine, fruit mix in lemon
pudding, milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday
Lasagna, bean sated, tossed salad
w/dressing, garlic roll, margarine,
orange, milk, coffee or tea.
Friday
Meat loaf, mashed potatoes, mixed
greens, hot roll, margarine, chocolate
brownie, milk, coffee or tea.

Gamma Beta Phi honor societies.
Henninger is a student worker
in the Foreign Language Department at MSU and plans to have a
career in secondary education.
With a 3.46 grade-point average,
she is a Dean's List student.
The Bertrand Ball Memorial
Scholarship is awarded to foreign
language majors who have a
minimum 3.25 grade-point average in their major and a 3.0 overall grade-point average. It is
administered by the MSU
Foundation.

Byerly ler ornk? dance

Bookmobile lists stops
The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8, 9 and
10.
Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
librarian, has released her schedule as follows:
Tuesday
Allbritton - 10:30 to 11 a.m.
Canon - 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Miller. 1 to 2 p.m.
Eunice MIller - 2:30 to 3 p.m.
West View - 3 to 3:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Kids Corner. 10 to 10:30 a.m.
Karnes - 11 to 11:30 a.m.
Tucker • 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Dortch - 1 to 2 p.m.
Small World Academy. 2:30 to 3:30
P.m.
Thursday
Hosick - 10 to 10:30 a.m.
dallirnore - 11 to 11:30 a.m.
West Hazel- 11:30 a.m. to noon
Barb Tucker - 12:30 to 1 p.m.
Nell Norsworthy - 1:30 to 2 p.m.
P. Nocsworthy - 2:30 to 3 p.m.'

ENDAR
CAL
(Cont'd from page 6)
Sunday, Sept. 6

Monday, Sept. 7

Gospel Singing at Mt. Horeb
Freewill Baptist Church/8 p.m.

Weaks Center closed today for
senior citizens' activities.

Monday, Sept. 7
,.Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Murray Ledger & Times will "- 'Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
publish early edition with offices
to close at noon for Labor Day.
Christian and Missionary
Murray State University classes Alliance Bible Study/7
dismissed and administrative p.m./Weaks Community Center.
offices closed for Labor Day.
AA and Al-Anon closed discusCalloway County Public Library sion meeting/8 p.m./American
'Legion Building, South Sixth and
closed today for Labor Day.
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
Post offices will be closed for 435-4314.
Labor Day with no mail delivery
Puppets at Memorial Baptist
today.
Church/8 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge Land Between the Lakes' events
include Buttermaking/2 p.m. and
hall.
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
Boy Scout Troop 77/First Christ- p.m./Homeplace; KWW Arts and
Crafts/10 a.m.-6 p.m./Fenton
ian Church/6:30 p.m.
area; Woodlands Nature Center
Hazel Center closed today for and Golden Pond Visitor Center
open.
senior citizens' activities.

rn

Lori Denise Holten and
James Edward Allen to marry

Holten and Allen vows
will be said on Oct. 31
Lori Denise Holten of 3784 University Dr. #927, Huntsville, Ala.,
and James Edward Allen of 1630 Hamilton Ave., Murray, announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday, Oct. '31, at 5:30 p.m. at
Immanuel Baptist Church, Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Miss Holten is the daughter of J. Dewey and Rosemary Holten of
320 Susann Ct., Belleville, Ill.
Mr. Allen is the son of Johnny and Carolyn Allen of Rt. 4,
Mayfield.
The bride-elect received her bachelor of science degree in
engineering/physics from Murray State University. She is a simulation
engineer with Eledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville, Ala.
The groom-elect received his bachelor of science degree in safety
engineering and his master of science in communications from Murray
State University. He is human resources director at Ryan Milk Co.,
Murray.
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The Honors English IV Classes
at Calloway County High School,
taught by Mrs. Mac (Lynda) Coleman, are now in the process of
writing the sixth volume of
ns.
Recollectio
repeated
be
not
may
ns
eliminatio
book is pubhardbound
The
in the finals.
the basis
with
year
each
lished
Admission will be $5. Eats and
history.
local
being
book
the
for
drinks will be available.
g the
researchin
are
students
The
The contest will be sponsored
topics:
following
Extension
by Trigg County
People — William B. Miller,
Homemakers Association, a nonH.C. Chiles, Auburn Wells,
Dr.
profit organization, and proceeds
Rose,
willb e given to needy children Dr. Charles Clark, Jack
Dinh and
Tung
Rowlett,
Dewdrop
and charity.
F,or additional information, call Roy English.
Places — Mt. Carmel Baptist
J.C. Mitchell, 1-365-3665, Jim
Dairy Queen, Plaza
Church,
Ricks, 1-522-8994, or LaNell
Peoples Bank, DexHotel,
Court
Bell, 1-522-8248.
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For Your Comenience Now Oilers

UPS Pick Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

9 a.m.- 14 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.. 7 p.m. sun 1.5 pan.
753.2.41411
In? mpic Plaza
Hw 641 N.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *
247-8537

ter, Victors, Lynn Grove, Locust
Grove Church, Fisher Price and
West Fork Baptist Church.
Issues/Ideas — Freedom Fest,
History of Girls' Basketball,
State Tournament Basketball
Teams (Murray High/New Concord), County Fair/Fair Association, Municipal Buildings, and
Famous Ghosts.
Anyone having information,
pictures, ideas, etc., concerning
any of the topics should contact
Mrs. Coleman at the high school,
753-5479. Your input will be
greatly appreciated by the students, Coleman said.
The books will be available for
sale in late December.

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross Insurance
Agency
753-0489

6th & Main

Some Looks Turn Heads.
Keep It That Way With
Sanitone.

Education classes
in diabetes will be
at the local center
Diabetes Education Classes
have been scheduled at Calloway
County Health Center, 701 Olive
St., Murray.
They will be on Fridays, Sept.
11, 18 and 25, from 9 to 11:30
a.m. at the center. Sponsors will
be the Health Center and Diabetes Control Program.
Topics will include: What is
Diabetes?, Exercise, Medications,
Complications, Monitoring, Special Concerns. and Nutrition
including artificial sweeteners,
bread, cereal, starches, fiber, fats,
sugar, chyolesteroL salt/NA,
alcohol, label reading, shopping
tips, food preparation tips, and
much more.
Instructors will be Jeanne
Jones, M.S., Nutritionist, and
June Cunningham, R.N.
Anyone who has diabetes, has
a family member with diabetes,
or anyone interested in learning
more about diabetes is welcome
to attend.
There is no charge for the classes. Persons should call the
Health Center at 753-3381, to
register.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Students of Honors
class writing articles

Fiddler's event Oct. 3
The first Old Time Fiddler's
Contest will be held at Trigg
County High School Gym, Main
Street, Cadiz, on Saturday, Oct.
3.
Contests and prizes will be
offered in the following categories: guitar, harmonica, banjo,
mandolin, clogging, band, beginning fiddlers, junior fiddlers and
senior fiddlers.
Registration will start at 10
a.m. and the contest at 1 p.m.
There will be $2,000 in prize
money. Each fiddle contestant
will be required to play one waltz
and one breakdown in the elimination and finals. Tunes used in

Ashley Byerly, a student of Jane Marie's Dance Studio, perfornsed
the Charleston for the 40s Party given for the residents of West
View Nursing Home. Ashley is pictured with Carmen Shelton, a
patient at West View. Other entertainment was provided by Jane
Marie's students.
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When it comes to drycleaning, no one is as meticulous as a Certified Master
Drycleaner. With our superior Sanitone drycleaning process, we keep your
quality clothes looking like new. Like designer fashions from Pierre Cardin.
Whites are whiter, colors brighter, and fabrics look and feel softer. That's why
we're the designers' choice in drycleaning.

$200 OFF
• ,,

On Any '10 Or More Drycleaning Order!
Coupon Must Accompany Order!

OONE'S
CLEANERS

Expires September 10, 1992
605 Main
753-2552
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SPORTS
Tigers take little time in routing
Reidland; second quarter the key
PAItHAEL BANKS

By

_

Illurray Lative &

as

homestanding

took

it

as

s
'
That

seconds.

Thirteen
long

MURRAY

SIMI Wrier

Three

Murray High to get their foot in
the door against visiting Reidland

Holland

Ty

at

game

football

school

high

s
'
Friday 'night

in

Stadium.
Just over 12 minutes later, the
the
of "

part

the

played

Tigers

rude hostess" as they barged their
Reidland

porous

a

past

way

defense enroute to four second-

a 41-14

quarter touchdowns and
the

romp over

Greyhounds.
an "accidental

Reidland

Call

tourist" for making Murray their
of

'
Tigers
strike

the "quick

as

offense

the

label

September, or

fifth

the

on

stop

scheduled

but whatever the 'label,
Murray High will go into next
week's district matchup with Fulton County averaging right at 42
force",

points per game. And this from a
team which has in
on

its

defense to

the

past relied
the

make

big

plays.

"It's an unusual

06,00 00 06 - 14
1 3 26 OD 00 - 41
11 Owner
rurn (Casey Mcrhuts
loran
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- Gary Suns
7-0. 11 47
▪
R - Brandon MyNancl 2 rum (Dusty Told run), II 7
500
- Chns Cneariey 7 pass l'orn Brom Keller Or
Ira), 13-5 237
Slid Guarter
kaki. (vo.un kicki
• B,,„aa„. SDs.
2C11 1002
•- Chimney 24 'un (1ilch.r kick), 27 8. $35
•- Greene 7 ors horn sestor IN1c$4.41 kir
34• 304
- Sure 6 run (Ammo Pars,* sot) 41 $ 144
Mk Orrin*.
R - Tammy Scirrirk I run (tar tar) 4, 14 010'
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TEAM STAR
MuRRAY
RE IDLAND
130
Rushing Yards
210
al
Passing VsnM
0
Taw Yards
224
210
0-0
Punsi
3-110
SIC
Paring
0.3,0
4 30
Primes
5.42
• • • •
11101 VIINAL ST A TS
RUSHING - (Rediand) 8,ancIo4+ klyhwici 3013$
Toning Serra 1141 Mcar Cobra 2 10. linae,
P•4111 3-6, Knii
Posachsalitt 2-4. Dusty Todd 9 7 I.
Bone 1-4, Brian Borland '0 i 25 ldur•ay) Gary
24
*
Cp.,
25.
Sou 9.57, Vire, Pe,y 6
J4T11141 Guns 2, 19. Jay Owner 2 7 Kotler I 2, Tim
11111011 1-1, Tracy ceszoi 2 19)
PASSING - Maranon Scnnuck 020. 0 yars.
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96 yards. Ewan Crum 0 • C 0 ye•ds Pnwion
Weelherly 01 -0 0 !was
RECENING - tRirsiand: none 1.1.,•11y' 8.
Jenkins 3-59. Cheery 2 '9 'Cnip Giver "6

REIDLAND

situation

last

"In
defense
to come up with the big playa,
but so far this year it's been the
the

s season opener.
Friday'

past, we

relied on our

re
'
We

offense.

clicking

all

on

cylinders.

"We've got enough skill people that we just go out and get
the ball to them and let them
"
make something happen.
You want big plays. Rewind th
Friday
and

Gary

back

just

s
'
night

watch

kickoff

opening

Tiger senior running

Sims

dart, dash

and

plain dazzle the Greyhound

kickoff team for a 92-yard return
to put the Tigers in front early.
Total elapsed time? You got it
13 seconds.
"I just followed Chris (Chu..ney) and

they

B.J. (Jenkins).

When

took out those two guys, the

middle opened up and I just took
off down the sidelines," Sims

said.

Cheaney and Jenkins are two
good mates to have in front of
you, as the trio combined to score
five of the Tigers' six touch" said Murray coach
around here,
downs and total 159 of the Tigers
Rick Fisher, of his squad which
blew by Tngg County 43-20 in
(Coned OA page 9)

MICHAEL BANES/Ledger & Times photo
Murray High running back Chris Cheaney (#42) is congratulated by teammate Chip Greene (#86) ,

after scoring on a 24-yard run during the second quarter of the Tigers' 41-14 rout of Reidland Friday night at Ty Holland Stadium.

Cone gets first
win as Toronto
blows out Twins

Hogard's 5 touchdowns
leaves an impression on
both Calloway, Mitchell

By The Associated Press
One week later, it was the Toronto

batters

up

putting

record

By

numbers. not Blue Jays pitchers.

Toronto tied an AL record with
10 consecutive hits in the second
inning off Kevin Tapani (14-10)
and Tom Edens. and the Blue
Jays wound up with 21 in all Fn day night as they routed the MinTwins

nesota

16-5.

week

It was a

after the

Blue

Jays gave up 31 hits in a 22-2
loss to the Milwaukee Brewers.
"The Blue Jays hit the hell out
"Twins manager Torn
of the ball,

Kelly. said. "They hit it

soft.

They hit it in between and they

ha it over the fence. They beat
our pitching up."
David Cone (1-1) won in his
second start for the Blue Jays.
Cone, acquired from the New
York Mets on Aug. 27, allowed
live runs and seven has in six
innings with six stnkeouts and
three walks.
Devon White and John Olerud
had four hits each for the

Blue

his

30th

..
Jays

Carter

Joe

three-run

a

homer,

hit

drive,

and

STEVE PARKER/Lodger & Times photo

Martin Westview quarterback Dusty Gibson (17) is sacked for a loss by Calloway County defensive
end Mike Catherson in the first half of Friday's game in Martin, Tenn,

Connors, Capiati ousted in Open

Candy Maldonado hit his 19th, a
shot.

two-run

"Maybe
pitcher
first

I

1

can relax and be the

know

win

I

can be with that

under my

" Cone
belt,

said.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

Borders and fabrics add an
exciting decorating element to
your decorating scheme. They
can be used to create architec
tural accents in a oar. bcxy
room or to accent existing ele
ments like dormers, soffits and
stairways. And it's so easy now
with many books arranged by
COIOr and style
See Ruby For All Your
Hone Improvement Needs,

TreasLum
DA coke
Hal Air Hhcpping rAnter
759 1390

41I
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By BOB GREENE
AP 34:sons Wrier

NEW YORK - The old man
on the block is gone. So is the
new kid.
Jimmy Connors, at age 40 the
crowd favorite, and Jennifer
Capnati, at age 16 the crowd
favonte, are no longer in the
chase for U.S. Open titles. Both
were drummed out of the tournament on Fnday, Capriati surprisingly so, Connors as most
expected.
Ivan Lend!, a three-time winner of this Grand Slam tournament and the ninth seed this year,
overran Connors 3-6, 6-3, 6-2,
6-0 in a second-round match.
Capnati was upset by Canadian
Patricia Hy 7-5, 6-4 to advance to
the fourth round.

Although Connors, cheered on
by a packed stadium crowd of
more than 20,000, won the opening set, he had to play nearly perfect tennis to do it, Lakin
* the net
,
at every opportunity, keeping the
pressure on his opponent.
Lendl, on the other hand,
seemed quite content to engage
Connors in long baseline rallies,
exchanges that eventually would
take the legs away from his
40-year-old foe. And if that was
his tactic, it worked to perfection.
With Connors huffing and puffing, and sending more and more
shots either into the net or over
the baseline, Lendl turned up the
heat, hitting his big forehand with
just a little more pace, using his
backhand to keep Connors either
pinned to the baseline or running
from side to side.

Hy surprised Capriati by
changing speeds and running her
teen-age opponent from side to
side and from baseline to net.
The Cambodian-born Canadian
used a drop shot frequently and
effectively, most of the time winning the point outright or setting
up an easy volley into the open

court.
"I didn't think I played that
bad," said Capriati, the gold
medalist at the Barcelona Olympics. "I felt good out there. I
thought my strokes were solid.
"But the bottom line is she
played too good."

After capturing the first set, Hy
took a 3-1, 0-40 lead in the second. But Capriati fought back to
hold-her serve for 3-2, then broke
Fly to pull even at 3-3.

ADtt
September 1-5

Js. 14

07 00 00 02 - 7
21 21 12 00 - 54
lel Clued*,
1.1W - Chris Hogard 23 run (Brian Overcast kick);
7-0. 723
MW - Cone Hogard 16 run (kick lard), 13-0. 5:12
CC - Man Donne OS run (Wes Goodell kick), 13-7,
4.45
MW - Jorpn Farris 2 run (Thomas pass horn Gibton)41121-7. 19
2nd Quarter
MW - Chris Nowt 14 run (Darnion kick), 29-7.
740
SAW - Dusty Glbson 17 run (Damron kick), 35-7.
4:50
MW - Chris N095r0 46 run (Darnron kick); 42-7.
:32
VII Omen*,
MW - Chris Hogged 1 run (kick failed), 487, 930
MW - WW1 Lackey 39 tumbie recovery (kick faded) 54-7, 304
• • • •
TEAM STAY'S
WESTVIEW
AY
OW
CAL L
401
Rushing Ywds
156
64
Passing Yards
10
465
Total Yards
166
1
Punts
5
2-9.1
Passing
1-5-2
0-90
Praha'
5-65
• • • •
INClIVIDUAL STATS
RUSHING - (Calloway) Jody Keno 1848. Man
°WINS 10-71 TO, riemy Grogan 3-6, Rob Ballad
1,(,1). Jason Grogan 2-i-2), Wesley Cogdell 1(7)
(Weetview) CM, Hogard 24-244 5 TD, Dusty Gibson 4-55 TD. Joseph Hair% 9-42 TD, Bruin Orr.
cast 3-22, Jeremy Hicks 5-19, Lamont Evans 2-12.
Jake Thomas 1-7.
PASSING- (Calloway) Man Dennis 1-4-102 INT.
Jason Grogan 0-1-0 (Westywaw) Dusty Gibson
2-464 INT
RECEIVING - (Cancssay) Tyler Bohannon 1-10.
(Westylaw) Jeremy Hicks 1-49. WlIilw1 Kendall
I-15

CALLOWAY
WESTVIEW

games. "I didn't think we were
that bad. Either he (Hogard) is a
real good running back or we're a
bad tackling team."
Westview's offensive line
deserves a huge helping of credit,
as they opened up plenty of
acreage for a Westview offense
that scored on every possession
(seven straight) in the first 33
minutes of the 48-minute game.
"They controlled the line of
scrimmage and were able to do
whatever they wanted to do with
us," Mitchell said afterwards.
Only a Mike Arnett interception in the Laker end zone midway through the third quarter
stalled the Charger offense,
which punted just one time. Even
then, Westview picked up a
(Cont'd on page 9)

EARN
6.50%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrendesr
charge.% apply.
($5,000 minimum)

$948
While Supplies Last

Rubbermaid Trash
Containers

FARM
BUREAU

Wastebasket-"dual action'. Made from
commercial grade material. Scratch and
rust resistant, lid color matches wastebasket color. Colors available are slate blue
and aknond.

INSURANCE
Same Hate Available On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

1..getirr -••••.
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PARKER

MARTIN, Tenn. - Listen to
his coach and one would get the
immediate impression that Martin
Westview running back Chris
Hogard was just an average high
school running back.
"He's a little out of shape, but
other than that he had a pretty
good night," Westview bead
coach Don Coady said of his No.
1 tailback, who was out of shape
because he ran what amounted to
40-yard wind sprints for over 30
minutes Friday night while leading his team to a 54-7 victory
over Calloway County.
All the leg-weary junior did
was carry the ball a tiresome 24
times for 244 exhausting yards
and-five grueling touchdowns.
(And, at halftime he rushed out
of the locker room to save a carload of children trapped in an
overturned car.)
"He's not at full strength," said
his coach, as serious as the Laker
tackling woes.
Last season, the 6-2,
200-pound tailback rushed for
167 yards on 28 carries against
the Lakers. Although Friday's
effort at UT-Martin's Pacer Stadium was a career high, Coady
isn't ready to tout him as Tennessee's next Mr. Football.
"We ran through them pretty
much at will," the diplomatic
coach said. "I think in some
respects we had a strong running
game, but I also don't think the
defense was as strong as we're
going to face later on."
As painful as it might have
been for Calloway coach Billy
Mitchell to hear, he couldn't totally disagree with Coady's tactful
assessment.
"Tackling," Mitchell said of
his biggest disappointment in his
team's second loss in as many
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Hogard's 5 touchdowns leaves...
(Coned ftem page 8)
next possession, senior quarterdefensive score two plays later
back Matt Dennis turned the left
when Brett Lackey picked up a
corner on an option and dashed
Laker fumble and rambled 39
yards for the game's final score. 66 yards untouched for the Lakas first touchdown of the season.
"They're probably close to
Mayfield," the first-year coach
Wesley Cogdell addet1 the point
said when asked to make a com- after and the LakersAvere in business, trailing just 13-7 with four
parison. "They could play with
Mayfield anytime. They're a
minutes, 45 seconds remaining in
good, sound football team. the first period.
Westview seemed rattled after
They'd be a real good 2A or 3A
team in Kentucky and would the Dennis run, needing 10 plays
make the playoffs."
to travel 65 yards and go up 21-7
Westview came out of the gate on Joseph Harris' two-yard
like a playoff contender, shutting plunge.
After that, Hogard added
down the Laker: and mounting a
seven-play, 81-yard scoring touchdown runs of 14 and 46
drive. Gaining 73 of those yards yards and quarterback Dusty Gibon four carries, Hogard swept son tacked on a score from 17
right an4 went 23 yards untouch- yards out to give Westview a
42-7 halftime lead.
ed for the touchdown.
Westview chewed 9p 311 yards
Hogard and the Chargers made
it 13-0 on the next Series when he rushing in the first half with
busted through the Laker line for Hogard accounting for 212. He
averaged 13.2 yards per carry in
afl 18-yard score.
s
the first half. Westview finished
On the first play of Calloway'

with 401 yards rushing on the
night.
In the second half. Mitchell
found something to applaud
the running of sophomore fullback Jody Kelso.
• "I think we found a fine sophomore fullback and solid football
player in Jody Kelso," Mitchell
said of Kelso, who rushed for 88
yards on 18 carries against many
members of the Chargers' first
unit.
Inside linebackers Sean Waller
and Brad Lowe also caught
Mitchell's eye, as well as defensive backs Jamey McDaniel and
Arnett.
"We have to -reevaluate and
make some changes and look at
playing more sophomores," the
coach said. "We have to rebuild
and find somebody that wants to
play football."
Mitchell said many of the

changes for Friday's game and
next Week's game at Hopkinsville
are necessitated by injuries to key
Players.
Senior Jeremy Grogan, a twoyear starter at linebacker for the
Laken, was forced to move to
nose guard due to the absence of
injured starter Michael Herndon.
Injuries to Herndon and Matt
Garrison forced Mitchell to
replace both opening-game offensive guards with healthy Brian
Evans and Tony Bulloch.
"When you start moving players around for the first or second
ballgame and you're struggling,"
said Mitchell, who lost his first
game as Laker coach last week in
a 21-0 loss at Marshall County.
"Anytime you take a beating
like this it will affect you mentally. We have to understand that
there are eight games left and put
these two behind us."

Good service.
Like a goad neighbor.
good coverage. State Farm is there.
good price-

That's
State Farm

i

"We came out flat," said MurLewis, who saw his Greyhounds
defensive end Chip Greene.
ray
drop to 0-2 on the season.
first game of the season we
"The
on
lot
a
worked
really
"We've
224 yards in total offense.
really pumped, but tonight
were
"They're quicker, faster and tackling in practice, but we just
that Reidland didn't
knew
we
of
it
job
have more skilled kids than what didn't do a good
people and they
many
very
have
tonight."
we came in here with," said a
been winning very much,
hadn't
Joe
coach
Reidland
perplexed
so we came out flat. We went out
For Cheaney, who splits time
there and thought" they were just
was
it
back,
with Sims at running
going to lay down after the kickan impressive showing as the
off return."
sophomore scored each time he
However, the Tigers struck
for
touched the ball, rushing once
as Cheaney's 28-yard kickback
24 yards and catching two passes
gave Murray the ball at
return
off
for 19 yards.
with 4:52 left in the
40
their
sharing
Sims said he enjoy's
quarter. Quarterback
opening
the spotlight, and the offensive
hit Jenkins with a
Keller
Brent
workload, with the younger
a first down, as
for
pass
31-yard
Cheaney.
runs of nine,
off
ripped
then
Sims
By MICHAEL BANKS
three and nine yards to put Mur"It's a good combination," said
Mum! Loclgor & Tense Stan Writer
ray at the Reidland eight-yard
Sims, who led the Tigers in rushMurray High coach Rick
line. Two plays later, Cheaney'
ing for the second game in a row
Fisher got a little good news
with 57 yards on just nine carries. snatched Keller's pass out of the
and a little bad news after Friair, swung to the right and snaked
"It helps balance it out and keep
day night's 41-14 win over
in between two Greyhounds to
everybody fresh. He's more of a
I
juker.
a
of
Reidland.
give Murray the lead for good.
slasher and I'm more
First the good news. SophoTotal elapsed time of drive? Just
like the way we got it."
more defensive lineman T.J.
over two minutes.
Fisher couldn't agree more.
Myhill, who was taken off the
"If our offense hadn't taken the
-They're our two homerun hitfield on a stretcher in the third
wind out of their sails early on, it
ters. It's awful hard to key on
quarter, is expected to be back
could have been a much closer
just one of them."
in the lineup next week as he
game," Fisher said.
came away with a jammed
Reidland rebounded from
After holding Reidland on a
neck.
Sims' fireworks and posted a fourth-down attempt at their own
However, the Tigers will be
15-play, 80-yard drive through 42 on the following series, the
without sophomore flanker and.
the heart of the Tiger defense; Tigers came back with another
special teams standout Ted
eating away nearly seven minutes score as Keller hit Jenkins for a
Booth in Friday's game with
of the clock to take a 8-7 lead on
20-yard gain. Two plays later he
district-rival Fulton County.
tailback Brandon Myhand's two- found Cheaney for a 12-yard
Booth, along with Reidpickup. After seeing Sims go up
yard run with 5:00 left.
land's Dusty Todd, were
ejected in the third quarter of
Friday's game for fighting,
itt V044,
and subject to Kentucky High
School Athletic Association
rules, the two will be required
to sit out their next game.
fd
"Where the price and service
"It turned into a little shov"
swallow.
to
easier
makes the pill
ing match," Fisher said of the
occurred
which
ion
confrontat
near the Murray sidelines. "I
think the officials overreacted.
They're out there to help the
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
kids, not hurt them. They
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
made the wrong call on the
ejection."
Reidland coach Joe Lewis
Installation
said that be didn't know of
what went on, but heard that
%IP and Service
the officials said "one kid
threw a punch".
Booth's absence will be felt,
Fisher said.
"We Also Do Window Tinting."
whatevin
"He's a vital cog
er we try to do in our program.
It's a shame that it had to happen... maybe, it'll serve as a
costly lesson."
(Cont'd from page 8)

Booth, Reidland
player ejected;
will have to sit
out next week
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MAJOR LEAGUES

Dame (14sugh 6-11) at Kansas Cily Money 1.0).
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Baltimore Murata 13-61 N Callon* (Abbot
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
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3.05 p.m
Misraukee (Waitron 11-12) at Detroit (14aas 3-1),
606 pm
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Sew francleoo
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$4 110
Las Areibe
Gaines
fisearday's
SOO Diego (Dealtales 3-4) at Champ,(6 Medan
1640), 1:20 pm.
New Yon* (lellmen 2-0) at Cincinnei (Ayala 0-0).
6.0S p.m.
Lae Angelis (ilerehlow II-11) N Plotoopt Molt
84:.
11-444:6
Ober 4-3) al NINO (Army 104),
6 10 p.m
Haman (Mis 20)5* Montreal (Netrholo 64). 635
arn.
San Frendsoo(WWI 114) at St Lois (Cornier
5-10), 705 pm

la

the middle for 10 yards, Keller
found an open Jenkins in the left
corner of the endzone for an
eight-yard scoring pass .and a
20-8 lead.
"Our passing game is on this
year," said Jenkins, who hauled
in three of Keller's passes for 59
yards. "Wherever they throw it, I
go out and catch it."
Jenkins didn't have to wander
far, as Keller was a perfect sixof-six for 94 yards Friday night.
Murray then came back four
minutes later to post their second
score of the quarter when Cheaney burst through a hole on the
right side and raced by the Reidland secondary for a 24-yard
touchdown run and a 27-8 Murray lead with 6:38 left in the half.
Keller found Greene open
across the middle on a 17-yard
scoring strike three minutes later,
as Sims would close out the Tiger
scoring onslaught with 1:44 left
on an eight-yard touchdown run
to give Murray High a 41-8 lead
at the half.
Fisher went to his reserves for
the entire second half, as Reidland was able to push across a
score on the final play of the
game to close out the score at
41-14.
-r

PREP FOOTBALL
hirley's Oneeee
Aeak Co. 12. Allen Co.-Scolteille 6
Ambition Co 39. Frankton 6
Apollo 13, Ow.enebore Catholic 6
Ashton] Blazer 46, Boyd Co 0
Balm) Memorial 22 Mow Co (I11) 14
Bardstown 56, Trigg Co. 13
Barren Co. 31. Boiling Green Greenwood 19
Bath Co. 46, Rowan Co. 6
Beechwowl 47, Pane 12
Beery 49, Knott Central 0
Bel Co. 41. UM* Lon* 27
Boone Co. 14. Conner
Bowing Green 54, Otsego& 21
Breathitt Co. ZS EMI Co. 21
o Co. 33. Olio Co. 22
(Tenn.) 24. Paducah IlIghmen 15
Bulb Cranial 31 Built Ear 12
CampbelleMie 35. lima Co 0
Caries Co. 42, Grant Co. 23
Caverns 40. Nan Co 35
Christian Co. 20, Daises Co. 14
Claiborne Co. (Twin) 13, Pinerlits 12
•Ciern Co. 61, North Laurel 0
Choy Co 33, Whitesburg IS
Corbin 26. Cawood 6
Cot. Catholic 36, Newport 6
Cumberland 41, Pos.' Co 0
Darold Upecorrb (Twin) 34. 14onsoe Co 7
Evan' 24, Henan 13
Renfro Co. 54, Weer Caner 0
Fort Cymbal *9, ElzabisMovan 15
Franklin Co 14, Frankton Western 1411e 7
Lake Country (Tenn.) 12
Futon Co.
Gement Co. 35, Marion Co V
Nancock Co. 23, goner Co 6
21
fay
Harrodaturg 2S, Lex. Laette
Hazard 33. Leslie Co. 16
Heath 24. Marlon (111.) 6
Henderson Co. 47, UNon Co 16
Nenry Co 32, Berea 0
Nopkineille 25, ISedisorwille 7
Ironton (Ohlo) 36. Russel 0
Jessamine Co. 16. Wooroe Co'
Knox Central 6, Vellernsburg o

imirt

22.

LaRue Co. 21. Meade Co 21
LAMM* Co 22, Johnson Gould 0
Ley Bryan Stilton 21, Norm rlardir 7
Ions Oak 20. Cnnenden Co 13
Lai Biewd 14. Lo.. Mate $
Lou. Buret 19, Lou Moore 0
Lou. Dow 23, Lou Vaikry
Lou Eakin 34. Lac Same 7
Lou Finial* 34. Lot Shawnee 6
Lou. Fern Creek 9, Lou. Central 0
Low Jstiereonlown 33, Lou. Atherton 6
Low librami 20, Lou. Waggoner 6
Lou Pleseure Ridge Park 41. Lou. Southern 24
Lou. SI. Kw* 28, Lou. Holy Crone 15
Lao. 'Dirty 26. Los. Dellaire 7
Lou. Weelern 9. Lou. loquoie 6
KC. Nailer 12.
6 (0T)
Ibrewen Central 32. Les. Henry Cloy 31
Modem Southern 24. Pedals Co. 10
hieriAall Co 26, Caldwell Co. 7
libren-Weeselser (Tern) 54. COICONN 7
1 34. Webster Co 0
Co.-41, Munkinberg Soul* 7
Moregowory Co to. kraeon Co. 6
*may 41, Reidland 14
Nelson Co IS, Wastington Co 7
Newport Calholc 24, Cos. Holmes 22
Oldeoni Co. 20, Lea. Dunbar 6
Omen Co 21. Bs/mu* 7
Owensboro 39, Warmer East 7
PhOps 30 BOW Lem 0
Pkonfis 14 EMers City S
Portland (Term.) 14, Logan Co. 10
Pound (Vi) 21, Jsalio 14
ProssonOuta 21. Middlesboro 20
Providence (hod.) 21, NOM Bulb 14
Pubeill Co. 47, Wayne CO. 0
Reoeisnd 24, &irony) Co. 14
Rcolicasils Co. 35, Waft Co. 14
Russel Co. 20, Green Co. 14
Rueselvele 7, Frannie-Simpson 6
Soo* Co. 14, Nenlarm Co.
Sher* Co. 21. Lei. Tales Creek 10
Somerset 42, Mercer Co. 15
Toad Central 17. lArnieriberg North 6
Union City (Tenn.) 21. Grans Co. 20
Winne Co. (W.Va.) 29. East Caner 0
26. Johns Cloak 22 ROT)
ey l. 6. Lynn Carlo 3
Vi
Wrelwi

color co.

=
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Labor Day

7534562

OPEN LABOR BAY II a.m. p.m.
110

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

.••••••••

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

a

LABOR DAY
SALE
2 Days Only
Saturday 8 a m.-5 p.m and Monday 2 p.m.-7 p.m.

11111 I 111 1 11111 11111

Prices will never be lower on
'92 Corollas, Tercels, Paseos,
Celicas, Camry Wagons & Trucks.

1 11111 I 11111 III 1111111 II 1 11111 1111111 III 111111111 11

7
54

"Slate Farm Insurance Com panies
nsurance.
Ham arra Bloomington Illinois

ofil. 14V.

Tigers take little time in...

41;

Sale positively ends at 7 p.m. Sept 7, 1992

44 TOYOTA i4

LABOR DAY
SPECIAL

PICK-UP AND DINE-IN
SPECIAL ONLY
Buy Any Pizza At Regular Price
Get Same Size Pizza

FREE!

All-Yon-Can-Eat
Pizza and
SpaGatti Buffet

Original air
Pan Perfect

Lunch or
Dinner

(Small. Medium. Large)
•Gterel IlLun

Man

&

Up, &

No4 &rod re* arty ••••• rarer/

s

I 0,

'Good Labor Day Only?

BUFFET SPECIAL

BUFFET SPECIAL

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets
$599
(Lunch)

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza

2for

r our.,
'lame41 &lard Ilru 16,NIO
Iry, gore molla any Warr eperial

and SpaGatti Buffets
(Dinner)

2

for

"fracial prod *rt. 5I,2 well%
•any new opeedri
KO irate rl

'Specials Not
Good With Any
Other Special

*Nom Prosont
Coupons Before
Ordering

Of Murray, Inc.
753-4961

Chestnut St

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
•^611111118111

1,111MINOMPair

INEPRONOr
•

v..
e '
,

753-66156
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALI

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Editioa
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
3 p.m.
Tuesday
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
• Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

u21!

025
030
040
050

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOY MEN

Help Wanted
..... Situation Wanted
. Business Opportunity
.... Instruction

060
Ill

19-0
37u
390
4.0

FARMERS MARIO., I
Farm Equipment
....... Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
3C0

.T.V. itr%1CallO
Pets & Supplies

270

MISCELLANEOUS

Public Sale
Ft* Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

4:30

440 ,
450

4i11-,

SECTION I. Effective January 1, 1993, a
tax rate of$0.3208 shall be levied on each $100
of motor vehicle and watercraft assessment in
the City of Murray, Kentucky,for operation of
the City of Murray General Fund.
SECTION II. Effective January 1, 1993,a
tax rate of$0.0200 shall be levied on each $100
of motor vehicle and watercraft assessment in
the City of Murray, Kentucky, for funding of
active pensioners, City of Murray Police and
Firemen's Pension Fund.
SECTION III. Effective January 1, 1993,
,a tax rate of $0.0392 shall be levied on each
$100 of motor vehicle and watercraft assessment in the City of Murray, Kentucky, for
underwriting the debt of the CERS Unfunded
Liability.
SECTION IV. An interest rate of 6% per
annum shall be imposed on all unpaid property
tax bills as of January 1, 1993 with unpaid
property tax bills continuing to bear this
interest rate utitil date of payment.
SECTION V. A 10% penalty shall be
imposed on all unpaid property tax bills as of
November 1,1992, which shall be in addition to
the actual amount of ad valorem tax.
SECTION VI. The City Clerk/Tax Collector shall publish according to law, on or about
April 1, 1993 a list of delinquent property tax
statements and in addition to penalties and
interest hereto imposed, a $3.00 publication
charge, per publication,shall be added to each
published property tax bill.
SECTION VII. This ordinance shall be in
full force and effect from and after its adoption
and publication as required by law.

Wm. N Cherry, Mayor

02n
Notice
AURORA Pizza Magic Gerune hand bossed pizza
fresh salmis. sandwiches
gyros Open al year at
Sprn Closed Mon and
474 8119
Tu•s
1-4100-641-3904
Translate and
Transcribe
Old German Script
Have References
Call Doris Kramer
7511111

470

Motorcycles

480

Auto Services

485

Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

490

495
500
510
520

r.

2"

WHEREAS, pursuarpt to KRS 78.530 (3)
C,the City of Murray is authorized to
levy a special ad valorem tax to
underwrite the unfunded liability of
this transfer:

2

8.00 16.00 14.00 3200.

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 60.00
,
50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00

Attest: Jo Crass
020

11Mbit

CkAAINEL CaIGt5H.
BR1D BLUE Gila Fathead
rninercrers Wool/our, Sale.
Slack Cream and Triproel
Geese Card Ow Pond wend
consion T1.41•401:441B14.4 CIA
er411 Pea&•langle or 210 71/2
mama*
Dollvery StAll Be

LABOR Day weekend sale
Saturday &in, Monday Ms
counts from 20-50% Hitching Post in Aurora.
474 2266
IAEETING for Rama al natural produce, Sept 81h,
7 Wpm at Shoneys. public
invited For more information cal 438-2000

DEPARTMENTAL SECRETARY I. Regular, partems (20 hours per week)
Education and/or experience High school graduate
or equivalent with at least
one year of secretarial/
office experience Extensive knowledge of microcomputers and word processing preferred Must
have good interpersonal
skies and the &Nifty to work
well with faculty members
and students Artistic ability
and experience in creating
bulletin boards, flyers, and
newsletters prelerred Salary $5 65 per hour Apply at
Personnel Services
Sparks Hal, Murray State
Unrversity, Murray, KY
ARSU does not discriminate
on the base of race, color,
national origin sex or handicap in its programs and
aceviees For information
contact the MSU Affirmative Action Office at
762 3155

Illurree. kV
(202)722 1422
Ti, e 10 30 11 20 cat
Cal row OcA Wore lo pram
your order or col
Toll Free 14004434431

Fish Wagon, Inc.
WANTED person who
heiped young man after
acodent on Hwy 290 to
push 1990 *tuts Chevy
mck-up truck off road Incident occured one week
ago around 6 3m. Sunday night, August 23
Pleas* contact before
Sept 9 (A M ) Important
436-2107

YOU Dig Mum field now
open Al colors $200 to
Hours
$4 00 each
3 30-800pm Take 94 W to
Charley Thurnten Fid turn
nght 1st house on the nght
Yell Cornell

025
Pesseado
ADOPTION Intelligent de
voted couple most anxious
so give love and a wonderful
krture to your newborn Al
legit medical and Irving
expenses pad Let us help
C•Il collect
you
516 621 5574

•

SECTION IV. An interest rate of 6% per
annum shall be imposed on all unpaid property
tax bills as of January 1, 1993 with unpaid
property tax bills continuing to bear this
interest rate until date of payment.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 31
day of August, 1992
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 2
day of September, 1992.
Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor

Rent-A-Car
Lowest rates in
tow

753-6910

Attest: Jo Crass

A COST-free Chnstmas ATTENTION Work 10 %excan
Pan erne work, full erne ude hours per week,
peyl Set your own hours awn $150. showing CREAskin care and cosdemonstrating House of TIONS
Lloyd merchandise ii metics by Stanley Home
Fragrance free
home parties Free $300 Products
and hypo-allergenic For inkit Hurry! Call today
formabon send mane and
Chnsenae is on its way
phone number to L Story,
Cal Cindy. 753 1460
1503 Chaucer Of Murray,
AVON OPPORTUNITY. Ky 42071
Proven salsa methods from
home company seeks
a top nopr000nt•Svo Un- LOG
•xperiencod carpenter
emoted potent& Port lime
Cal 753-6774 or 435 4111
or full bine 753-0171

Product Min lissdet

Ugly Duckling
ACCOUNTS Receivable
Clerk, 3-5 years experienoe
required Good pay and
benefits Ay* 'minedP0 Box 1040-0,
realy
Murray KY 42071

F xperienoe preferred
Apply at

Owens Food
Market
No Phone Celia

200.00

ISO

Articles
For Sale

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
x 0014. 110011111 x
CAPT
X
X
Exotic Dowers

ing. call Betty, 474-2131, or
leave message Have
references
SEWING sobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061
WILL care for children in my
home, Mon Fri 6am 6pm
Experienced and refer
ences 753-7495
WILL do housecleaning or
office cleaning 753-4404
WILL stay with sick or elderly, any shift, experience
and references Call
753 4590

Bait Co, 753-5693
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals.
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981
LOSE weight easily. the all
natural way, without feeling
hungry or deprived It
works! Money back guarantee For information call
436-2000
MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES, PANGBURN'S
CANDY IS BACK IN M'JRRAY. Charlie's Sale T
Pharmacy

WOULD like to do general
housekeeping bi-weekly or
monthly Serious callers
only If no answer leave RACK deer block with
name number, message. apple flavor 80 E Main
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
492-8723
THIRTY six recent tradetin
ins, prices start at $49
English's Sewing Ma
Instruction
chines, Hwy 68 Reidland
Near 1-24 exit 16
COMPUTER Technology
1 800-599-U SEW
Computer
Inc
Plus
courses seminars, and USED brick cleaned and
computer programming paletixf 20e/ea 753-0521
DO you need a JOB or do 759-9158
or 436-2165
making
in
you need help
USED car stereo equip
positive advances for the
140
rnent for sale Call Roger,
hiture7 We have 22 JOB
Want
9am.-5pm, 753-5273
OPENINGS for people be
To Buy
tween the ages of 16-22
WASHER, dryer, 30'
years if you are not in ANTIQUES by the piece or range, couch, tables.
school Call 753 9378 five collections Call 753-9433 lamps, baby bed, baby
days a week between after 5pm
changer, mac 753-5292
8 00am-3 COpm We are an
BUYING 12' 1960s GI
EOE This protect a funded Joes 492 8103
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry "Counal CASH for mobile home
Aplancee
tires $7412 each
JTPA

Monday, Seiptatrbet 14
Southern Stake Cop

13th

Street

SECTION III. An ad valorem tax of
$0.2600 is hereby levied on the taxable value of
all bank shares in the City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation pursuant to KRS
136.270.

Wm. N. Cherry, Mayor

180.00

DENTAL Assistant Bong CUT this out and save my FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
resume to Dr Thomas number Do house clean- fish, eve or dressed Murray

SECTION II An ad volorem tax rate of
$0.0200 is hereby levied on each $100 valuation ofall property,including franchises. In the
City of Murray, Kentucky,subject to taxation,
for funding of active pensioners, City of Murray Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.

Adopted by the Murray City Cauncil on the 2
dayf September 1992.

160.00

25¢ per word 15.00 minimum let day.
51 per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
go into Shot:Kan, Guide.)
$1.75 extra far shopper (Tues. Classifiedsbox
ads.
52 00 extra for blind

SECTION I. An ad volorem tax rate of
$0.3143 is hereby levied on each $100 valuation ofall property,including franchises,in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation
for operation of the City of Murray General
Fund.

Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 31
day of August, 1992.

120.00 140.00

162.00 180.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY
THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:

Section I. An ad valorem tax rate of
$0.0392 is hereby levied on each $100 valuation of all property,including franchises,in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation
to underwrite the CERS Unfunded Liability of
transferring police and fire personnel to CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement.
so
Section II. This ordinance shall be in full
force and effect from and after its adoption and
publication as required by law.

1014.00 128.00 144.00

Situation
Wanted

WHEREAS, PURSUANT TO HOUSE BILL
44, A PUBLIC HEARING WAS HELD BY
THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL ON AUGUST 31, 1992, WITH RESPECT TO THE
ADOPTION OF AN AD VALOREM TAX
RATE AND PRIOR THERETO WAS ADVERTISED ACCORDING TO LAW:

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY
THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 60.00

5.00 10.00

Legal
Notice

WHEREAS, the Murray City Council
adopted Ordinance No.88-984 on July
28, 1988 authorizing, pursuant to
KRS 78.510 through 78.852, that police and fire personnel be transferred
to CE RS Hazardous Duty retirement;
and

or Sic

15.00 20.00

10"

V

8"

7"

5"- 6"

1

Hopkins, 115 S

Fish Day

4"

090

AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1992 UPON
ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY
AS SHOWN BY THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1992.
SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING
ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO KRS.132.284: PROVIDING THAT
THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM THESE
TAXES SHALL BE PAID INTO THE GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY
AND BE USED FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES EXCEPT FOR
THE $0.0200 LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE
FUNDING OF ACTIVE PENSIONERS, CITY
OF MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S
PENSION FUND: SETTING A DATE ON
WHICH AD VALOREM TAXES WILL BECOME DELINQUENT: PROVIDING FOR
PENALTY AND INTEREST FOR DELINQUENT PAYMENT AND PROVIDING FOR
PUBLICATION CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENT OF A DELINQUENT TAX LISTING.

11% Time

r

1 loN

AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VOLOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1992 UPON
ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF MURRAY
AS SHOWN BY THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY 1, 1992,
SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING
ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY PURSUANT TO KRS 132.285: SAID SPECIAL
TAX LEVY BEING AUTHORIZED BY KRS
78.530(3,C AND PAID INTO THE GENERAL
FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY TO
UNDERWRITE THE UNFUNDED LIABILITY COST OF TRANSFERRING POLICE
AND FIRE PERSONNEL TO CERS HAZARDOUS DUTY RETIREMENT.

Route 3 Boa 33,
Harnsbyro Arkansas 72432
12E16

Attest: Jo Crass

I

QRDINANCE NO. 92-98e

At 'Ne e olo.ong ,ocalon

Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 31
day of August, 1992
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 2
day of September 1992.

I It ‘Nsitt

URDLNANCE NO. 92-987

ORDLNANCE NO. 92-98d

NOW,THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY
THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO WIT: ,

Days

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

2, 1991,

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
i All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$1.75 per column inch tra for Tuesday.

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

1-.91$
Notice

WHEREAS, KRS 132.487 requires that
all taxing districts that pfopose to
levy a tax on motor vehicles and
watercraft set their tax rates for each
year by October 1 preceding the year
;o be taxed:

Saks
Mobl le Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

010

Oln

AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD VOLOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR OF 1993
UPON ALL MOTOR VEHICLES AND
WATERCRAFT IN THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY: PROVIDING THAT THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM THESE TAXES
SHALL BE PAID INTO THE GENERAL
FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE
USED FOR THE OPERATION OF THE GENERAL FUND EXCEPT FOR THE $0.0200
LEVY IMPOSED FOR THE FUNDING OF
ACTIVE PENSIONERS, MURRAY POLICE
AND FIREMEN'S PENSION FUND AND
EXCEPT FOR THE $0.0392 LEVY IMPOSED
FoR THE CERS UNFUNDED LIABILITY.

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

:367)

Effective Jan

Display Ads

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood

410
540
560
570
240

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

HCliANDISIE

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
1-)0
260
380

Tin

•

753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
their ads
Advertisers are requested to check the fIrst insertion of
responsible for
for any error. The Murray Ledger 1 Times will be
immedionly one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
made.
be
can
corrections
ately so

HEALTH Aids Vending
route Big profits Call
American Defender, 24 hrs
1 800 858 3933 Min
Invest
NEEDED, RN to work
weekends, 7am-7pm
Competaeve salary, excellent benefits including dental plan Apply in person,
Mon -Fn, 9am-5pm, Haws
Memorial, Holiday Lane,
Fulton, KY
NURSERY Attendant
needed for Sunday mornings Some additional occasions possible Child
care experience required
References a must Send
resume to First Christian
Church, Attn Nursery. 111
North 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071

436-2578
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th.
Murray

WASHER, dryer, stove
$125 each Refngerator
regular size and side by
side Air conditioner
354-8528
160

TOP dollar for Junk cars and
trucks 436-5322
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
474-2262, 901-642-6290
150
Articles
For Seis
2 BARBER chairs 2 mirrors Bought in 1967 Remington automatic model
11-48 759-4502
7 DAY, 6 night vacation in
Ft Lauderdale Florida and
cruise to the Bahamas
Hotels and meals all included in tie price Asking
$340. For more informaeon
cal 753-8353

PARK RANGERS Game
wardens security, maintenance etc No exp necessary For information call
219-769-6649, ext 7159, 8HP riding mower, 36' cut,
$200 Drop side baby bed
Flarn-8pm, 7 days
with mattress and springs
PART-time gymnastic in $60 492-8254
structor for local business
BOGARD trucking arid ex
753-6705
cavabrig, inc We haul top
SALES person knowledge soil, gravel fill dirt white
of area businesses and rock rip rap 759 1828
proiessional people help
ful 502893-7458. 9arn 12 KILLS FLEAS! By ENnoon, Mon-Thurs
FORCER Flea Killers for
pets home and yard Guar
SINGLE woman needed to
etleceve Buy EN
anteed
provide live-in attendant
at Murray TV
FORCER
duties for disabled proles
Home and Auto Hardware,
social woman Room and
North Side Shopping
board plus salary (PaduCenter
at
Kathy
Call
cah)
554-8709
LAZY boy reckner. beige,
$85 New pair of Brooks
WANTED barmaids wait
running shoes. size 94,
resses, dancers $500 plus
never been worn, retail
Cafe
House
weekly Doll
take $22 Small black
$45,
12
4
Pans, TN 642-4297,
and white TV, $20
753-8361

WANTED experienced
Micheal Office Manager
Excellent pay and beneett
Plow submit resume to
PC Box 1040-F. Murray
kY'42071

Situetkei
Wanted

Nev. it Ear Pam Taw A
2-12 liednight X
X
X
001442-437
X

CLIP ihr ad and save

XXXXXXJaXXXXXXXXX

.
753 5797
thy h°44:4111
lind
l Doro
hl-ah°ene
C

A

Hoes
Furnishings
44' RATTAN glass top
table, 4 twisted rattan
chairs, dark color, 2 years
old. new $900, sell for
$403 753-5264
COUCH and loveseat
cream color, $100 Dehu
modifier, $50 753-7656
SAPPHIRE blue sofa, very
good condition $100
385-5752

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appiances and /Au terns
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

165
Antiques
NOW open The May Berry
Antique Mall, 114 W
Broadway, downtown May
Open
Ky
field.
9 )am 5 00pm, Monday Saturday 1 00pm-5 00pm.
Sunday 247-1979
190
Fans
15' GOOSENECK cattle or
horse trailer 436 5618

(49,40

Every Tuesday NIght at 7:00
(Deere open el 41001

Knights of Columbus Hall
Robertson Road
Se Hob Flood 1/4
on
note
south is Sq. Mao Road.
1 94 100111 10 JOhnny
'
'
K

ALL PROCLIDS GO TO CHARITY
751-046fi P 0 Box 1033 Murray

•
•

ma*
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CLASSIFIEDS
Mobile
Homes For Sale

Mobile
Noses For Rent

19/9 ALAMO 12x56, par
sally furnished, 2 year old
central hia unit, new under
pinning 753-4432 alter

10x55 2BR Grogan's Mobile Home Park $160/mo
wIlease and deposit re759-2570,
quired
753-3860

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
2'1

1981, 3BR, 2 bath, all
electric, nice 489-2332 after 9am and before 7pm.
1985, 14x70, 3BR, 1.4
baths, good condition.
$9300. CaN 753-4382 days
and nights. 753-3590
nights only.

PIANO tuning and repair,
753 2099
PIANO tuning expert service and repair John Gotta
chalk, 753-9600

2BR, complete kitchen, dining area, full bath Irving
room located in Highland
Estates in Almo Available
now 759-4507

1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice.
must be moved, must sell
753-4459

TRUMPET, Straivarius
Bach, silver, with case, excellent condition, $450.
Mouthpiece, music stand,
digital metromone, Abvran's complete method
book included. 753-5950.

32' PARK model traveler
trailer, air and waterbed
Excellent for college student, set-up on rental lot
759-4414

BARGAIN shoppers delight! 1991 3bedrm 14x70
240
Fleetwood. Only $10,900.
You pay $600 down and
liaimeteous
$140 per month on lOyear
COINS and STAMPS are loan Many, many more
popular A new selection of new and used bargains
stamps is now available at now being offered at VolunThe Book Rack (in Murray teer Homes, Hwy 79 East,
at Dixieland Shopping Cen- Paris, Tn 901-642-4466,
ter) and Decades Ago (in 'Home of the Unbeatable
Hazel) These stores also Deal "
sell coins, proof sets, silver
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
dollars, collector supplies Specializing in mobile
at
us
also
visit
You may
home electric services. 200
Toonerville Trolley (in amp $375 100 amp $325.
Hazel), Treasure House
435-4027
(Southside Manor in Murray) and the Mercantile HONEYMCON special!
(Aurora) We buy CO4ns and New 1993 double-wide with
stamps and appraise es- 3bedrm. Only $18,900
tates. CHRISTOPHER'S With 9.9% financing and
5% down payment, you pay
COINS. 753 4161
$980 down and $204 per
month. Must see this home
at Volunteer Homes, Hwy
79 East, Paris, Tn.
901-642-4466.
PRIVATE Investigator LYNN Grove Area, 28x56
D B A Confidential Investi- doublewide on 2 acres, 3
gations, Southside Shop- bedrooms, 3 baths, living
ping Center, Suite 1102, room, dining room, kitchen,
Murray, 753-2641
utilities, walk in closets, 2
car garage Have to see to
appreciate 435-4250 or
260
753-2922
T.V.
280
Radio
Mobilo
SONY video 8mm, excelHomes For Rent
lent condition $1050 new,
or 3br,
need to sell. $550 SHADY Oaks - 2
electric Of gas Walking dis753-5264 anytime
tanr.e to college 753-5209

By Way of The
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
Primitives,country lamps,countr;afghans,
stoneware crocks, new collectable picture
frames, dried herbs, herb wreaths & swags.
Great selection of Christmas items arriving
daily.

Come By & Browse
121 South To Old Salem Road
Wed.-Sat.10 a.m.-5 p.m.Sun.2-5 p.m.

Buses*,
Rentals

Square Footage
For Lease
Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center
For More
Information

Call 753-7193
or 753-9469
tin
Want
To Rent
3BR or large 2br in Murray,
annual lease, need Oct 1
Call 759-9179

1, 2, 3 or 48R furnished
apartments, nice, new university. 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 nights.
1BR, a/c, gas heat, partially
furnished, $150/mo plus
deposit. 409 N. 5th,
362-7533.

GOOD productive 80 acre LOOK at me' Bnck home SPACIOUS home located
1801 Acres in
farm with brick home to- large lot 3 bedroom, 2 at 701 S 16th for sale by
bacco barn and large metal bath, central h/a, priced to owner Includes 3 or Ibr. 2
Calloway County
barn, stocked pond, to
sell, upper $50's Profes- baths, large FR with fireavailable for
bacco base, lovely white sional Real Estate, place, LR, DR recreation
hunting lease.
fencing in picture book set 759-1591 day or night
room, carport and garage
To be leased in
ting Located in Tennessee
with two drive access on
OR,
2
LR,
ittie,
or
3
NEW
total or parcels.
only 8 miles south of Mur
tree-covered, half-acre corwalk-in
h/a,
central
baths,
ray Offered at $132,500
ner lot. Approx. 4,000 sq.ft,
For information
MLS $4069 Kopperud Re- CL., self cleaning range, under roof, contains 3,100
,
microwave, dishwasher
send your name
alty, 753-1222
living space and ample
disposal, oak cabinets,
storage Priced in the low
and address to: HUNTER'S Paradise' 157 over
2000 sq ft., only
acre farm in Tennessee $69,750. 753-5561 or $90's Shown by appointBob Randall
ment only Call 753 conn
has both mature and young 759-1610
Westvaco
forest. Tendable acreage a
Timberlands
a 70
in government set-aside NEW house for sale at
P.O. Box 458
program providing annual 1900 Melrose in new subdiMaleto1410
income of $5600. Three vision west of Doran Rd
Wickliffe, KY 42087
ponds and abundant wild- 3br, 2 baths lots of closets, 1987 YAMAHA 350 Warrior
(502) 335-3151
life MLS $4402, $69,500. oversized garage, private 4-wheeler, $1200.
Call Joan at Kopperud Re- courtyard 753-3903
435-4374alty, 753-1222
SPACIOUS 3birm, 2 bath
1990 ZUMA by Yamaha,
Canterbury home, recenNy
Poo
less
than 200 miles, good
460
tile
redecorated. Ceramic
6 Sipple.
condition $650. 354-8896
Norms
floors and marble units in
For Sale
AKC registered Roftwerier
both bathrooms. Central 1991 YAMAHA Blaster,
pups for sale or trade
new in 4 -wheeler, $1900
2 BEDROOM 1 bath, cen- gas and air unit,
492-8887
rec room ideal 753-0492
tral h/a, remodeled attrac- 1988. Large
for children. $99,000
FULL blooded German tive interior, 1 5 acres, city
753-5508 stiles 5pm.
480
north
miles
7
cable,
Shepard puppies, 3 males, water,
Auto
$50/ea. 1 female, $25. in Almo. $34,500. TOTALLY redecorated and
Senior*
Leave Message 753-1442. 753-2317 after 6pm
renovated 3 bedroom
home on an acre lot Lo- NEW bug shields for pickHAVE an obedient, sale 3BR, 7 years old, good
between Murray and ups and vans, foreign and
cated
$39,500
od,
neighborho
dog for show or home.
Lake Attractive domestic, dew and smoke
Kentucky
5pm
after
492-8724
Classes or private lessons. Call
home and attractive price. tint $19.50/ea Pick-up bed
Serving Murray for over 3BR brick, living room,
$60's. Just reduced. Con- mats,S34.50/ea. Key Auto
12yrs. 436-2858.
kitchen, den, utility, 14 tact Kopperud Realty, Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500
bath, over 2000 sq.ft , out- 753-1222.
MINIATURE Pinscher AKC
buildings, lot 100x250,
Al
male.
did
Reg. ilmos
753-7549.
$63,900.
shots. 435-4602.
2 down, just
up,
2
48R,
PIT Bull puppies for sale,
will fifull blooded, call 753-4841. been remodeled,
nance with good downpayRAT Terrier puppies, 6 ment. 834-7715
wks. old. Female, $25.
4BR home near Murray
Male, $30. 753-2293.
City Park. Just reduced to
$39,500. MLS 14374 Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray. 753-4109.
ALMOST new 2br apartment with garage, central
h/a, appliances. Quiet area
$450/mo. 753-8096 or
753-2633.

APPLES for freezing, canning or drying. Taking order
for apple cider. 753-4725,
McKenzie's Orchard.

AVAILABLE now, new duplex, 2br, 2 full baths, all
new appliances, garage,
utility room, w/d hook-up,
deck with privacy, gas heat,
central air. $475/mo. Lease
and deposit required No
pets 753-5524 days.
435-4235 nights.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2br
units. 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 8 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO.
330

- • .p...

.111r

=IL

will

Hanes
For Sale

Homes
For Salo

Farms
For $ale

Wed
Cam

Used
Con

Rent-A-Car

1987 NISSAN Sentra, ex
°silent condition, new tires
new stereo and speakers
40 mpg, super clean
$2960 obo Call after 5pm
436-4004

44

EiPm

FLUTE, kke new, $200
753-2156

fir We
Oct....

490

460

ISO

.ii

270

Ir

r

4

acres
This 28x56 double wide on
located West of Murray on Old Lynn
Grove Skating Rink Rd. Has 2 out
buildings, pond & 2 car garage. Must
see to appreciate.
435-4250 or 753-2922

Rooms
Fr neat
MALE needs roommate
$100/mo plus '/, utilities
CaN 759-9460, leave message, ask for Curtis.
MULTI-units. Directly
across from MSU.Sleeping
rooms, furnished,
$250/mo Includes utilities
plus kitchen, washer arid
dryer, study and common
area priviledges. Limited
parking References and
$50 deposit required with 1
year lease No pets.
753-8191.

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976
RJR HONE REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

jan
Houma
Fee Real
2BR on South 12th Street
753-4109

Yard

Sale
Hwy. 121 N. In Coldwater at Baker
Auto Repair
Sat. 7 a.m.-?
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Glassware & antiques, books, children
clothes, portable dishwasher, pool table,
alot of household
stuff.

4-Party
Moving &
Garage Sale
NE Corner Sycamore
Ninth Streets (EastsIde
Building)
Sat., Sun. Afternoon
I Mon., Sept. 5-7
Everythirn "namable oid
wooden homemade kat box
and Orianvare Cox Cid cashes,
glassware, bodies, books
Claws, al saes, railing
'owns's worn oncs

For Real
Or Lease

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
infomiation

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10

430

Uromeek
16.01se

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles S Horne supplies 753-4545. 759-1823,
733-6763

1989 RED Dodge Daytona.
one owner, local car, 53xxx
miles $5030. 489-2524.

1976 GRAND Prix, black,
arnfini cassette, sir, pw/pb,
$850 437-4785.
1979 FORD T-Bird, ps/pb,
cruse, blt, stereo. Excellent
condition. 753-0775.
1983 CHRYSLER 51h Avenue, 60xxx miles, leather.
tilt, air, cruise, lull power
489-2018.
1984 MERCURY Cougar,
priced to seN 436-2948

1990 DODGE Daytona ES,
many extras Call for detarts, 753-6989
1990 UNCOLN Continental white exterior, burgundy interior, one owner,
purchased and serviced
iocally, 36xxx miles, dual
air bags, dual power seats,
lots of extras. Never da753-1323,
m a g•d
753-5763 after 4:30.

1984 NISSAN 200SX, auto
w/od Lots of extras $2450
753-0783

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Al1985 CORVETTE, pine Car Audio Specialist,
stripped, needs interior, Dixieland Center, 1 block
tires and wheels, back from MSU dorms.
glass and top 47,000 MOVING must sell, 1990
miles, good title $5500
Pontiac LeMans LE, auto,
527-3512
4-door, am/1m,rear defrost,
1985 OMNI. $1295 1963 excellent condition, greet
LTD, $1095 Both good gas mileage. $5200 ago
437-3065.
condition 382-2879

•

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

'7.50
92.50
'15.00

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Mi!frray Ledger lk Times
Classified Department

Pow
Eslaw
FOR sale Johnson Mines
Mobile Home Park, Hwy
100 E, Centerville, TN. 2+
acres,6 rental lots, room for
more, plus 2br house,
house and 4 mobile homes
rented Will consider land
on TN River or KY Lake in
trade. Serious inquiries
write: Carl Deiter, P.O. Box
56, Centerville, TN 37033,

4gndparen67
September 13th
Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murra Led er & Times Saturda September 12, 1992.
COUPON

r

Please insert my grandchild(s)
photo in your paper. (Photo
enclosed.)
Name of Child

LAKE Front. Possibly the
best remaining lot in Cello
way on KY Lake, great
view, slope and location
one mile south of Blood
River, $45,000 Bob Haley
RE•MAX Properties
753-SOLD
NICE building lot, close to
country dub 1'4 acres on
Oaks Rd CaN 753-3197
753-0627

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City we, natural gas, cablevi
von, 3 3/10 miles on 94
and
DONKEYS, all sizes
west from Murray City Limcolors, let run with cattle, its 6% simple interest 5helps keep coyotes away. nancing available
753-6475 days 753-9918 753-5841 or 753-1566
nights
170

FOR sale or will consider
trade for lakefront properly.
Beautiful Florida towrihouse located in On Top of
the World, the leading retirement community in
Ocala, Fla. Featuring 24
hour security, all outside
maintenance, health club,
olympic pool, golf courses
and much more. For information call 901-686-8041
weekdays; 502-436-2307
weekends.
HOME with income. Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
saeened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central h/a. Separate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt., newly
decorated for rental. 14
acre site, reduced to
$49,900. 759-1122.

1968 BUICK LeSabre,
2-door, $600 437-4309

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

HOUSE for sale by owner,
$19,500. 644 N. 4th St

2BR, wahser & dryer hoo- KOPPERUD REALTY ofkup, near downtown, no fers a complete range of
pets, references & deposit Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
required. 753-8463.
homes, all prices
6,
AVAILABLE September
753-1222
1992, 3br, 2 baths, brick
house, $400/mo Call RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pernn, Paul Dailey,
753-7890.
Bob Haley, Jean Bird Bel
bath.
2
SPACIOUS 3br,
Air Center 502-753-SOLD,
quality brick home, fire- 1-800-369-5780
place, central h/a, 2 car
garage, storage, good
440
neighborhood $575/mo
Late
2741
489
Fs We
360

BY owner: 3bd, 24 baths,
fr, dr, kitchen, fireplace, fin- ished basement with den, _utility, 2 car garage, outbuilding, satellite dish. New
aluminum siding $70's.
Pine Creek subd in Coldwater Call 489-2972.
Shown by appt only
FOR sale in Hazel Attractive 3W, 1 bath house. Gas
heat, storage buikling on
large lot. Call 492-8593.

1988 GANG IKE. pick-up.
92,000 miles, right side da3512
:
maged, $4250. 627

YARD
SALE
SEASON

BY owner, 2-3br, Ir, dr,
kitchen, deck and more
753-8049

Ptjbll
flele

515 S. 12th St, 15372255

Name of Grandparents

Evan Mason
Larry & Brenda Richardson
Robert & Sharon Mason

Kayla & Ben White
Grandparents:
Herbert & Velda Alton
John & Oneida White

and stamped, self-addressed envelope
ciLpicture.
for return .

i y Ledger itz Times
Murra
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Bring in by September 10 (12 noon) to
be published September 12th.

--------------
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is
picture
$7.00 1st.
$5.00 each additional picture
Enclosed

Send photo, names of_graulperents_ name of child,
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to-
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Social security representative
to visit Calloway Library Tuesday

CLASSIFIEDS
saw
Motors

-4‘•

1983 DODGE Rein cargo
van, 250 genet6cyl auto,
31xxx actual miles. excellent condieon 7537668
days. 753-2394 nights

1986 RANGER Fish and
Ski, 375 V. Emma) XP

1086 CHEVY Astro van.
V-6, auto , at. cruise. Wt.
amilrn tape, high miles, ex atilent condibon. $4650
436-5610

1988 PROCRAFT Fish/Ski
boat Garage kept, low
hours, trolling motor, indaah depth finder and 2 lye
wells, 115hp Yamaha engine 3 new batteries
$91300 753-0954

1987 ASTRO van DL, fully
'oaded, excellent condibon,
lxxx miles, like new.
$6750 474-0115
FULL size 1983 Chevy
Conversion van. a/c,
cruse, amffrn cassette. excellent conchbon, $5500
753-9371 after 5pm or
weekends

Used
Trusts
1962 CHEVY 1-ton dump
Duck, $750 obo 2 wheel
trailer, $100 obo
753-8997

•

1984 FORD Ranger, new
_tires and wheels
435-4414
1985 CHEVY Silvered°
Nib one owner. 4lxxx ac
vial miles, $7500 obo Call
753-6172 before 1 30prn
1987 TOYOTA 4-runner
EFI. 5 speed, good condibon, a/c, WI, cruise Alpine
stereo/equalizer, $6475
762-2457

-

150, 2 fishers, 1 graph,
marine radio $10.500
753-4251 after 5pm

1989, 174 CHAMPION,
$11,000 Call after 5pm,
489-2895

1989, 184 FT V-4, 165hp
Bomber Commander
speed boat Valued at
$10,660, will sof for $8500
Call 436-2794 alter 1pm
47 CATAMARAN houseboat. completely reconditioned in 1990 Chevy twin
engines, new Westerbelie
generator, new fly bridge.
dual controls, loaded with
all the extras 753-5976
days, 436-2795 rights
EXTRA nice used 24 ft
Pontoon boat with "85HP
motor Call 436-2626 after
7pm
ONE owner. 1976 model
15 Terry bass rig with 85hp
Evinrude Fully equipped
ready to go. $3500
750-4515, 6-10prn only

QUALITY
WOOD
FURNISHINGS
CUSTOM CABINETS &
FURNITURE
KITCHEN REMODELING

(502) 382-2534
Kevin V. Koehn
Sedalia, Ky.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

TREE removal trimming
and hauling 492 8254
T C Dinh Repair arid Main
tenance Electrical Cleaning Sewer 12100212 Main
Street 753 6111 office,
753 0606 after 5pm

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dal, drive
way rock
753-6763

753-4545,

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement. new
installation, pumping. sewers. footings, basements
Backhoe loader service
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

BRYON'S LAWN SER
VICE Free estimates
753-4591 after 5pm

SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
Dingman 492 8742

CARPET and vinyl iristaila
bon and repairs Glen Bebber 759 1247

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free ea
timates Day or night,
753-5484

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL 753-1916

'Ever thought about starting your
own business or expanding the
business you have, but don't know
where to go for help? The Small,
Center
Development
Business
(SBDC) on Murray State University's campus may have the answers
to, your questions.
The center, which serves the 24ful
county area of Kentucky's Purchase,
of thinking he needed a success
Pcnnyrile and Green River Area
club finesse to make the slam.
Instead, he played the A-K of Development Districts, has been in
hearts and ruffed a heart, hoping the operation since 1982 and has
queen would drop. When West dis- spawned branches in both Owenscarded a club on the third heart,that boro and Hopkinsville. Murray cenchance appeared to have gone ter director, Rosemary Miller, also
aglimmering, but declarer had not spends one day each week in Paduyet exhausted all his resources.
cah and one day per month in

The Art of Circumvention

•K 9 3

,
'ttirarg-dfe.

• At retirement - at 65 for full rate
benefits or as early as62 for reduced
benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2or 3
months before 65 even if there are
no plans for retirement.
* Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

addressed to all clients seeking help
in beginning their businesses. Such
things as the client's expertise for
the chosen business and clientcustomer communication skills are
discussed.
Miller said it is also important to
have a business plan. "A business
plan is an excellent working tool.
Actually, it's something you have to
have if you want outside financing,"
she emphasized. If the client does
not have such a plan, the SBDC can
help in the developmct of one.
But, Miller said, the SBDC's
assistance doesn't stop there. If a
client has an established business
and wants to expand,the center staff
can review the business's financial
position and provide marketing guidance. These factors are important

CHILI Chlm Chimney
•J 3
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•After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
• When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.

Center offers answers
to business questions
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CARPORTS for car and
trucks Speoal sizes tor
motor homes, boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon high quality excellent
value Roy Hil 759 4664 East dealer.
vulnerable.
CHARLIE Davidson All Both sides
NORTH
types of roofing and re•7 6,4
pairs Torch down rubber
K 982
roofing 753-5812

530

A representative from the
Mayfield Social Security office will
be in Murray at the Calloway
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR County Public Library on Tuesday,
Service Center, dewing- September 22, 10:30 a.m. until
servicing $15, most repairs 12:30 p.m.
$35 New location Routs 1,
A person should contact Social
Almo °pan 9-12, 1-5,
Security:
Mon -Fri ; 753-0530
• Before getting his or her first
WET Basement? Water
because a Social Security numjob,
under house, we guarantee
required to get proper Social
is
ber
to stay dry Morgan and
Son Construction Padu- Security credit for earnings. Emcah, KY 442-7026, ployers are required to examine a
1 800-242-3265
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least 2
weeks before it will be needed.
Services
Offered

&takes
Oland

Unless
Offend

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134

BULLDOZING backhoe
septic system Call Horace
Sholar. 354 8161 after
4pm

510

53r

530

Steele-Allbritten,Inc.L
Mathis Transmission
Senna).

'14
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Today in History
Tikay.is Saturday, Sept. S. the 249th day of 1992. There are 117
days left -in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty years ago. on Sept. 5, 1972, terror struck the summer
s
Olympic games in Munich, West Germany, as five Arab guerrilla
and
Israelis
two
on,
killing
delegati
Israeli
the
of
invaied the quarters
taking nine others hostage. The crisis culminated in an airport shootand a
out that claimed the lives of all the hostages, the hostage-takers
n.
policema
German
On this date:In 1698, Russia's Peter the Great imposed a tax on beards.
phia.
In 1774, the first Continental Congress assembled in Philadel
of
Republic
the
of
t
presiden
elected
In 1836, Sam Houston was
Texas.
In 1882, the nation's first Labor Day parade was held in New York.
In 1977, West German industrialist Hanns-Martin Schleyer was
gang.
kidnapped in Cologne by members of the Baader-Meinhof
(Schleyer was later killed by his captors.)
In 1977, the United States launched the Voyager 1 spacecraft two
weeks after launching its twin, Voyager 2.
In 1986, 21 people were killed and dozens wounded after four
,
hijackers who had seized a Pan Am jumbo jet in Karachi, Pakistan
failed.
opened fire when the lights inside the plane
Ten years ago: In a move quickly denounced by the United States,
Israel allocated funds to build three new settlements in the occupied
West Bank, and announced plans to build seven others.
air
Five years ago: Some four dozen people were killed in an Israeli
raid on targets near the southern Lebanese port town of Sidon. In his
workweekly radio address, President Ronald Reagan urged American
headion
competit
the
"meet
and
on
legislati
nist
ers to shun protectio
on.
One year ago: In Moscow, Soviet lawmakers approved the creation
n
of an interim government to usher in a new confederation of sovereig
trial
ring
racketee
and
states. Jury selection began in Miami in the drug
of former Panamanian ruler Manuel Noriega.
ion
Today's Birthdays: The president of the Motion Picture Associat
chairBoard
Reserve
of America, Jack Valenti, is 71. Former Federal
man Paul A. Volcker is 65. _Comedian-actor Bob Newhart is 63. Sen.
John Danforth, R-Mo., is 56. Actor William Devane is 53. Actress
is 42.
Raquel Welch is 52. "Cathy" cartoonist Cathy Guisewite
is
happens
what
and
thing,
one
are
"Ideas
Thought for Today:
92).
another." — John Cage, American composer and author (1912-19
•

Tea years ago
Calloway County High School
Junior ROTC Program has again
for the third year been declared
an Honor Unit with Distinction,
according to Jack Rose, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Lillie Dunn has retired as
bookkeeper for Calloway County
Board of Education after 30 years
of service under Superintendents
Prentice Lassiter, Buron Jeffrey
and William B. Miller. During
World War 11 while Supt. Lassiter was in the Army, Owen Billington was superintendent.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
met this morning and approved
the method of financing for the
new Murray Hospital, according
to County Judge Robert 0.
Miller.

lin, A.C. Jones, L.L. Veale and
Forty years ago
A feature nary about Mr. awl Joe E. Pace.
Births reported include a boy
Mrs. R.E. Kelley at Murray
Hatchery is published. It was to Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Williams,
no date listed; a girl to Mr. and
written by Staff Writer Jackie
Herndon.
Mrs. David Plunkett, Aug. 8; a
Fifty years ago
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton PasA total of 1,471 students have chall, Aug. 13; a girl to Mr. arta
enrolled in the six county high
Mrs. Leon Grogan, Aug. 14; a
schools at Almo, Faxon, Hazel, boy to Mr. and Mrs. Miller Gibson, Aug. 18.
Kirtsey, Lynn Grove and New
Marriages announced include
Concord, according to Prentice L.
Lassiter, superintendent of Callo- Joan Canova to Tom Reid Cable,
way County Schools.
Aug. 15.
Sixty years ago
Fifty-six local men left Murray
Murray Training School will
at noon on Aug. 31 for Fort Benopen for enrollment of students in
jamin Harrison, Ind., for inducUnited
Grades One through Nine,
the
with
duty
and
tion
according to Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
States Army. These men were
president of Murray State Teachthose called by the Local Draft
ers College.
Board in the draft call for
Ben Grogan, Democrat, and
August.
J.M. Cole, Republican, have been
New officers of Western Dark
named election commissioners
Fired Tobacco Growers Associafor Calloway County for the next
tion are Boone Hill, E.E. Shank-

term. The sheriff, Clint Drinkard,
is a member of the board by virtue of his office.
A free trachoma (granulated
lids) clinic will be held in Murray, according to Dr. O.B. Irvan,
chairman of Crippled Children's
Committee of Murray Rotary
Club, who will be in charge of
clinic preparations.
Marriages announced include
Barbara Penno to A.C.F. Locke,
Aug. 16; Martha Edwards to Pat
Brewer, Aug. 21; Mary Margaret
Craig to Thomas Beale Banks,
Aug. 24.
Elected as officers of Pottertown Homemakers Club at home
of Dela Outland were Miss Outland, Mrs. Lucille Hargis, Mrs.
Glena Rumfelt, Mrs. J.A. Outland, Mrs. Gertie Outland, Mrs.
Vorg Hale, Mrs. Pearl Wicker,
Mrs. Siena Outland and Mrs.
Lois Outland.

Dear Abby
husband had fixed the bike and said circumstances. E TOWN IN TEXAS
'LITTL
my new neighbors asked to borrow she was bringing it over: So, she
my children's bicycles. I told them brought the three bikes over and
DEAR LITTLE TOWN: You
that we had only two bicycles that said,"You owe me $10."
ask your neighbor to
didn't
pay
not
did
I
I nearly fainted.
were in good shape. They needed
the bike — it was
repair
three. We did have a bike that her anything because I thought her repaired voluntarily. (She
wasn't working properly, but we husband was fixing the bike as a offered, and you accepted her
never got around to having it favor, because we let his kids use offer.) Nothing was said about
the two bikes that were in really
repaired.
charging for repairing it, so you
The new neighbror said her hus- good shape.
had a right to assume that your
of
side
bad
the
on
get
to
I hate
band was a mechanic and she'd ask
neighbor repaired it as a favoi.
him to look at it and 'see if maybehe nur new neighbors, but I really Perhaps you should remind her.
could fix it. Najd,"OK," so she took thought they were out of line.
Should I pay them? Our kids play
the bike, which made three.
DEAR ABBY: I just received
The next day, I got a call from together. They are not hard up. I some responses from my wedding
this neighbor telling me that her would say we are in about the same

DEAR ABBY: About a week ago,

invitations, and was shocked to
receive a blunt "NO" with a check
enclosed. There was no explanation,
or any kind of message wishing the
bridal couple well.
'
Without mentioning any names,
I told a friend about this, and she
said she had received two such
responses to her wedding invitations. We both had the feeling that
these people sent checks as though
they were discharg_ ing some kind of
obligation.
Abby, how do you see this?
A LITTLE RAIN
ON MY WEDDING

Daily Comics
By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

DEAR ABBY: You often wqrn
readers not to leave pets locked in
cars in the summertime. I work in
the emergency room of a hospital.
We have had many small children
ouglit-iii screaming uncontrollably for no apparent reason. Upon
examination, we've found a square
red mark on the child's abdomen —
which proved to be a burn.
"Abby, the buckle of a seat belt
gets hot enough to blister a baby's
sensitive skin, so please warn your
readers about buckling a child in a
car that's been sitting in the hot
sum.
JOSEPH A. DORBEY,
BALTIMORE

ty

ft
in
re
at

CALVIN and HOBBES

*RE ARE All. MY

d.

cARTomi Nikszhariz
uNnil$15
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I NATE It MIEN I C.Aat
GIRD 04 \VAS WITH
RANI ANIMALS
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DEAR JOSEPHDORSEY:
This is a "first"; thanks for the
tip.

TMETI4t4G
ELSE

ft
2-

DEAR RAIN: It would appear
that the wedding invitation was
perceived as a "bill," which was
promptly paid by the recipient.
Not a very gracious way to give
a wedding gift, but at least the
invitee let the bride know he or
she would not attend the wedding, which is more than many
invitees do,I'm told.

•i;
"
.
5

Dr. Gott

AMA

C. 5

CATHY
IT'S Nu EVEN
GOkT WRiTE LEITERS _cheat DON'T ORGANIZE PHOTOS. check! r TA DA!
AND FOR
DRY
LASOR
!
„check
MONEY
SAVE
DON'T
.
check'
DON'T LOSE WEIGHT
CHECKED OFF!
ALL
IT'S
ONCE
check!
LOVE..
IN
DON'T CLEAN CLO5ET5...Chsck Dort' FALL
DON'T TRAIN DOG... check!

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.'

IF AT _FIRST YOU
DON'T SUCCEED,
REPHRASE THE LIST.

horse, all
"Somethin's up,Jed. ...That's Ben Potter's
ridin'
right, but ain't that Henry Morgan's chicken
him?"

Crosswords
_ACROSS

1 in addition

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

4 Jim Morrison
group
9 Mr. Mineo
12 The Dynamic

J.
LS

fe
GARFIELD
ly
3-

ig

&AV BARKER! HOW ABOUT
THIS REUNION?

HAW!HAW! I GOOLE,ALWAYS
HAW HAW CRACK GARY OP
6

13 One of
HOMES
14 Even score
15 Lethargy
17 Part of BLT
19 Partner to an
arrow
20 "— Without
a Cause"
21 Stop
23 Myself
24 Iron setting
27 "— to Billy
Joe"
28 "— of Eden"
30 — code
31 Greek letter
32 Set in place
34 Providence's
St.
35 Verve

Anew*,to Provious Puzzle

37 Trek
38 Part of RSVP
39 Gymnastic
feat
41 Brother of
Odin
42 Insects
43 Wait on
45 Chapeau
46 Main dinner
dish
48 Conflict
51 Hawaiian
wreath
52 Go in
54 Vast age
55 Range of
knowledge
56 Spirited
horse
57 TV's Serling

9-5 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate
persons
9 More vapid

4 Arab lateenrigged vessel
5 "Days of —
Lives"
6 Alternative
word
7 Repetition
8 Supercilious

DOWN
1 Station
breaks
2 Hard-shelled
fruit
3 Two-base hit

Ii
I
12
1
5

2

I

2'
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14

wi
WI

Wiwi/1uuu

hi

34

ill

31

iii

iii WI

27
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MEW
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6

7
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kill
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A
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DEAR DR. GOTT. Are there either
vitamins or foods I can consume to
help me from bruising so easily? I'm
active and fair-skinned and seem to
have numerous bruises all the time.
DEAR READER: There are many
'causes of bruising, some of which are
trivial, others not.
For example, because of thinning
of the skin, elderly people bruise easily, as do those of any age who take aspiKin and related drugs, which can interfere with blood clotting.
On the other hand, bruising is often
the first sign of a coagulation abnormality,such as seen in leukemia,lymphoma. AIDS and other serious
diseases.
While it is true that a diet deficient
in protein and certain vitamins(notably C and K)can cause easy bruising,
such a deficiency is very uncommon
today in the United States, where a
wide variety of food is available and
most people are very conscious of
good nutrition.
Therefore. I urge you to make an
appointment with your doctor. You
need an examination and, in my opinion, blood tests to check your blood
cells and the efficiency of your blood
clotting. Being fair-skinned and active, you probably bruise easily from
minor trauma. Nonetheless, I'd feel
more comfortable knowing that you
don't have an underlying ailment
needing attention.
To give you more information, I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Blood — Donations and Disorders" and "Fads I — Vitamins and
Minerals." Other readers who would
like copies should send $1.25 for each
report plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 91369,

10 River island
11 The Lion
16 Vessel
18 "Full —
Jacket"
20 Uneasy
21 Sharpens
22 Mature
person
23 Aida series
25 Eagle's nest
26 Posts
28 — garde
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
29 "— Her,
mention the title.
She's Mine"
DEAR DR. GOTT: What system of
32 — sanctum
is used in dentist's offices? A
cleaning
33 French
n report stated that
televisio
recent
article
best protection
the
is
e
autoclav
36 Capital of
nts, yet
instrume
for
AIDS
against
Texas
some dentists in our area use dry
38 Hunting dog
40 Woody plants heat. Please explain.
42 Cudgel
44 Small
DEAR READER: An autoclave k
aperture
like
a
cooker: It steam steril45 Difficult
are other equally efficient
izes.
46 Antlered
methods to sterilise medical/dental
animal
equipment, using chemicals, gas or
47 Born
411 The — Gees dry heat. All these methods, if med
49 Garne at
correctly, get the job done — and all
cards
kill viruses, including the human Im50 Finish
munodeficiency virus, the close of
53 Tellurium
AIDS.
symbol
(r) t5 rantspApra rrrnistpstsxAWi
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Scouting Museum featured in Southern Living
toucheu him as he took a journey
back to his youth and the Scouting
experiences that helped to shape his
life. "Suddenly I was hiking with
Troop 44 in the misty woods of my
youth, learning to tie square knob
and building fires without matches.
I was, for a few hours, 14 again."
Illustrated with beautiful color
photographs, the story introduces
readers to the many exceptional
experiences awaitink them at the
Museum, - from Gateway Park's
obstacles to interactive theatres, to
the drama of live storytelling in the
gallery,and the superb collection of

The National Scouting Museum
of the Boy Scouts of America,
located on the campus of Murray
State University. Murray,Kentucky
is featured in a two-page story in the
September 1992 issue of Southern
Living magazine. The article appears in all editions of the magazine;
reaching approximately 14 million
readers.
Michael Carlton, Executive Editor, and an Eagle SCOW, visited
Murray and the Museum last May as
part of a longer visit to several sites
in Kentucky. The resulting story
captures the strong emotions that

Norman Rockwell originals.
"We are thrilled to be featured in
such an excellent publication with a
general circulation in the millions.
Without a doubt, it is the best
coverage we have Aver received!
We will now be discovered by the
many readers of Southern Living
magazine who may well have not
known we existed previously," exclaimed Mark Hunt, director of the
museum. Museum officials expect
this article to have a positive impact
on visitation beginning as early as
this fall. "We owe a tremendous
debt of gratitude to Anne Adams,

director of the Murray/Calloway
County Tourism Commission, for
her persistent efforts to interest
magazine staffr in visiting the museum and western Kentucky," said
Hunt.
The National Scouting Museum
is open March 1 through November
30, Tuesday through Saturday 9:00
a.m.-4:30 p.m. and Sunday 12:304:30 p.m. It is closed on Mondays.
An admission fee is charged. Phone
502-762-3383 for information, or
write to: National Scouting Museum, Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071-3313.

First District candidates agree on issue
government.
The issue arose as Barlow,
Hopkinsville Republican Steven
Hamrick, and Marvin Seat, a
Reform Party candidate from Fulton, began a schedule of 31
debates across the district this
week.
The debates began Monday in
Tompkinsville and moved to Ballard, Carlisle and Hickman counties on Thursday.
Hamrick and Barlow split on a
balanced-budget amendment to
the constitution. Hamrick and
Seat favor such an amendment,
and Barlow said he opposes it.
Other issues in the debate

WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) —
Three congressional candidates
now debating issues in the 1st
District arc taking the same stand
on one controversial issue: All
are "right-to-life" advocates.
But Paducah Democrat Tom
Barlow stopped short of supporting a constitutional amendment
banning abortion.
Barlow, who defeated incumbent U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
in the May pnrnary, said he supported U.S. Supreme Court rulings putting the onus on the
states to determine abortion policy. He said the issue should not
be decided by the federal

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate

W
(Mice
1,mated inside
Jog smith I arptH

Pit Nis

"I want your
real estate business"

rota/ commitment
to Service'

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

-Free help in filing claims
for my clients"
•: -,ave a vanety of coverage in a, types o' Heath 8,L Life Insara.,ce
•I nave a vanety of prices •1 can fit the coverage and price for each
:ndividual

included:
—Term limits for congressmen. Hamrick and Seat support
the idea but Barlow is opposed.
—Gun control. All three candidates would oppose such
legislation.

Barlow said he favors a federally aided system to ensure competent health care to the elderly
and indigent.
All three candidates proclaimed themselves vehicles for
change.

Barlow laid the state of the
economy on the policies of President Bush, and said a Democratic
president and a Democratic Congress are needed to 'change the
direction of the nation.
_
• Hamrick contended that the
Democrat-controlled Congress
was the problem, and that issues
such as a balanced budget
amendment and line item veto
would already be in place had the
Hamrick and Seat said they Democrats not blocked them.
were against a national healthSeat argued that if either of his
care system but did favor limits
on monetary awards in malprac- opponents won the November
tice suits. They said such caps election, they would become
would lower the cost of malprac- tools of their respective parties
tice insurance and reduce medical and there would be no real
change.
costs.

—Presidential line item veto.
Hamrick and Seat favor it, saying
it would help cut "pork barrel"
projects and help reduce the federal deficit. Barlow spoke against
the veto, saying a president,
whatever his party, vyould be
tempted to abuse the privilege •
and use it as a political tool to
punish his enemies or reward
supporters.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — For
years. tobacco companies have
tried to auract women smokers
by appealing to their sense of
independence. Now, a new state
ad campaign is turning the tables,
saying women have been
exploited long enough.
One commercial sums up the
c'ampaign's message: A billboard
model comes to life and stubs out
her cigarette on an advertising
executive's balding scalp.
Kathy Harty, who helped cre-

ate the $321,000 campaign as
chief of the state Department of
Public Health's smoking prevention program, said the ads send a
message that women can refuse
to be manipulated.
"We want you to think about
it twice. 'Do I really want this
cigarette? Do I really want to
make someone else rich and
myself sick?"' she said.
The ads, which don't name
individual tobacco companies,
began airing on Minnesota televi-

State's oldest
veteran honored
at age 103

join our
lohtelny.
ANkseeci®

FRANKFaRT, Ky. (AP) — A
103-year-old Booneville man will
be recognized as Kentucky's oldest veteran during a ceremony
next week at the Owsley County
Health Care, Center.
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton and
Adjutant General Robert DeZarn
will take part in the ceremony at
1 p.m. Thursday for Lewis McIntosh, who saw combat in the
Meuse-Argonne region of France
during World War I.
McIntosh, a native of Buckhorn in Perry County, entered the
service at Hazard and received
his honorable discharge at Camp
Zachary Taylor in Louisville in
1919. He also served in the Army
of Occupation immediately following the war.
The state Department of Military Affairs accepted nominations
for the honor earlier this year.
McIntosh will be 104 years old
on Oct. 30.

Junior Ecology Club
Memb•rship
Card

It's FREE ...
Just stop in Our lObby anc ask for your
FREE Fun-Kt Br,ng along a friend
and double your fn

It's FUN ...

SUBSCRIBE!

receive a Fun-Kit with do-it-yourseit
protects a special 1993 Calendar Apple
Dime-Saver, and membership card

ATTENTION!

It's SMART...

Art,

t y•
•

• .4 • -r,

As a Johnny Appleseed Club member
yOu'll receive special gilts for adding to
your savings account You If learn it s
and fun to save
easy

"Country Cookin"

•MA/ =WIN MACH14I-CURI1S CBSTER
1/011-7511.41131

Funeral rites for Mrs. Elevelyn
Missouri Pace will be Sunday at
2 p.m: in the chapel of May Funeral Home, Pocahontas, Ill. The
Rev. Luther Abbott will officiate.
Burial will follow in a cemetery there.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
today (Saturday) at the funeral
•
home.
Mrs. Pace, 60, of Ri 1, liBx
303, New Douglas, Ill., died
Thursday at 5:28 p.m. at Si Elisabeth Medical Center, Granite
City, III.
Survivors include her husband,
Elbert Leon Pace; nine sons, Larry Pace and wife, Linda, Murray,
Jimmy Pace and wife, Cheryl,

Marty Pace and wife, Jackie, and
Rex Allen Pace and wife, Terry,
New Douglas, Ill., Roger Pace
and wife, Barbara, and Frank
Pace and wife, Clvissy, Greenville, Billy Pace and wife, Lynn,
Troy, Ill., and Bobby Pace and
wife, Wendy, Grandfork, III.; 25
grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Lillie Mae Pace, Murray,
Mrs. Louie Sowell Brooks, Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Helen Meddereth,
Granite City, Ill., and Mrs. Bessie
Knight, Cahokia, Ill.; one
brother, Will Newnan Stack,
Dover, Tenn.

Mrs. Hattie Kratz
The funeral for Mrs. Hattie
Kratz will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale wil
officiate. •
Burial will follow in South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Saturday).
Mrs. Kratz, 96, of Almo died

Friday at 12:17 a.m. at West
Kentucky Manor at Clinton.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sally Stewart and husband, Billy, Puryear, Tenn.; one
son, Jack Young and wife, Levina, Almo; two brothers, Harry
Bazzell, New Mexico, and Leon
Bazzell, California; eight grandchildren; several- greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Virginia G. Merrell
Mrs. Virginia G. Merrell, 89,
Paris, Tenn., died Friday at 11:15
a.m. at Henry County Medical
Center, Paris.
Her husband, Daniel Merrell,
preceded her in death.
She was born Jan. 20, 1903, in

sion and radio stations this week.
They are aimed at active, healthy
women ages 18 to 30 who smoke
occasionally.
Martin-Williams Advertising
Inc., the Minneapolis agency that
produced the ads, said this is the
nation's first anti-smoking campaign that uses the femaleexploitation theme.
A spokesman for the tobacco
industry agreed, but said the new
ads portray women as weak.
"The Minnesota ads make the
presumption that women are in a
second-class status that warrants
special protection, when in fact
they have the same ability as men
to make the choice for themselves," said Tom Lauria of the
Tobacco Institute, a Washingtonbased trade group.
Anti-smoking ads have been

Greenville, Ky.
Survivors include two sons,
J.W. Merrell, Paris, Tenn., and
D.J. Men-et!, Dallas, Texas.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
will be in charge of
arrangements.

LORDSTOWN, Ohio (AP) —
General Motors and the United
Auto Workers reached a tentative
seulement early today to a nineditty strike at a body-stamping
factory that had idled nearly
43,000 workers at nine assembly
plants.
Negotiators from GM and
UAW Local 1714 reached the
agreement after nearly round-theclock talks, said GM spokeswoman Linda Cook.
Full production at the plant
was to resume Sunday pending
ratification by union workers. A
vote was scheduled for 2 p.m.
today, said union vice president
John Fredrick.
"I can tell you both sides are
in complete agreement," he said.
Neither side would elaborate
on the terms.
The 2,400 members at Local
1714 struck Aug. 27 over job
security, health and safety issues.
Key reasons for the strike were
the hiring of non-union workers
and GM's plan to close a tooland-die shop where 240 people
work.

MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

\\

The Hometown Bank

"After nine days of intense
bargaining we and the UAW
were able to reach an equitable
solution to the local problem at
the GM Lordstown Fabrication
Plant," he said.
John Dapolito, trustee of Local
1714, said he welcomed the deal.

1988 Chevrolet
Beretta

Roast Beef
Meatloaf
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Choice of 1 Meat
& 3 Veg. '3.60
•••••••

MEMBER FDIC

It was the UAW's first major
challenge to the automaker's
plans to eliminate jobs and cut
costs. GM announced last year it
will close 21 plants and 'cut
60,000 hourly positions in the
United States and Canada by
1995.
The strike at the metalstamping plant had halted production of parts needed for
GM models and had idled 42,900
workers at nine plants. GM said
it wasn't sure when the idled
plants would resume production.
Gerald A. Knechtel, vice president of personnel for GM North
American Operations, called the
strike "unfortunate" but said the
agreement satisfied both workers'
demands and GM's restructuring
plans.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Mon. thru Thur.
Meats:

Peoples

aimed at women before, but most
have been directed at pregnant
women or those who think smoking is glamourous.
One commercial shows a billboard with a young, leotard-clad
woman smoking a cigarette. Two
male ad executives stand admiring it and one exclaims women
"will love it." The woman on
the billboard suddenly becomes-..
realand stubs the cigarette out on
his head.
In one of the radio spots, a
woman thanks cigarette makers
for "making our hair smell like
an ashtray. Thank you for staining our teeth and increasing our
dry-cleaning bills. Thank you for
the 52,000 cases of lung cancer
you cause in women each year....
We only hope we can return the
favor some day."

General Motors, UAW reach
tentative settlement on strike

Days at
SEVEN SEAS

Especially for kids ..
LOCATIONS
MAIN OFFICE-600 MIAN
AT 5TH
•NORTH BRANCHNORTH 12TH AT
CHIIRTNUT
SOUTH BRA/ICH-BOUTH
12TH AT WORT

Mrs. Elevelyn Missouri Pace

Campaign says tobacco companies exploit women

HEY KIDS!

•

Obituaries

134922

FABULOUS
FRI. & SAT.
- SEAFOOD
BUFFET'
SEVEN SEAS

Automate, AM/FM cassette

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

'1,900
P.4 S

753-2617
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• Member FDIC
(502)7551893 • Murray, Kenoacky 42071

A Peoples First Corporation Bank

UPBank ofMurray

Thank You
for banking with
us!

,

We
appreciate your
confidence and pledge
to continue working
hard
to maintain your trust.
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o Ti - Sesame Street (R)
CD - Peter Pan & the Pirates
O - Flipper
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•- Video LP
CD - Pink Panther Parade
(R)
Street
CD - VideoMorning
Sesame
ED (21) WEEKDAYS
ED - it's Garry Shandling's Show
- It Figures
fr) - Under the Umbrella Tree
Bears
Care
ED 5:00 A.M.
Friends
ED - John Norris
- Augie Doggie &
- ABC World News
Factory
ED - Basic Training Workout
e
Sunshin
•Now
ED - Waftons
00 6 - NBC News at Sunrise
6:30 A.M.
News
8:05 A.M.
World
(1; - This Morning's Business
OCEOC3D181 - ABC
This Morning
ID - Varied Programs
o - Shepherd's Chapel
- News
- CBS Morning News
0
8:30 A.M.
ed
ED - Rising Damp
Bewitch
C)- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
o
- Paid Program
•
co S
O - Heathcliff
- Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers
- Mr. Wizard's World
O - Paid Program
ED - Varied Programs
- Pink Panther Parade
ED - Everyday Workout
- Maya the Bee
- Mousercise
ED - Adventures in Wonderland
ED - Duet
ED - Awake on the Wild Side
CD - Flintstone Kids
ED - Dumbo's Circus
- Bodies in Motion
CD - Varied Programs
CD - Bodyshaping
- Today With Marilyn
6:45 A.M.
CD - Ed Young
0CID- A.M. Weather
9:00 A.M.
vieOutAmerica
42 Sing
0
0
00
a:0
a a7
O CID 0(1)0- Live -- Regis &
5:05 A.M.
Good Morning
Kathie Lee
O
ED - I Love Lucy
America
O - Days of Our Lives
5:30 A.M.
O (I)5 Ct; - Family Feud Chal00 - Today
This
lenge
News
ABC World
iscpe
O
s
ing
roirram
Cl)O - Donahue
Morning
iehdisPikA
-:vnisT
ct
0 cij - Instructional Programming
ionvtise
Flira
aDivi
O - Morning Show
t)j
e
°
- Perry Mason
- CBS Morning News
0- Beetlejuice
CD - James Bond Jr.
001)- Ag-Day
10 - Divorce Court
ND- ABC World News Now
O - Looney Tunes
- World of David the Gnome
Twenty
Faith
Program
Paid
O
s
Busines
's
ID - Soft Notes
U ci- This Morning
- Popsy.
▪ - Mayberry R.F.D.
- A&E Preview
- Barney & Friends (R)
ED
ED - Movie
- First Business
ED - Growing Up Together (H)
Presents
O - Dangermouse
ED - Adventures of the Gummi Bears ED - Donald Duck
Club
700
ED
Gadget
0 ED - Paid Program
ED - Inspector
- Varied Programs
- Pink Panther
CD - Morning Worship Hour
Mickey!
,
Morning
9:05 A.M.
Good
07:05 A.M.
- Getting Fit
Movie
Jeannie
of
Dream
ED - I
James Robison
9:30 A.M.
7:08 A.M.
s
CE) - Varied Program
▪ - Merrie Melodies
Awake on the Wild Side
ED- Body by Janis
O - Divorce Court
7:30 A.M.
5:35 A.M.
- Adventures of the Little Koala
Bozo
o- Torn & Jerry's Funhouse
Our Voices
CD - Tom and Jerry Kids
6:00 A.M.
CD - Mayberry R.F.D.
- Dennis the Menace
- ABC World News
€13 - Music Box
0GO
- Paid Program
This Morning
10:00 A.M.
Mister Rogers (R)
ED
Vicki!_ Home
What Every Baby Knows
a
e
ED
CsNews at Sunrise
Bw
Ne
o
a
ED - Welcome to Pooh Corner
o - Robert Tilton
ED Varied
o - Donahue
- DuckTales
- Price Is Right
O cs)
- Breakfast Show
Dean
Doctor
(jF)
O
A.M.
7:35
Classroom
Rivers
ed
Bewitch
ED
le
:Cartoon
a)
0
Alvin an the Chipmunks
C11 jaan
0
8:00 A.M.
0- Yogi Bear
-Fugitive
19 63
Varied
toesva
OW
0 Paid Program
Varied Programs
Programs
0 Bugs Bunny & Pals
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Dan Miller
- Where in the World Is Carup - Varied Programs
- Golden Girls
men Sandiego? (R)
▪ - Flipper
- Inside Edition
Flintstones
CD - Video Vibrations
ems,- Varied Programs
0 - Sesame Street (RI
21 - Reading Rainbow RI
au it - Inside Edition
0- Charles in Charge
- Cookin' U.S A. (A)
021 - Zoobilee Zoo
- Eureeka's Castle
Fugitive
O - Charles in Charge
Thirtysomething
(B•
Programs
Varied
A
L
From
•
O - Live
- Avengers
0- Arcade
- Tracey Ullman
- Under the Umbrella Tree
0 - Dokter'
up - Real Ghostbusters
811 2i. - Mister Rogers (R)
•- Scarecrow and Mrs King
0- Lunch Box
- Body by Jake
- What Would You Do?
- VideoPM
Q1 - Movie
- Bodyshaping
• _ Heart to Heart
•
- Video LP
- Kids Incorporated
Cope
Fl)
A.M.
11:38
10:30 A.M.
Bugs Bunny & Pals
up
Popeye
2:05 P.M.
- Steve Isaacs
0 s - Classic Concentration
_ Movie
- Square One Television )R)
so
•
Funhouse
Jerry's
&
Tom
0- Varied Programs
0
12:00 P.M.
Supermarket Sweep
P.M.
4:05
2:30 P.M.
- All My Children
- Screen Scene IR)
a
•
so - movie
- Happy Days
•- My Little Pony
- Closer Look
0 CU - Santa Barbara
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop
•- Getting Fit
0- Saved by the Bell
0 T.00 12 - News
4:30 P.M.
5:05 P.M.
gp - Paid Program
0 A, - Instructional Programming 0- Swans Crossing
Cosby Show
I
Love
CL
a
Lucy
0- Looney Tunes
Q1 - Avengers
10:50 A.M.
0CL - Current Affair
P.M.
5:30
(R)
Station
Time
Shining
21';
Noozles
•
Ois - Vaned Programs
0(1)- Reading Rainbow
ABC World News
clospops•
Card
Top
up
Soul
Video
0
11:00 A.M.
0- Cooky's Cartoon Club
Tonight
Bears
Gummi
the
of
Adventures
Programs
Varied
31.
0•0
•2 -Loving
•- Batman
0Cl)- NBC Nightly News
up - Miller & Company
in - Varied Programs
5, - News
al
a a - Jeopardy!
- CBS Evening News
Ng
Cl) up
P.M.
3:00
- People's Court
0
-a - Supermarket Sweep
0- Hey Dude
0- Now It Can Be Told
O OD - Maury Povich
Carup - Movie
Is
World
- Gerald()
the
0 - Where in
up - Hogan Family
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
up - Kenneth Copeland
men Sendiego?
•
e
- Cartoon Express
ickifi Fortune
Velo
-e
O -CUWh
- Mickey Mouse Club
•12 - Young and the Restless
12:05 P.M.
- Wild & Crazy Kids
O
Turns
World
the
As
CL
a
gp - Inspector Gadget
•- New Wilderness
•- Movie
0
(21 0- Varied Programs
Winfrey
a a :it - Oprah
O - Sharon. Loss & Bram•s Elephant
4:35 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
- Shop 'Til You Drop
- Barney & Friends 031
Show
CL
0
- Happy Days
- News
•p - Zorro
a
- Generations IR,
O - Three Stooges
- Doctor Dean
5:00 P.M.
5:35 P.M.
- Darkwing Duck
0
▪ _ Movie
a si _ Talk of the Town
01)611X0X16 Lit- News ▪ - Andy Griffith
Underdog
0 21 - Lamb Chop's Play Along (Fri)
0 • - Days of Our Lives
Movi
•- Cookin" USA tR)
0- Movie
- Sesame Street (RI
• - Frugal Gourmet
11
0
•12 - Bold and the Beautiful
wi
€9 Club
0
- Care Bears
0 - Littl Bits
- Bodies in Motion
- Shop 'TO You Drop
0 Paid Program
- Donald Duck Presents
after they leave him behind on a cross- Varied Programs
9/7/92
- Hangin' With MTV
country move. 1991. Rated PG.
11.05 AM
Factory
Sunshine
- Archie & Friends
- MOVIE: 'Violets Are Blue'
0 Perry Mason
1:00 P.M.
- Psychiatry & You
LaLewis
.
erry
M
J
A.
DA
0
M
:0
:12CL
11:30 A.M
AM.
a 20 Se- One Life to Live
bor Day Telethon From the Sahara Ho2 - All My Children
'The
lues Brothers'
eBWi
MOVIE:
80
0- Another World
tel in Las Vegas and local TV stations, Two musicians make an all-out effort
3:05 P.M.
- Flintstones
0 3 0 _ Loving
- Bewitched
the
benefiting
annual
fund-raiser
the
to reassemble their blues band for an
3:30 P.M.
- Inside Edition
s the Work! Turns
ovAie
7m.
e
Muscular Dystrophy Association. Jerry orphanage fundraiser. 1980
CD 5 - Young and the Restless
McMahon
Ed
Lewis hosts along with
RogsFamerisly(A)
13 a - Closer Look
8:30 A.M.
and Leeza Gibbons.
00 -ljeoi:lairsmdyteal;
0
- Gunsmoke
MOVIE:
'Blazing Saddles' A
a
EN,
a Star (A)
Heathc
5:05 A.M.
up _ In Search Of
crooked politician appoints a black
- Hulk Hogan
0- Attitudes
MOVIE:'Bananas' A bored prod- sheriff to a small Western town in a
fib
- Goof Troop
O - Fred Penner's Place
Q1 - Father Knows Best
ucts tester inadvertently becomes a re- daring land-grabbing scheme. 1974.
a up - Vaned Programs
Yogi Bear
•
volutionary leader in a mythical South
•- Varied Programs
a - MOVIE: The FBI Story' The hisRap City
0
American country. 1971. Rated PG.
P.M.
1:30
tory of the bureau is reflected in the
Jump, Rattle and Roll
5:30 A.M.
a 5 - Bold and the Beautiful
career of a dedicated agent. 1959.
Bros.
Mario
Super
•
up - MOVIE:'Surrender' A success0 S. - Another World
9:00 A.M.
0- Varied Programs
ful novelist with a fear of money-hungry
Lewis Labor Day TeMDA
Jerry
Sunshine Factory
his
from
true
his
el
identity
hides
women
Programs
0Varied
113 Gidget
lover. 1987. Rated PG. lethon From the Sahara Hotel in Las
struggling
artist
P.M.
3:35
Vegas and local TV stations, the annual
0- Jeff's Collie
6:00 A.M.
• Brady Bunch
fund-raiser benefiting the Muscular
CD- MDA Jerry Lewis Labor Day Te- Dystrophy Association. Jerry Lewis
4:00 P.M.
VariedPrograms
•
• OnSae
lethon From the Sahara Hotel in Las hosts along with Ed McMahon and
- Full House
- My Three Sons
•
Vegas and local TV stations, the annual Leeza Gibbons.
YOur Community Channel
Povich
Maury
0
CL
2:00 P.M.
benefiting the Muscular s - MOVIE: 'My Mother's Secret
fund-raiser
- Oprah Winfrey
a 2, 110 TAB - General Hospital
Dystrophy Association. Jerry Lewis Life' A glamorous call girl must decide
Gunsmoke
•
- Another World
hosts along with Ed McMahon and whether she wants to continue in her
(I)- Cosby Show
Leeza Gibbons.
us CLeit - Guiding light
profession or develop a relationship
8
Sept.
Tues.,
el - Geraldo
- MOVIE:'Messaline Against the with her 16-year-old daughter. 1984.
0- Andy Griffith
Son of Hercules' A Saxon warrior
- Puff the Magic Dragon Puff and
5:00 p.m. Don Farmers
leads the oppressed people of Rome his friend Jackie set out for the land of
Home Bible Studies
against the tyrannical Messalina. 1963. Hanalee.
el - Sportscenter (R)
- Sponse-enter (R)
- MOVIE: 'Ordinary Heroes' A
- MOVIE:'Some Like It Hot' Two
blinded Vietnam veteran is forced to re- witnesses to a gangland murder dis2 14KRN ABC Nashville
26 The Disney Channel
evaluate his relationship with his girlf- guise themselves as girls and hide out
Thurs., Sept. 10
3 V1S11. ABC Harrisburg
27 Music Television (M-TV)
riend 1986.
among an all-girl band. 1959.
WCSD•T% (Calloway County HiØ
4 NSMV NBC Nashville
A.M.
6:30
9:30 A.M.
of
Church
Coldwater
10:00 am.
29 Cable News Network (CNN)
5 ‘iTVF CBS Nashville
•- Storybook Musicals: The Red 411- MOVIE:'When Hell Was in SeeChrist
Channel
Learning
Paducah
30 The
6 l/ PSD NBC
Shoes Animated A magical pair of s:4;
9The story of a Vietnam POW held
'
7 %BR.' ABC Jackson
31 F-SPN Sports
shoes teaches Lisa the importance of captive for over seven and a half years.
5:00 p.m. Cable Previews
friendship Narrated by Osste Davis.(R)
It WDCS PBS NadiviNe
32 WMHS-TV +Murray High School)
7:30 p.m. Cardinal Baseball
33 RAM
9 %SG IND Chicago
in- MOVIE:'The Searchers' A Civil
- MOVIE: 'The Dragon That
War veteran embarks on a 5-year Wasn't... or Was Her Animated. 011ie
10 KBSI FOX Cape Girardeau
34 Murray Cablesision
quest to rescue his niece from the Com- the Bear's peaceful world is turned up11 MSC•TV
35 The Weather Channel
anches 1956
side down when he adopts a troublet2 KFVS CM Cape Girardeau
36 t:allossay County ,Petilic Library
some young dragon. 1983. Rated NR
7:00 A.M.
37 Home Shopping Guide
13 Arts and F.ntertaininent (ALE
Fri., Sept. 11
- Sportacenter
3/1 Preset Guide
14 Murray City HaN
10:00 A.M.
39 Showing,
15 (54 Network
11, - MOVIE: 'Hercules Against the
7:25 A.M.
40 Enter,(ENC)
7:00 p.m. Cardinal Baseball
16 Nickelodeon
- MOVIE:'Teens,' Mutant Ninja Sons of the Sun' Hercules leads a
e t against a tyrannical
9e
1rrevolt
i
41 Headline News
17 WINS Atlanta
Turtles' Four heroic turtles battle•clan spectacular
king
43 ACTS
of martial artists on the streets of New
111 Black Felertaininent (BEI)
- MOVIE:'Obsession' A man beYork City Based on the comic book
19 Terser Network Television (TNT) 47 Video Hits I
comes immersed in his past after he
characters 1990 Rated PG
48 The Discosery Channel
20 FWT'S Catholic Networt
encounters a young woman who bears
49 QVC Shopping
8:00 A.M.
21 16 KMt PBS Murray/Mayfield
a startling resemblance to his murdered
50 C•SPAS
MOVIE:'Tyrant of Lydia Against
in22 Nadtv ille Network
wife 1978.
IFSN)
Network
News
51-Finsecial
muscleman
A
of
Son
Hercules'
the
23 Lifetime
-10:30 A.M.
rescues a princessfrom tyrant 1163
52 C-SPAN 2
24 Home Nos Office (H101
'Young Frankenstein'
MOVIE:
A
'Mingo'
clever
canons
•
MOVIE:
25 Cisco*
goes in search of his adopted family Dr. Frankenstesn's grandson returns to
PAGE 2
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7:08 P.M.
fp - Lip Service
5:25 P.M.
CO - Duff

C - MOVIE.'Teenage Mutant Ninja
clan

go -

R)

- Sportscenter

O - Batman

7:30 P.M.
00X - Blossom IR)
0CC0cit - Major Dad (F4
O - Superman
PG.
Rated
1979
of
wife
his
joys
the
Transylvania to experience
- Video Soul
P.M.
A
lovaDragon'
5:30
7:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Pete's
•
monster making 1974
•- In Search of the Lord's Way
named Elliott helps a lonely
-up to the Video Music
Jones
dragon
ble
Count
Indiana
Young
10:50 A.M.
orphan escape from his nasty foster fa- Awards Highlights from the 1990 Chronicles OR
2" 8 8,:000P:M
go - MOVIE: 'National Lampoon's mily 1977 Rated G
show
*
NFL
Football'
of Bel-Air (R)
Prince
Fresh
ClL
s
member
00
House
Delta
Animal House'
'Vice Versa' A departMOVIE:
Dallas
s
at
(R)
ton
Redskin
Washing
P.M.
Shade
!It
Evening
6:00
X
fp
colthe
by
s
retaliate against attempt
magically
executive
store
ment
Cowboys From Texas Stadium (Live)
- U - Profiles in Survival Interviews
,1z
0
OX0
SCE
DOE
OCI
lege administration to close down their
switches personalities with his 11 O0f - MOVIE: In the Best Inwith local cancer survivors Part 1 of 2
News
repulsive fraternity 1978
year-old son 1988 Rated PG
terest of the Children A formerly inMonin
Despair
:
Cheers
Mathnet
CI)
O C3D
11:00 A.M.
manic-depressive
P.M.
stitutionalized
2:00
/Lehrer
MacNeil
terey Bay
0 Cr a 11
• - MOVIE: 'Hamlet' A Danish
wages a desperate legal battle to win
i
MDA Jerry Lewis LaA
C
it
CE
O
ur
CartWa
n
Newsho
'Heave
the
MOVIE:
discover
•
to
s
madnes
prince feigns
9 the custody of her five children
back
bor Day Telethon
- MDA Jerry Lewis Labor Day Te- pro football player gets a second shot
truth behind his father's death in this
Las
ely
Babylon
in
prematur
Hotel
of
angel
Sahara
'Beast
inept
the
an
after
classic
at life
lethon From
C - MOVIE:
adaptation of the Shakespeare
- Murphy Brown (RI
OXa
Vegas and local TV stations, the annual claims his life 1978
Against the Son of Hercules' Her1990 Rated PG
r
X- Who Will Teach for America?
AsMuscula
of
the
people
ng
the
s:
benefiti
leads
Present
Nipur
ser
Wolper
son
L.
fund-rai
cules
David
the
in
O
Dragon
Magic
• - Puff the
Profiles several participants in the
1963
Dystrophy Association Jerry Lewis Monsters, Mysteries or Myths? (R)
Land of the Living Lies Animated At- syria in rebellion
Teach for America project, which
and
n
McMaho
A
Ed
with
Heroes'
ry
along
'Ordina
hosts
lying
girl's
• - MOVIE:
tempting to break a young
O - F-Troop
matches volunteer teachers with needy
reto
forced
is
Gibbons
Leeza
habit, Puff takes her to a place where blinded Vietnam veteran
•- Homeroom
school districts (R)
with his girlf- C - Andy Griffith
ship
relation
his
trouble
evaluate
create
can
lies
celebraThis
that
Show
learns
Day
she
pp J - Labor
▪ - Sherlock Holmes Mysteries:
riend 1986
ID - Rockford Files Part 2 of 2
tion marking the unofficial end of the The Dancing Men (R)
(R)
exMusic
2:30 P.M.
summer season features barbecue
O - Looney Tunes
• - Count-up to the Video
- Get Smart
Awards Highlights from the 1990 O - MOVIE: 'Caddyshack' The de- O Sanford
perts, 60-year-old twin farm owners
- MOVIE:'Hercules, Samson and
C
historinown
Hyswank
of
little-k
the
n
a
vs.
of
es
collectio
a
keeper
'Hercul
show
and
mented grounds
0- MOVIE:
Ulysses' A trio of heroes pits their
country club wages war against go- dra' The muscle-bound hero faces a cal facts
11:15 A.M.
d forces against the Philiscombine
to
er
quest
host of mythic creatures in his
phers, while an obnoxious newcom
- Crook and Chase (R)
fp - Asylum
tines 1964
clashes with the old guard 1980
rescue a queen 1960
- MOVIE: 'Who's That Girl?' On
- Dinah Shore. A Special Converthe day before his wedding, a conser11:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'The Prize Fighter' An O - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
With Tennessee Ernie Ford
sation
a
his
and
escort
to
boxer
vative young lawyer is sent
- Batman
ea - MOVIE: 'Pufnstuf' Talking ani- inept, Depression-era
'Casablanca' The Oscar-fixing
MOVIE:
of town 0mals and bumbling witches await a trainer get mixed up with fight
- MOVIE: 'The Pink Panther' In- feisty female ex-con out
about a Morocco nightclassic
winning
PG
Rated
a
1979
this
in
tracks
rs
u
1987
flute
ciousea
racketee
magic
r
a
young boy with
competent Inspecto
shelters an old flame
who
owner
club
canine
TV
be
A
clever
"
to
'Bingo'
Pufnstuf
happens
O - MOVIE:
adaptation of the -H.R
jewel thief who just s
3:00 P.M.
husband from
-fighter
freedom
her
and
family
goes in search of his adopted
series 1970 Rated G
his own wife's lover 1964
- MOVIE:'Code Name: Dancer' A
a cross- the Nazis 1942 Rated PG
on
behind
him
leave
nuclide
they
A
after
'
Slickers
is
pressed
'City
Life
the
Is
eacher
MOVIE:
This
0
Ospy-turned-schoolt
• - MOVIE: 'The Pink Panther
country move 1991 Rated PG
crisis prompts a 39-year-old ad exec to back into service when a fellow agent is
6:05 P.M.
Strikes Again' The bumbling Clouseau
Moof
g
drive
Hauntin
cattle
'The
k
€18 - MOVIE:
hit the trail on a two-wee
captured in Cuba 1987
Beverly Hillbillies
himself pitted against Dreyfus, his
finds
ID
17thslain
a
of
rella' The daughter
1991 Rated PG-13
•- MOVIE:'Ishtar' Elaine May's bigsuperior, who's now intent on
former
6:30 P.M.
century witch begins to display
budget flop about two struggling song12:00 P.M.
conquering the world 1976
R
Rated
1990
Feud
behavior
Family
ural
supernat
O
Middle
the
in
• - MOVIE: 'Terror of Rome writers mucking about
ITO - Daystar
CE) - Entertainment Tonight
O - Avonlea
Against the Son of Hercules' Young East 1987 Rated PG-13
National
l
8:30 P.M.
Basebal
League
Major
News
0
rs
gladiato
Roman
Poseidon battles four
3:30 P.M.
C1_21- Designing Women (R)
game Boston Red Sox at Texas Ran- You Bet Your Life
in order to liberate the Christians from a 0- MDA Jerry Lewis Labor Day Te- 0
gers Alternate game Toronto Blue O - Dick Van Dyke
- Cosby Show
ruthless tyrant 1960
lethon From the Sahara Hotel in Las
at Kansas City Royals (Live)
Jays
n
Childre
GurWith
SIi2 - Songs of Solidarity PerformWriter
.
Valley
Married
annual
the
,
▪
This
•41)- From
Vegas and local TV stations
MOVIE: 'Batman' Batman and ances by Willie Nelson, Pete Seeger
Kenr
about
Muscula
Fortune
ney Norman shares stones
O 1 - Wheel of
fund-raiser benefiting the
face an all-star lineup of villains in and others, taped in Washington, D C
tucky's Big Sandy River and the people Dystrophy Association Jerry Lewis
- U.S. Open Tennis: Men's and Robin
this feature film based on the campy during Solidarity Day 1991
the
and
From
n
Rounds
McMaho
Ed
who live along its banks
with
Fourth
along
s
Women'
hosts
TV series 1966
fp - MOVIE:'Home Alone' A solitary
- Monster Truck Challenge (R)
USTA National Tennis Center in FlushLeeza Gibbons
- MOVIE:'City Slickers' A modlife youngster defends his home against
It
ID -MOVIE:'Elvis: That's the Way
pp - Major League Baseball National ing Meadow, N Y (Live)
crisis prompts a 39-year -old ad exec to two inept burglars after his parents forIs' A behind-the-scenes look at Elvis game Oakland Athletics at California pp - Looney Tunes
hit the trail on a two-week cattle drive
get to take him on their overseas yulePresley as he prepares for his come- Angels Alternate game Cincinnati O - Screen Scene
1991
m
p
00
5
Astros
1970
tour
back
Reds at Houston
- Be a Star
13) - American Telecast
EDT (tape delay) (Live)
12:15 P.M.
- Adventures of Tintin
fp
success
A
7:05 P.M.
der'
'Surren
MOVIE:
Sir
up
d
solitary
A
ea- MOVIE:'Home Alone'
- Reluctant Dragon Animate
Notes from 91.3
A juvenile delinof money-hungry
by villagers to slay a men- O MOVIE:'Grease'
youngster defends his home against ful novelist with a fear
sent
Giles,
identity from his
his summer sweetheart
WKMS-FM
two inept burglars after his parents for- women hides his true
dragon, discovers that this dra- quent and
acing1987 Rated PG
in their senior year of high
get to take him on their overseas yule- struggling artist over.
gon would rather read poetry than meet again
show
y
The NaUonal Public Radio affiliate
school Based on the Broadwa
3:40 P.M.
tide holiday 1990 Rated PG
fight
in Murray and Calloway County at
heard
A
O - Railway Dragon Animated
12:30 P.M.
91.3 FM broadcasts Morning Edition
l
medieva
a
s
befriend
girl
little
modern
0- Major League Baseball: Chicago
news each weekday morning from 5 to 9,
of Leslie Nielsen and
Cubs at Pittsburgh Pirates From dragon Voices
and All Things Considered news each
Barry Morse (R)
Three Rivers Stadium (Live)
afternoon at 4. WKMS airs a vancty of
St.
:
P.M.
Baseball
4:00
- Major League
classical, jazz, folk and traditional music.
s'
Expos
Louis Cardinals at Montreal
pp - MOVIE: 'Triumph of Hercule
Next week (Sept_ 7-11) on Evening
From Olympic Stadium. (Live)
The people of Wane call on Hercules
(M-F, 7 PM) WKMS will fea1964
Classics
ruler
evil
an
ar
neurotic
topple
A
Regul
e!'
them
'Airplan
help
to
▪ - MOVIE:
A
an
of
Blue'
ture:
controls
Are
- MOVIE: 'Violets
ex-pilot takes over the
The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
airliner when the crew succumbs to globe-trotting photojournalist returns
with Jose-Luis Garcia, conductor and
food poisoning 1980
to her hometown for a vacation and is
violin, performing Mozart's Violin Con- Major League Baseball National reunited with her childhood sweegame Chicago Cubs at Pittsburgh Pir- theart 1986
certo No. I in -flat and Symphony No.35
ates Alternate game Seattle Mariners
in D;and Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 3
4:05 P.M.
at Minnesota Twins - 2:00 p.m. EDT
in a. (Mon.)
- Birthday Dragon Animated Dra(Live)
The Symphony Orchestra of Montreal
gon brings the animals from the zoo to
1:00 P.M.
Little Emily as a birthday present
performing Wagner's Overture of
- MOVIE: 'Mayflower Madam'
Beethoven's Symphony No. 4 in B-flak
4:30 P.M.
Events in the life of Manhattan socialite
with
highCoupon
00
Lustful
Stravinsky's jhe Firebird (Tues.)
s'
and
'Porky'
- MOVIE:
Ow 1 95 .,moc;
Sydney Biddle Barrows inspired this school boys try to crash the local
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
The
of
(/)
account of her years as the madam
house 1981
Wash, piano, performing
bawdy
Andre
with
)
(Reg. $14.95
an exclusive escort service 1987
- MOVIE:'Clare's Heart' A JamaiWeber's gbrag Overture; ban's Piano
r71
1:05 P.M.
can housekeeper helps a young boy
Concerto No. 2 in A; and Bruckner's
- Major League Baseball Los An- cope with his parents crumbling mar5 x 7's*,(10) Wallets and 18 Mini-Portraits
(2)
Symphony No. 7 In E. (Wed)
sow°. s.re
gel.. Dodgers st Atlanta Braves riage 1988 Rated PG- 13
The Cleveland Orchestra with Vladimir
*WO
do
,
.'
154c.
1.0recr
Stadium
orc•ago
spec.*
swi oacosg• ,,c5,04Ps nockooN., Doses awl,
From Atlanta-Fuhon County
I
5:00 P.M.
*MI soy °env oPir,
Nor
+sod
y conducting, and soloist Boris
oi.c.age
Ashkenaz
,
10t
porOsas
OWN
soiwqr
w53
sc.(rounds
(Live)
,
,,is OW 111WCFV
41, 1100,11C'
,
nrYIP NW, b. 92 00 DIN ihkiM0
A evil ..Co''.
.1111 Wei 9/04011 COM ,
- MOVIE: 'The Secret Life of KaBelk in, violin, performing Sibehus's
the
and
Dragon
Magic
the
- Puff
thy McCormick' A grocery-store
Shooting Days/Dates: Thurs. thru Mon., Sept. 3-7
"Valse trine" and Violin Concerto in d;
Incredible Mr. Nobody A young boy cashier falls in love with a wealthy man
10
Daily
p.m.
a.m.-7
Hours:
rapher
Photog
and Brahms's Symphony No. 1 tri c.
he
creates an imaginary friend to whom
unaware of her true identity
1
who
(Thurs.)
Sunday 12:30-5 p.m.
attributes all of his ideas, songs. games
C.B. Hunt hosting an evening of enterHwy. 641 North, Murray
and pictures (R)
suss—. AGFA.
- MOVIE: 'Tucker: The Man and
orchestral works on Classical
taining
1:30 P.M.
His Dream'
(Fn.)
Encore.
s
Succes
n
America
- MOVIE:'The
- MOVIE:'The Flight of Dragons'
Company' The son in law of a credit
Animated A young time traveler helps
card magnate assumes a tough-guy
a medieval kingdom defeat evil forces
disguise to take control of his life and

MONDAYcoNir.

Turtles' Four heroic turtles battle a
of martial artists on the streets of New
York City Based on the comic book
characters 1990 Rated PG

^

- Christian Lifestyle Magazine
6:35 P.M. - Sanford and Son
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enced by the four March sisters during their subservient human cousins
11:38 P.M.
1968 Rated G
the Civil War 1949
- John Norris
3:30 P.M.
1 1:00 A.M.
.11:50 P.M.
-MOVIE:'Manpower' Two close at - Words to Live By Two students
0
IP- MOVIE:'Urban Cowboy' A blue- friends who work as high-tension re- are suspended from school when they
•

ap - Hitchhiker
collar worker who fancies himself a pairmen break up over their love for a publish an underground newspaper.(A)
tide holiday 1990 Rated PG
modern-day cowboy falls in love with a clip-joint hostess_ 1941
- MOVIE:'Diner Five friends from 0- Mork & Mindy
4:00 P.M.
- Midnight Love
girl he meets in a popular country-and- •
the 50s hang out in a Baltimore diner
- Count-up to the Video Music
George of the Jungle Animated.
ConverSpecial
1980
A
bar
Shore:
western
and try to hang on to their youth 1982 el) - Dinah
Awards Highlights from the 1991 Episode of the classic cartoon series
sation With Tennessee Ernie Ford Er
Rated R
show
A.M.
last seen on network television over 20
12:00
nie Ford discusses his career, including
Me Crazy' An p
'Driving
MOVIE:
a
_r,sn atgon c
9:00 P.M.
yeaoadg
Nightline
2D
his early days in raclio and the'brigin of O
eccentric East German inventor leads a
Checkered Flag: NASCAR From
Es 5 a 12 _ Northern Exposure (R) his trademark song Sixteen Tons
I) - Hard Copy
wacky chase to retrieve his vegetable- Wings Over the World
Newhart
1/31
fuel-driven auto from American thieves a - MOVIE: 'The Pink Panther
News
- Dennis Miller (RI
- Tracey Ullman
1991 Rated PG
Strikes Again' The bumbling Clouseau
Generation
O - Star Trek The Next
- Sherlock Holmes Mysteries:
- Yo! MTV Raps
P.M.
finds himself pitted against Dreyfus, his
12:00
(RI
Men
111) - Lovejoy
Dancing
The
- Bonanza. The Lost Episodes
•- MOVIE: 'The NeverEnding former superior, who's now intent on
O - Dragnet
- MOVIE. 'Fires Within' After 0- Hollywood Insider (R)
conquering the world 1876
Story II: The Next Chapter'
•21 - Listening to America
eight years in Castro's prisons, a Cuban is - Patty Duke
4:05 P.M.
and his
Bird
Big
China
in
Bird
Big
Scene
(H)
SI - Funny Business X Charlie Chase national arrives in Miami to find his wife
Screen
Barkley the dog, go to China a - Major League Baseball: Los Anplays a practical joke on country music in love with another man 1991
- MOVIE: 'Hercules vs. the Sea sidekick.
a legendary Chinese bird geles Dodgers at Atlanta Braves
star Kenny Rogers (R)
Quantum Marketing
Monster' Troy's mythological hero to search for
monster they saw on a scroll in New York's From Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium
sea
a
from
people
- Laughing Back Comedy Takes a
his
saves
11:05 P.M.
Chinatown
(Live)
Stand Delta Burke joins comics Ellen
senator 1965.
Open Tennis Highlights and an evil
U.S.
a
ia
- Surfing: Pipeline Masters From
others
and
Shydner
.
Ritch
4:30
F0 PM.
DeGeneres
Chase
K.I.D.s.(
Charlie
X
Business
Funny
a
USTA
the
from
highlights
Same-day
Hawaii (R)
to increase awareness of sexual asmusic
country
on
toke
practical
a
plays
National Tennis Center in Flushing Mea- MOVIE: 'Battle of the Sexes' A 0- MOVIE: Tinchcliffe Grand Prix'
sault (R)
star Kenny Rogers (R)
dow. N Y
efficiency expert starts moderniz- Animated. A mechanical genius plans
S
U
- 700 Club
Program
O - Paid
11:30 P.M.
ing the staid offices of an old Scottish to invent a better machine after he is
- MOVIE The Search for Signs of
In- MOVIE:'Strapless' An American firm 1960.
- Cosby Show
Intelligent Life in the Universe' Tomcheated out of his automotive design
woman living in England becomes in- Nightline
lin portrays a variety of characters in a
12:05 P.M.
1980. Rated G.
volved in political activism after a failed
this adaptation of her Broadway show a 3-D - Current Affair
- MOVIE: 'Sole Survivor' Military
affair 1989 Rated R.
5:00 P.M.
1991
- MOVIE:'The Agitator' A young is - MOVIE: 'Lifeboat' Alfred Hitch- officials uncover an unusual mystery
MOVIE: 'Police Story: Cop Killdifficulman and his father encounter
- Cope
cock's classic about the SUrVlyOrs of a while investigating a 17-year-old Li- ers' Overwhelming guilt leads a patrolties with his employer 1945
sunken ocean liner adrift with the Nazi byan plane crash. 1969.
9:20 P.M.
man into a relationship with his dead
- Ray Bradbury Theater (R)
U-boat commander responsible for
12:30 P.M.
partner's widow. 1988.
- MOVIE. 'Saturday Night Fever'
destroying their ship. 1944.
- Dobie Gillis
The frantic world of discos is the center
- MOVIE: 'The Lost Capone' 0- MOVIE:'And You Thought Your
- Its Garry Shandlings Show
O - Bordertfiern (R)
of this story about a young man whose
Based on the true story of Al Capone s Parents Were Weird' The spirit of
only escape from his humdrum exist- dB - Quarter Horse Racing. All- O - Lightmusic
younger brother Jimmy, who turned his their departed father returns to inhabit
ence is dancing 1977
American Futurity From Ruidoso
back on a life of crime and became a two juvenile inventors' new robot
12:05 A.M.
Downs, N M (Same-day Tape)
1991 Rated PG
marshal in Nebraska. 1990.
9:30 P.M.
•- Nightline
- Westbrook Hospital
- Running & Racing
11. - MOVIE: 'The Young Phila- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
12:25 A.M.
ambitious lawyer conAn
delphians'
P.M.
11:35
5:15 P.M.
e - Generations
02) - MOVIE:'Caged Fury' Two rene- nives his way to the top of his profesDavid
With
Night
late
'Little Nikita' An FBI
a
as
MOVIE:
TL
an
of
daring
rescue
the
mount
gades
9:55 P.M.
sion 1959.
agent uncovers some disturbing inforinnocent inmate from the jaws of a no- MOVIE. 'Hercules vs. the Mot- Letterman (R)
Pony'
a
Be
Must
- MOVIE:'There
torious prison for women 1989 Rated A once-celebrated movie actress at- mation while investigating the family of
loch' The legendary muscleman leads a O - Love Connection
an Air Force Academy applicant. 1988.
rebellion against a cult that demands 49 12 - Sweating Bullets (RI
tempts a comeback through a televi- Rated PG.
1963
human sacrifices
sion appearance 1986
•

•

-

•

o

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

10:00 P.M.
-News
ei X - Nightly Business Report (RI
- Honeymooners
- Studs
- Evening at"the Improv
- New Mike Hammer
- Lucy Show
- Homeroom
• - Crook and Chase (RI
fa - Thirtysornething
- MOVIE: 'Gaslight' A diabolical
husband with a deep secret tries to
drive his wife insane 1944
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- Baseball Tonight

o
o

9/8/92
5:00 A.M.
- Words to Live By Two students

•

o
o

•

are suspended from school when they
publish an underground newspaper

5:30 A.M.

•

•

sleeping sickness 1990 Rated PG-13

8:30 A.M.
a- MOVIE:'Bunny Lake Is Missing'
A young mother, just arrived from
America, puts her 4-year-old daughter
in a London day school and the girl van
ishes 1965

9:00 A.M.

is - MOVIE:'Blossoms in the Dust'

1:00 P.M.
- Count-up to the Video Music
- MOVIE: 'The Wanderers' The Awards Highlights from the 1991
gang
street
members of a 1960s Bronx
show.
struggle with the difficulties of maturity
- Up Close
•
and romance 1979
6:00 P.M.
- Auto Racing: SCCA World ChalSCI)8111(I)110E)61116(12
lenge From Elkhart Lake, Wis (R)
News
P.M.

•

1:15

110 -

MOVIE: 'Little Caesar' A small
time hood rises to become the czar of
gangland 1930

Ci)- Cheers
(IT 0 CD
Newshour
- Night Court
- Andy Griffith

•

•

•

•

Based on the life of Edna Gadney, the
dedicated woman who opened a home
for orphans in Fort Worth. Texas
1941
- MOVIE: 'The Pink Panther' Incompetent Inspector Clouseau tracks a
jewel thief who lust so happens to be
his own wiles lover 1964

•

I/1

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1

MacNeil/Lehrer

1:30 P.M.
Ulith Summer A friendship
blooms between an elderly woman and O - MOVIE - 'Vice Versa' A depart 0- New Wilderness
magically
executive
store
an 11 -year-old girl when they spend a merit
Ca My Two Dads
switches personalities with his 11
summer caring for each other
CI Looney Tunes
1988
Rated
PG
son
year-old
Lampoon's
'National
- MOVIE:
Class Reunion' The grads from the O - Marvin Animated Rotund Marvin 0 Sanford
Flii -- China Beach Part 1 of 2
- Scarecrow and Mrs_ King
class
9 of '72 return to sealed-up Lizzie is entered in a baby beauty contest
- MOVIE: The Bride' Baron Fran
Borden High for an insane reunion 0 - Powerboat Racing - Interne Fa - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
kenstein creates a mate for his monster
Sportscenter
tional Outboard Grand Prix From Au
5:45 A.M.
in this remake of the 1935 classic.
gusta, Ga. (Taped)
0 Life Goes On
_ Sportsconter (R)
MOVIE: 'Home to $tay' The
Bride of Frankenstein 1985
- MOVIE: 'Dick Tracy' Chester
- MOVIE 'Fool's Parade' A prison
fiercely loyal young granddaughter of a
2:00 P.M.
- Frank Pollard
spirited Illinois farm owner helps him guard and a bank president plot to kill •
Auto Racing: SCCA Trans-Am 3ould's comic strip detective faces an
array of Chicago's ugliest gangsters
three recently released convicts for a From Elkhart Lake, Wes (R)
lisprii the spec ter of old age 1978
10:30 PM
1971 Rated PG
large
check
when Big Boy Caprice attempts to unite
InID (I)- Entertainment Tonight
Panther'
- MOVIE: 'The Pink
6:00 A.M.
Windy City's mobs 1990
the
A.M.
9:05
competent Inspector Clouseau tracks a
- Kojak
- Sportscenter (R)
•
- MOVIE: 'The Hunchback of
young
A
be
to
happens
so
who
Cries'
lust
thief
'Night
jewel
MOVIE:
- Love Connection
Chester
•- MOVIE: 'Dick Tracy'
Dame' A hideously misshapen
Notre
in
that
1964
dreams
lover
wiles
by
own
his
tormented
is
mother
▪ - Green Acres
Goulds comic strip detective faces an
manipulated by the priest who
is
brute
dan
in
and
alive
is
child
1 %dead
dicate9
2:05 P.M.
array of Chicago's ugliest gangsters ger
- Our VOiCiall (R)
raised him in this adaptation of Victor
- MOVIE: 'Boy: N the Hood' A when Big Boy Caprice attempts to unite
0- Big Wish Prince Wilton of the En- Hugo s novel 1982
(H
9:30 A.M.
chanted Realm is chosen to dispense a - Backstage With Gary McSpadblack youth and his friends come of age the Windy City's mobs 1990 Rated
in the crime-infested streets of south- PG
seven wishes to the human world (R) den
- Sportsconter )
•
central Los Angeles 1991 Rated R
MOVIE. 'The Bride' Baron Fran
6:30 A.M.
3:00 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Miracle' The arrival a _ Sportscenter (R)
kenstein creates•mate for his monster
- MOVIE:'The 7th Voyage of SinFeud
Family
CUclassic.
emothe
in this remake of the 1935
of an American actress stirs
bad' The swashbuckling adventurer
7:00 A.M.
Tonight
Entertainment
(1
•
of Frankenstein 1985
Bride
tions of an imaginative Irish teen-ager
rutha
and
beasts
mythical
encounters
- MOVIE: 'The Longest Hunt' A
GP- News
1991 Rated R
island
the
enchanted
on
A.M.
sorcerer
less
10:00
rich
a
by
hired
is
gunfighter
- You Bet Your Life
▪
is - Count-up to the Video Music famous
_ u S Open Tennis Men's Fourth of Cyclops 1958
Mexican farmho4der to bring back his
Show
Cosby
Awards Highlights from the 1990
A
Plaza'
Quarterfinals
Police
'One
MOVIE
Women's
and
• Round
son 1968
show
From the UST A National Tennis Center New York City police lieutenant places is- Major League Baseball Chicago
MOVIE: 'The Icicle Thief'
Fa•- Sportecenter
his own life in jeopardy when he inves- Cuba at Pittsburgh Pirates From
in Flushing Meadow N V (1. ivel
- sportscrit« (RI
Three Rivers Stadium Ilivel
ar
An
a bizarre murder case 1986
tigates
Hollywood'
'Doc
10:35 P.M
MOVIE:
A.M.
7:30
- Major League Baseball. St
lucrative
cadets
a
Military
'Taps'
to
route
en
MOVIE:
physician
rogant
•
(1)- Tonight Show
•
•
- Sportscenter (H)
California practice is unexpectedly de use force to secure their campus from Louis Cardinals at Montreal Expos
is - hgem Court Part of 2
- MOVIE 'The Pink Panther tamed in a small South Carolina town local condo developers 1981 Rated From Olympic Stadium (Live)
11:00 P.M.
PG
(11) - Wheel of Fortune
•
Strikes Again'
1991 Rated PG 13
Cf1111(1)1111- News
•
- In Search Of.
A.M.
P.M.
3:15
A.M.
8:00
10:30
- Golden Girls
al
i- U.S. Open Tennis Men's Fourth
MOVIE 'Planet of the Apes' •
MOVIE:'Awakenings' Based on
MOVIE 'little Women' Based is
- Arsenio HaN (R)
Quarterfinals
a true story A neurologist uses an ex
on the Louisa May Alcon novel about F Our astronauts crash on a futuristic Round and Women's
_ David I Wolper Presents: perkrientol drug to revive victims of the loves joys and sorrows Piper, Planet where intelligent apes rule over From the USIA National Tennis Center
Monsters. Mysteries or Myths? (R)

•
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- Green Acres
0- Our Voices (RI
- MOVIE: 'Live Wire' A government demolitions expert uncovers a
to spike ordinary drinking water
11:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Harley Davidson and plot
in Flushing Meadow, N Y (Live)
1992
Two drifters resort with an explosive agent
Man'
o
: 'Pliot- Na. 5* A pilot's
Marlbor
the
'MOVIE
CD
Bullwinkle
5:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'The Reflecting Skin' A
to illegal means to save a buddy's busimixed-up life is recalled by his fellow
Scene
bloodScreen
a
C)twisted youngster believes
- MOVIE: 'Broadway Melody of fhers as he embarks on a suicide misness in 1996 California 1991
ss has designs on his 1938' A Broadway producer's show is sion. 1943.
Pb - Be a Star
• - MOVIE:'Brewster McCloud' A sucking temptre
1990. Rated R
ffil - Rockumentary
saved when a dancer's horse wins a a - MOVIE:'Institute for Revenge'
young man who thinks he can fly hides older brother.
- Major League Baseball: Teams in a bomb shelter under the Astrodome PD - Count-up to the Video Music major race. 1937.
. 12:00 P.M.
Awards klighlights from the 1991 CD - MOVIE: 'Violets Are Blue- A
to Be Announced (Live)
in Houston 1971
-- MOviE: 'Amber Waves' Two
returns
rnalist
Dixon
photojou
show.
otting
Jessy
globe-tr
CD a)- In Touch
men with opposing values find com0- MOVIE:'Trancers II: The Return to her hometown for a vacation aqd is
6:35 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
mon ground during a difficult Midwestatlawman
sweeod
c
childho
reunited with her
of Jack Deth' A futuristi
wheat harvest. 1980
PD - Grinch Grinches the Cat in the OTOCUO - Coach IR)
ern
n
politicia
theart.,1986_
tempts tcfsave a modern-day
Hat Animated. The Cat in the Hat de- MOVIE:'Parent Trap Hawaiian
folVan Dyke
zombie
Dick
his
and
O
mystic
evil
an
from
6:00 A.M.
cides to outsmart the Grinch. (R)
Honeymoon' Triplet daughters aclowers 1991.
9:00 P.M.
PD - Family Playhouse: A Town's company their father and his new bride
7:00 P.M.
(pajama_ Going to Extremes
10:35 P.M.
Revenge A woman, forced to leave on their honeymoon at an inherited
CE0CE a - Full House (R)
33- Tonight Show
0CC - Dateline
town because of her progressive Hawaiian hotel. 1.989.
0
her
0
a
e
Crusad
00CC - Billy Graham
911 IR)
Rescue
returns to inherit her late broth- PD - Count-lip to the Video Music
tion
beliefs,
Connec
paLove
nags
"
O
Things.
Theme. "Hope for Broken
s
2
(R)
Examine
of
farm.
2
Edge
er's
the
Part
From
Court
Cry
CC
0
Night
Awards Highlights from the 1984
Musical guests- Wintley Phipps, the
nces of students who are on
- MOVIE: 'Reunion'
show
11:00 P.M.
Brooklyn Tabernacle Choir, George the experie
the edge of success or failure in school
€1)- Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston
Beverly Shea.
(/)- MASH
13) - Sportscenter (R)
- Playwrights Theater: Hale the PD
a)
'92
Cup -- Mountain Dew Southern 500
ne
0CC a ft) - Back to School
Nightli
a
CC
Hero! Kevin Anderson portrays Ameri6:30 A.M.
From Darlington Raceway, S C (R)
Host Sinbad, guests Arnold SchwarGirls
cs3 - Golden
ion figure Nathan Hale, imSportscenter IR)
PD
zenegger, Whoop' Goldberg, Jay Tho- can Revolut
12:05 P.M.
d as a patriotic martyr Elisa- O - Arsenio Hall
MOVIE: 'Ensign Pulver' A mismas, Robin Williams, Danny DeVito prisone
'Flood" Two helicopter
MOVIE:
(R)
2
of
2
Part
hy
also stars
PD - Biograp
chievous ensign plots against the tyr- pilots
and Rhea Penman, students, teachers beth Shue
the aid of flood victims
to
rush
1
- Hitchhiker
_ Dragnet
annical captain of the U.S.S. Reluctant
and parents explore problems in toMindy
of
ion
&
1964
Habitat
Mork
."
O
in this sequel to "Mr. Roberts
day's school system and possible solu- O - MOVIE: 'The
12:15 P.M.
- Midnight Love
Dragons' Based on Horton Foote's tale
tions
7:00 A.M.
rivalry in
DraVIE:'Daddy's Dyin' Who's
sibling
of
PD-MO
and
ion
Habitat
betrayal
love,
of
'The
MOVIE:
Words
on
.13 - Word
- MOVIE: 'A Study in Scarlet' Got the Will?' Four grown children
1930s Texas 1992
gons' Based on Horton Foote's tale of
PD _ Biography Part 2 of 2
Holmes sets out to solve a series of bicker incessantly when they.are relucin
rivalry
sibling
3
3
of
and
Part
- Stalin
love, betrayal
in his ever-meticulous style tantly reunited at their ailing patriarch's
19
murders
0- F - Troop
1930s Texas. 1992.
PD - Larry Sanders (R)
- Desmonds
deathbed 1990 Rated PG-13
- Nashville Now IR)
MOVIE:'Kiss Me a Killer' A sexy
- Sportscenter (R)
0- MOVIE:'The Habitation of Dra- 0PD
12:30 P.M.
a
young
s
s
€11) - Tracey Ullman
nightclub waitres ensnare
gons' Based on Horton Foote's tale of
PD - MOVIE: 'Fools of Fortune' An
'Child in the Night' A
her abusive PD - Yo! MTV Raps
to
murder
MOVIE:
plot
a
in
singer
in
exile
rivalry
posed
sibling
Irishman goes into self-im
love, betrayal and
attempts to help an
ogist
R
psychol
Rated
child
1991
s
husband
Episode
Lost
The
a:
desPD - Bonanz
after killing the British soldier who
1930s Texas. 1992.
witness recall the
murder
old
8-yearClub
- 700
troyed his family. 1990. Rated PG-13.
CD - Christian Lifestyle Magazine
at- Learning in America: Educa- PD
•
ding his father's death
surroun
9
facts
PD -Cope
tion on Trial Part 3 of 3
7:30 A.M.
11:05 P.M.
9:30 P.M.
- Crook and Chase
PD - Sportscenter (R)
PD - Nightline
a - MOVIE: 'Captains of the
News
a - LA. Lew
-U.S. Open Tennis Highlights
Clouds' A group of wild civilian AmeriA.M.
8:00
ea
- MOVIE:'Doc Hollywood' An ar- PD - Married... With Children
Same-day highlights from the USTA PD - MOVIE: 'It All Came True' A can pilots joins the RCAF as a lark but
rogant physician en route to a lucrative PD - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
National Tennis Center in Flushing Mea- gangster on the lam takes refuge in a prove their worth under fire 1942
Music
California practice is unexpectedly de- 0- Generations
dow, N.Y.
boarding house for former vaudevilli- SI - Count-up to the Video
the 1985
tained in a small South Carolina town. PD - On Stage
from
ts
Highligh
Awards
P.M.
1940.
11:30
ans.
1991. Rated PG-13.
show.
PD - Comedy Hour: Pauly Shore MTV
ne
8:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Act of Piracy' A psy- personality Pauly Shore presents unu- PD (1)- Nightli
- MOVIE: 'The Maltese Falcon'
2.
of
1
The
Part
k
Seal'
Matloc
PD - MOVIE: 'The Golden
chotic hijacker seizes control of an sual stand-up comedy and vignettes. so
Francisco private eye Sam Spade
San
prolegendary golden seal that once
PD (10 - Current Affair
Australia-bound yacht 1989 Rated R. (R)
caught up in the search for a pricegets
:'Hotline' A struggling ar- tected the Aleutian Islands surfaces to
jewel-encrusted statue 1941
PD Disney's Totally Minnie A nerd PD - Major League Baseball: Teams 0-MOVIE
less,
tist takes a job as a phone counselor at befriend a young boy. 1983.
learns to be cool with lessons from to Be Announced (Live)
MOVIE: 'Violets Are Blue' A
by
ed
terroriz
soon
is
and
a cnsis center
9:00 A.M.
Minnie Mouse.
otting photojournalist returns
globe-tr
1982
9:40 P.M.
an unknown psychotic caller.
Winston's Potty Chair Help- to her hometown for a vacation and is
al- Young Riders
•
PD - Championship Boxing Report PD - Ray Bradbury Theater (R)
ing children and parents better under- reunited with her childhood sweeat - Catch the Spirit
Special Edition
- Dobie Gillis
stand the toilet training process.
theart 1986
7:05 P.M.
- It's Garry Shandling's Show
PD
10:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Main Event' A
'
PD
Autumn
nne
1:00 P.M.
'Cheye
:
MOVIE
PD
Synchronal Research
bankrupt perfume magnate's only as'The Triumph of SherMOVIE:
John Ford's tragic account of the exo- OCIDOCUSIGICIDOCIDala PD who's
hter
prizefig
set is a contract on a
11:35 P.M.
' The master detective is
Holmes
dus of Cheyenne Indians from an Okla- (son -News
lock
to fight. 1979.
- Nightly Business Report
homa reservation to their homeland in a
called out of retirement to solve the
O0(13 - Late Night With David afraidMOVIE:
'Stroker Ace' A race-car
Letterman
Wyoming. 1964
- Studs
murder of an American labor leader in
driver schemes to even the score with England 1935
- Evening at the Improv
PD - Arsenio Hall
7:08 P.M.
1983
kingpin
te
a conniving corpora
- Count-up to the Video Music
a - New Mike Hammer
PD (it) - Forever Knight (R)
PD - Duff
Rated PG.
Highlights from the 1986
Awards
Show
11:38 P.M.
PD - Lucy
7:30 P.M.
- Sportscenter (R)
PD
show
Family Matters (RI PD - Desmonds
al- John Norris
119 - MOVIE: 'Here Corns the
1:30 P.M.
and Chase (R)
12:00 A.M.
Waves' A singing sailor faces confu- Behind the Scenes Series PD - Crook
g
MOVIE: 'Captains Courageous'
aomethin
servicea
Thirtys
es
romanc
he
when
(R)
sion
Copy
re
Premie
(1)- Hard
A spoiled boy learns a new set of val- MOVIE: 'Stagecoach' John PD
woman with an identical twin 1944
•- Superman
PD cso - Newhart
ues after a Portuguese fisherman resFord's classic account of stagecoach
9:05 A.M.
- Psychic Phone Une
so - Video Soul (R)
cues him at sea Tracy won an Oscar
passengers caught in the middle of an PD
Mysteries: a- MOVIE:'Fire A devastating fo- 1937 Rated G
Holmes
k
Sherloc
Herrod
PD
Ron
et
Apache uprising 1939
divert
to
rest fire, started by a convict
The Blue Carbuncle (R)
- Puff the Magic Dragon Puff and
_ 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
8:00 P.M.
to
Open Tennis: Match of the attention from his escape, threatens
U.S.
PD
his
friend Jackie set out for thitiand of
IR)
ne
King
Rosean
Mrs.
and
row
- Scarec
al CT PD CU PD USTA National Tennis destroy a mountain community 1977 Hanalee
the
From
Day
- Reasonable Doubts
O0
PD - Pair of Jokers: John Mendoza & Center in Flushing Meadow, N.Y (R)
9:30 A.M.
- Count-up to the Video Music
- 3-2-1 Contact Extre: What Pam Matteson Comics John Mendoza
- Patty Duke
Highlights from the 1987
Telling Tales
PD
Awards
Cothe
GI
at
perform
n
and
Sex
Matteso
Pam
About
to
Know
and
Want
Kids
Scene IR)
Screen
(R)
enter
show
so
Sportsc
(R)
ia
in
Californ
Club
pubPD
Magic
tion
about
medy and
Growing Up Informa
- Paid Program
2:00 P.M.
erty, sexuality and reproduction for 8 to PD - MOVIE:'The Good, the Bad and
10:00 A.M.
- One Night Stand: Command
12-year-oids and their parents
the Ugly' A drifter, a Mexican outlaw
U.S. Open Tennis: Men's and 0- MOVIE:'Arthur' A drunken, hePD
Comedy
Havey
Allan
- Sherlock Holmes Mysteries: and a sadist stlarch for a cash box with Performance:
Women's Quarterfinals From the donistic young millionaire falls in love
(R)
$200.000 which was stolen and put in Central's Allan Havel"!
The Blue Carbuncle (R)
National Tennis Center in Flush- with a middle-class waitress 1981
A USTA
an unmarked grave during the Civil 0- MOVIE:'Flying Leatherneck.'
, N.Y (Live)
Rated PG
Meadow
ing
- Get Smart
strict Marine officer is disliked by his
- MOVIE: 'Portrait of a Mobster'
- Count-up to the Video Music
a 2f) - Innovation Special: The Fu- War 1967
PD
apprehe
is
in
wartime
but
n,
squadro
Based on the gun-blazing exploits of Awards Highlights from the 1988
ture Is Now The evolution of educa- PD - Methodist Hour
ciated 1951
Dutch Schultz, a notorious New York show
tion as students in France, China and
10:05 P.M.
Bordertown (RI
gangster 1961
inGlory
Four
'
Japan demonstrate methods that make
Women
'Little
_ MOVIE:
0 Comedy Club Network (R)
YpaIsign Pulver' A mis
OV1E:
abstract concepts understandable
▪
10:30 A.M.
dependent sisters strengthen their fasic
An cheivous ensign plots against the tyrPart 3 of 3
'
Fighter
mily ties in this award winning adapta- • Lightmu
Prize
'The
MOVIE:
PD
S Reluctant
12:05 A.M.
so - Nashville Now
tion of Alcott's novel Colorized
inept Depression-era boxer and his annical captain of the U S
1964
- MOVIE: 'The Last Prostitute' version 1933
111) National Geographic Explorer(R) trainer get mixed up with fight fixing in this sequel to "Mr Roberts "
sumescape
youths
us
PG.
impetuo
Two
2:30 P.M.
racketeers. 1979 Rated
10:30 P.M.
12:10 A.M.
mer camp and travel cross-country to
-Count-up to the Video Music
Awards
nstein Un- PD - MOVIE: 'The Hunchback of Pb
Cosby Show
2'
'Franke
MOVIE:
al
O
1991
seek out a legendary prostitute
ly misshapen
bound' A 21st-century scientist meets Notre Dame' A hideous
s Herd Copy
- MOVIE 'Young Mr. Lincoln' I)
ated by the priest who
is
manipul
brute
ShelMary
of
nists
protago
Tonight
real-life
the
inment
Ben
Enterta
-of Victor PD - NFL Yearbook Cincinnati
John Ford s stirring account of the 16th
ley's novel in Roger Corman's twist on raised him in this adaptation
Kojak
gals
1939
s
career
t
legal
early
presiden
Hugo's novel 192
the classic theme 1990 Rated P
O Love Connection
al Father Dowling Mysteries
•
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- Melrose Place
(1) - Sherlock Holmes Mysteries:
The Red-Headed League (RI
▪ - Get Smart
• - Adult Education Call-in. A
Sit - WheeTaThrtune
3:00 P.M.
Step in the Right Direction InformaOf...
In
Search
tion on the GED program (Live Phone
- MOVIE The Habitation of Dra- U S Open Tennis: Men's and In)
gons" Based on Horton Foote s tale of
Quarterfinals From the
love betrayal and sibling rivalry in Women's
11) - Nashville NOW
USTA National Tennis Center in Flush1 930s Texas 1992
- MOVIE:'Follow Your Heart' An
V
(Live)
N
Meadow.
ing
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- MOVIE: 'Alamo Bay' In Galveston, Texas. conflicts between local
fishermen and Vietnamese refugees
escalate into violence 1985

•

INEDNESDAYcoNt

10:30 P.M.
o

2 -

Cosby Show

•

ex -Marine enters the lives of the cantankerous owner of a Southwestern
boarding house, her retarded son and
an abandoned Vietnamese gin 1990
ED - MW Video Music Awards From
UCLA s Pauley Pavilion in Los Angeles
Dana Carvey hosts (Live)
O - Father Dowling Mysteries Part 1
of 2
ei)- MOVIE:'Dead Ringers' Love for ous
wife's faithfulness turn their oncethe same woman drives twin Toronto
happy marnage into a dangerous union
gynecologists on a path of mutual self1991 Rated NC-- 17
destruction 1988

•

•

3:30 P.M.
- MOVIE 'Nobody's Perfekt'

•

QI - Sanford and Son

7:00 P.M.
- Inside America's
EDTEDcE
- MOVIE . in Search of Golden Totally Unsolved Lifestyles A satirical

children escape into the
wilds with their uncle when authorities
Plan to place them in foster homes
1985 Rated PG

Sky'

Three

3:45 P.M.
fe MOVIE The Witches' A coven

•

6:35 P.M.

Three misfits try to collect damages at
ter they wreck their car in a huge poth
oie 1981 Rated PG
•

- This Is the Life

ook at television reality series featuring
Dave Coulter, Dave Thomas, John
2andy • Bob Saget. Lan Loughlin. Jodie
Sweetin and Robin Leach (Postponed
from an earlier date)

•a)
0

X

-

Unsolved Mysteries (RI

-

o

- Checkered Flag NASCAR

0- Beverly Hills. 90210
- Our Century: Guadalcanal
5:00 P.M.
- F - Troop
O
- MOVIE. 'The Sea Chase• The
- New Attitude
German captain of a WWII fugitive ship
MOVIE:'Geronimo' The story of
assorted
carries an unusual cargo and
who

Dariingtorp S C (R)

•

•

••

crew 1955

- MOVIE 'Planet of the Apes'

astronauts crash on a futuristic
planet where intelligent apes rule over
their subservient human cousins
1968 Rated G

the legendary Apache leader
waged a long and personal war against
the U S government 1962

Four

-

Inside the PGA Tour

5:05 P.M.
•

- MOVIE: 'Fools of Fortune' An

Irishman goes into self-imposed exile
after killing the British soldier who destroyed his family 1990 Rated PG 13

5:30 P.M.
III- MOVIE:'Straker Ace' A race-car

•

- Crook and Chase

al - L.A. LAW
- MOVIE: 'Doublecrossed' Based
on the true story of Barry Seal, a smuggler who agreed to infiltrate a Latin
American drug cartel for the DEA
1991
.- MOVIE: •Distch' A blue-collar
worker is subjected to a nightmarish
road trip when he offers to drive his
girlfriend's snotty child home for
Thanksgiving 1991 Rated P6-13
- MOVIE:"The Strongest Man in
the World' Two college students accidentally pour an untested vitamin formula into a box of cereal 1974 Rated

•

•

driver schemes to even the score with
a conniving corporate kingpin 1983
Rated PG
- Count-up to the Video Music
Awards Highlights from the 1990
•- Checkered Flag: InclyCar From
show

- Up Close

we

•

-

6:00 P.M.

-

•

•

•

•

-

•

how to protect against it
O - In Search Of... (R)

- Dragnet
ED - Tales From the Crypt
ED - 700 Club
Cope

Vancouver
e
Young Riders

•

witnesses a gangland execution 1991

-

•

•-

•-

•

• -

•

•

•

9/10/92

•

••-

••-

.
THURSDAillim

9:05 P.M.
Clash of the Champions Wrestling (RI
- MOVIE: 'Backtrack' An artist is
marked for death after she accidentally

•

•-

11:20 P.M.

ED - MOVIE: 'Navajo Joe' The sole 111- MOVIE:'The Tall Guy'

•

•

o
•-

12:25 A.M.
of lovers while traveling from Bangkok
to Paris 1990
•- MOVIE: 'Class Action'

•-

9:15 P.M.

MOVIE: 'Company Business'
MOVIE: 'Billy Two Hats' A griz111'2,11110TOTLO0V, -•zled Scotsman and a young half-breed
News
- Ben Haden
team up for a wild ride across the
- Chows
rugged frontier 1973
7:05 P.M.
- NlacNoilittaiwer
s- MOVIE:'The Final Countdown'
9:30 P.M.
Newshour
The captain of the USS Nimitz faces a
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- Night Court
critical decision when given the power
Generations
Andy Griffith
to alter the course of history 1980
- On Stage
•
Wilderness
New
07:30 P.M.
- Dram On (R)
My Two Dads
Looney Tunes
10:00 P.M.
Video Soul (R)
SuPerman
Sanford
stecuarEsso
suogicu
Major League BeesbaN: Teems
OD 52 -News
ID - China Beech Part 2 of 2
Ile
to
Announced
0-Pd.)
cu - Night* Business Report
•
- Count-up to the Video Music
'might
Awards
Honeymooners
8:00 P.M.
•- thuds
Sportscenter
61 - Homo Improve0 CID 1111
go - Evening at the Improv
ment IR)
- Life Goes On
go- New Mike Hammer
•- $einfeld (14)
•- Profiles
Lucy Show
Ole- 2000 Malibu Road •
•
a)
•
6:05 P.M.
- New Attitude
Crusade
al CL - Bey Graham
no- lieverfy Hd
and Chose fR)
Theme: "Hope Beyond the Storm." 0- Crook
6:30 P.M.
- Royal Report: Monaca Royals
Musical guests: Send Patti, Brooklyn
le CL - Fan*/ Feud
Tabernacle Choir, George &wady The story of the Monaco ruling limey
and its current status Host: Stephanie
CD - Entertainment Tonight
•
She..
Beecham.
News
•CLOn Taievision: Tomb the
- One Night Stand: Commend
(j)- You Bet Your Ufa
Children An historicel overview of no•
Performance: Allan Hevey Comedy
and
eiddren's
affseeing
potties
Show
tional
Cosby
educetionel TV. and the troubling "cur- Cantrars Allen Hovey fR)
- Andy Griffith
- Scarecrow and Mrs King
riculum" 04 commercial TV.
- Married With Children

••-

-

fif

o

•

•

CC

•

0

•

•

Late Night With David
Letterman
- MOVIE: 'The Bandit of Sher- •- Arsenio Hall
- American Telecast
wood Forest' Robin Hood's son be- el (it - Dangerous Curves (R)
comes a hero in his own right 1946
O - MOVIE:'Black Oak Conspiracy'
151
8:30 P
M
'
rr
T10-A
Behavior•
esting
- Sportscenter
A Southerner seeks revenge against a
Seinfeld (Ft
crooked lawman and a cabal of bandy10:35 P.M.
O - Dick Van Dyke
rabbers 1977.
O0 - Tonight Show
- First United Methodist Church
12:00 A.M.
- Love Connection
8:35 P.M.
ED I- Hard Copy (R)
O - Night Court
- MOVIE: 'To Sir With Love' An
O 31) - Newham
11:00 P.M.
idealistic teacher attempts to teach a
- Psychic Phone Line
MASH
o
D
group of rambunctious high-school stu- Sherlock Holmes Mysteries:
Nightline
ID
O
1967
dents
The Red-Headed League (RI
Girls
Golden
8:40 P.M.
- U.S. Open Tennis: Match of the
O - Arsenio Hall
- Super Dave (RI
Day From the USTA National Tennis
Our Century: Guadalcanal IR)
al
Center in Flushing Meadow. N.Y. (RI
8:50 P.M.
- Hitchhiker
O - Patty Duke
- MOVIE: 'Ambition' An aspiring O Mork & Mindy
•- Screen Scene (R)
novelist attempts to push a rehabili- 0- Midnight Love
ED - Paid Program
tated murderer back into his homicidal
- Nashville Now (1:1
•
lifestyle 1991 Rated R
- MOVIE: 'Lady Chatterley in
•
- Tracey Ullman
•
Tokyo' A Japanese woman trapped in "'
9:00 P.M.
- Video Music Awards Post- a loveless marriage tries to find true fulDixocue- Barbara Wafters •
Game (Live)
fillment. 1991. Rated R.
From January talk show host David
Tonight
61 - MOVIE: 'Planet of the Apes'
Letterman From March actor Tom GI- Baseball
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
Four astronauts crash on a futuristic
Cruise From 1989 actress Candice •
planet where intelligent apes rule over
- Synchronal Research
Bergen (RI
their subservient human cousins.
11:05 P.M.
o - Law & Order (R)
1968. Rated G.
0 - Innovation Special: The Fu- 1111- Nightline
- Bordertown (R)
ture Is Now
- U.S. Open Tennis Highlights
- MOVIE:'The Great Escape' AlNews
Same-day highlights from the USTA •
lied POWs stage a daring escape from
- Understanding HIV: Does Teen National Tennis Center in Flushing Meaa Nazi prison camp during World War
America Know the Facts? Using mu- dow, N
II. Based on a true story. 1963.
sic and creative graphics, young people no- MOVIE:'Joy: Chapter Two' The
- Ughtrnusic
learn about HIV, how it affects lives and sexual adventuress samples a variety •
0

•

•

•

11:35 P.M.
0

•

w7t,...hes hatches an evil scheme to
Freshman Dorm (Post
Transform the children of England into poned from an earlier date'
,.-e 1 990 Rated PG
7"
OTS0.21,- Why Bother Voting?
Humor celebrity cameos and music are
4:00 P.M.
used to encourage young people to
- Monster Truck Challenge (RI
of
- MOVIE. 'Lawrence of Arabia' vote by explaining the mechanics
voting
David Leail s multiple Oscar -winning voting and the importance of the
ak,,,ount of British adventurer T E process
- MOVIE: 'Human Feelings' An
L awrence s role in uniting the Arab na
angel has a devil of a time trying to save
1,ons against the Turks 1962
wicked Las Vegas from the wrath of
4:30 P.M.
From God 1978

•

o

- Matlock Part 2 of 2
- Current Affair
- MOVIE:'So Fine' A college pro-

designer by accident 1981
inment Tonight
C°PY
drta
are
Hnt
€11 19 E
0
O - Ray Bradbury Theater (R)
ED - Kolek
- Dobie Gillis
(3- Love Connection
f3D - It's Garry Shandling's Show
- Green Acres
*ID - MTV Video Music Awards From
- Our Voices (R)
Pauley Pavilion in Los Angeles.
ED- MOVIE:'Crooked Hearts' Family UCLA's
Carvey hosts. (R)
tensions threaten to destroy a close- Dana
Bikknit household in the Pacific Nor- go- Cycling: National Mountain
ing Finals From Durango, Colo
thwest 1991 Rated R
- MOVIE:'Dark Obsession' A Jeal- (Taped)
Lord's Way
husband's fantasies about his ati - In Search of the

•

-

115

fessor becomes a successful fashion

•

o

0 P.M.
0.
l lti:i3
Nieh

e

•- Rejoice in the Lord

•_

S)- MOVIE 'Rollover An ex -movie
- Bullwinkle
star fights for control of a petroScreen Scene
chemical empire founded by her mur
el - Be a Star
dered husband 1981
- Video Music Awards Pregame
- Rip Van Winkle Will Geer nar
rates this Claymation version of the Live)
classic tale of Rip Van Winkle the man 61- Checkered Flag: Formula One - Grand Pnx of Belgium
who slept for 20 years

survivor of a massacre methodically
hunts down the killers 1966

•

7:00 A.M.
ID- MOVIE:'The Triumph of Sher-

5:00 A.M.
lock Holmes' Theimaster detective is
_ MOVIE: 'Daffy Duck's Quack- called out of retirement to solve the

busters' Daffy, Bugs and Porky open a murder of an American labor leader in
paranormal detective agency in this England. 1935.
collection of cartoon classics 1988.• Sportscenter (R)
Rated G
•- MOVIE: 'The Laughing PoliceED- MOVIE:'Rage of Angels' A fled- onan' A policemen seeks the mass
gling lawyer sets up her own practice murderer who killed his partner'along
and becomes romantically involved with a busload of civilians. p973.
with a politically Ambitious, married at7:30 A.M.
torney. 1983 Part 1 of 2.
Sportecesiter (P)
5:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Lovesick' A married
MOVIE:'Dream Machine' A colpsycheatnst finds himself falling in love
lege student's enthusiasm for Ns awewith one of his patients. 1083. Rated
some new automobile is severely damPG
pened when he discovers a corpse in
6:00 A.M.
the trunk. 1991. Rated PG.
•- Sportscenter (R)
6:15 A.M.
6:30 A.M.
MOVIE:'Father of the Bride' A
- MOVIE: 'This Woman Is Dan- bride-to-bi puts her family through the
gerous' The leader of a gang of thieves ioys and agonies of an immense wedfalls it love with the surgeon who ding. 1950.
saved her eyesight.
9:00 A.M.. •
Sportoosnter (R)
0- MOVIE:'My Boyfriend's Back'
6:35 A.M.
Members of a 1900. female music
MOVIE: 'Alice Through the group are reunited after 25 years to
perform on a television special 1989
Looking Glees' Arm emperiences
- liporteconter
series of strange adventures in "Chess
land" it this anansted adaptation of
Wow York. New 'foci'
Lewis Carroll's classic book 1987
•- MOVIE. 'Ordinary Heroes'

-

•-

•-

•-

•

go •-

1952.

•

Rated NR

_

•
•

,

-

,••
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•••
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0-Father Dowling Mysteries Part 2 CD MOVIE:'Barton Fink' A screen-
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O - Cosby Show

THURSDAYcoNT.
•

- Asylum An inside look at a California institution for the criminally insane (R)
- Sportscenter (R)

on

- MOVIE: 'Fighter Squadron' An
American fighter pilot's skills are put to
the test in the skies of World World ll
Europe. 1948.
- MOVIE: 'Silence of the Heart'
Academic and social pressures drive a
high-school student to suicide. 1984.
- PGA Goff: Canadian Open First
round from the Glen Abbey Golf Club in
Oakville, Ont. (Live)

•

10:00 A.M.
- U.S. Open Tennis: Mixed Doubles Final and Men's Quarterfinals
From the USTA National Tennis Center
in Flushing Meadow, N.Y. (Live)
- MOVIE: On Moonlight Bay' A
young lady, with a penchant for baseball and singing, falls in love with a boy
who believes those a trivial pastime
1951

•

3:15 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Across the Pacific' A

•

A severely depressed vice cop's emotions begin to hamper her performance
on the streets 1988

11:00 A.M.

istic
wer
ans.

A1rOM

4:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Alice Through the
Looking Glass' Alice experiences a
series of strange adventures in "Chess
Land" in this animated adaptation of
Lewis Carroll's classic book. 1987.
Rated NR

4:05 P.M.
- Major League Baseball: Cincin-

- MOVIE:'The Satan Bug' A government agent searches for the culprits
behind the theft of a highly dangerous
virus. 1965.

•

nati Reds at Atlanta Braves From
Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium. (Live)

•

4:30 P.M.
• - MOVIE: '1941' Panic sets in

11:55 A.M.

ci

when rumors spread that . the Japanese,fresh from their attack on Pearl
Harbor, plan to hit California next.
1979. Rated PG.

so- MOVIE:'The People Across the
Lake' A Los Angeles family discovers a
terrible secret after moving to a lakeside community. 1988.

5:00 P.M.
al- MOVIE:'Chins Syndrome' A TV

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Dot and the Whale' An•

imated. A young girl shares a series of
adventures with a friendly whale.
1986. Rated NR.
- Pro Beach Volleyball: Four-Man
From St. Paul, Minn. (R)

•

Nar

3:30'P.M.
- How the Rhinoceros Got Its

•

11:30 A.M.

in

o

12:05 P.M.
us- MOVIE:'Living Proof: The Hank
Williams Jr. Story' Fact-based account of the country singer's dangerous struggle to step out of his legendary father's shadow. 1983.

12:15 P.M.

o

•

Skin and How the Camel Got Its
Hump Animated. Jack Nicholson tells
two of Rudyard Kipling's "Just So Stories." Music by Bobby McFerrin. (R)

al- MOVIE:'Between Midnight and
Dawn An escaped, criminal sets his
sights on the two young patrolmen
who put him behind bars. 1950
01- MOVIE: 'The Great Escape' Allied POWs stage a daring escape from
a Nazi prison camp dunng World War
Based on a true story. 1963

the
nnes
R)

din"
tul-

•

- Nightline
0CU - Golden Girls
- Arsenio Hall
c=
7
Ages
Middle
idw(R)
ia
M
- Nature's Kingdom (R)
CD
- Hitchhiker
CE - War File
6:35 P.M.
- Mork & Mindy
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
- Rocketeer: Excitement in the
Air Host Bill Campbell gives a behind- (R)
O - Midnight Love
the-scenes look at the special effects 01 - Brute Force: The History of CD - Nashville Now (R)
Weapons at War (RI
used in "The Rocketeer.
611 - Tracey Ullman
- Dragnet
6:45 P.M.
CD - MOVIE: 'Boyz N the Hood' A
- MOVIE:'Forbidden Planet' As- black youth and his friends come of age
Gil - College Football: San Diego
a in the crime-infested streets of southState at Brigham Young From Provo, tronauts journey to Altaire-4, where
been
have
daughter
his
and
professor
central Los Angeles 1991 Rated R
(Live)
Utah.
stranded for more than 20 years €1,- MOVIE:'The Thin Man'
7:00 P.M.
1956
CD - Yo! MW Raps
112aDOXIMI- Who's the Boss?
- Scared Silent: Exposing and
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
Part 3 of 3 (R)
WinEnding Child Abuse Host Oprah
- Catch the Spirit
(R)
World
CD
Different
0
ED
CL
frey examines methods of stopping
- Top Cops Season Pre- and preventing the three major types of
11:05 P.M.
O
miere
child abuse-- sexual, physical and emo- O - Nightline
11) CID - Tennessee Crossroads
tional
419 Cit - U.S. Open Tennis Highlights
- MOVIE:'Dead On: Relentless II' O - MOVIE: 'The Invisible Boy' A
0- Major League Baseball: Detroit
Tigers at Chicago White Sox From
goes berserk and tries
CD MOVIE:'The Searchers' A Civil supercomputerworld
Comiskey Park (Live)
1957 .
War veteran embarks on a 5-year to control the
CD - Simpsons (R)
P.M.
quest to rescue his niece from the Com11:30
- Nature's Kingdom
anches 1956
- Nightline
ss
- F-Troop
CD - Rea World
CL -Mattock
fa - Desmorlds
CD - 700 Club
0ao - Current Affair
Centennial
- cop•
0- MOVIE: 'Night Chase' A busi- Kentucky Afield
O
nessman fleeing a murder rap hires a
9:30 P.M.
0- Crook and Chase
taxi to take him to Mexico 1970
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- L.A. Law
- Ray Bradbury Theater (RI
- Generations
CD - MOVIE:'Casablanca' The Oscar- 0- On Stage
- Dobie Gillis
•
winning classic about a Morocco nightIt's Garry Shandling's Show
(RI
Jam
•
Comedy
- Def
club owner who Shelters an old flame
- Speedweek
Winners'
Award
Music
Video
from
and her freedom-fighter husband
Spotlight Clips from this year's win- O - Synchronal Research
the Nazis. 1942. Rated PG.
Music Awards (R)
11:35 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Willy Wonka and the ners of the Video
- Late Night With David
P.M.
0
9:40
CI)
O
Chocolate Factory'
S - Championship Boxing Report Letterman
- Young Riders
- Arsenio Hall
Special Edition Julio Cesar Chavez vs
0- Living Truth
Hector "Macho" Camacho (R)
0 - Silk Stalkings (R)

•

Secret Service agent is sent to Panama
to investigate Japanese intelligence activities 1942.

10:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Police Story: Burnout'

9:00 P.M.

co0- Primetime Live

a

•

•

•

tee:

•

•

•

scy'
St a
idg

•

•

•

writer's life spirals out of control as he
- MOVIE: 'Kinjite: Forbidden desperately tries to complete a low
Rated R
Subjects' The need for vengeance budget movie script. 1991.
propels an embittered vice cop into the CD - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
depths of Los Angeles' drug and slav- 111 - Sportscenter
ery underworld 1989
10:35 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Baby the Rain Must CD0 - Tonight Show
Fall' A woman is disillusioned when O - Love Connection
her husband returns from prison wild
CD - Night Court
and untamed 1965
- MOVIE: 'The Scalphunters' A
- Invitation to Life
fur trader and a runaway slave fight
8:30 P.M.
Indians in the Old West. 1968
CI0 - Wings (R)
11:00 P.M.
411 - Dick Van Dyke
O - M•A'S•H

of 2

•

2:30 P.M.
- Thoroughbred Digest
3:00 P.M.

9:05 A.M.
a- MOVIE:'Angel City'
9:30 A.M.

WO-

- Dugout Show
- Married... With Children
0 - Wheel of Fortune
CB - In Search Of...
O - U.S. Open Tennis: Men's Quarterfinal From the USTA National Tennis Center in Flushing Meadow, N.Y.
(Live)
O - Bullwinkle
O - Screen Scene
- Be a Star
CD-MOVIE:'Dream Machine' A college student's enthusiasm for his awesome new automobile is severely dampened when he discovers a corpse in
the trunk. 1991. Rated PG.
- Big Picture
- Homeland Harmony
o

-

•

•

•

o

•

news crew is thwarted by the authorities when they attempt to report a nuclear power plant accident they witnessed. 1979. Rated PG.
ID- MOVIE:'Sunday Drive' A retired
Army major and an artist create havoc
when they unknowingly switch cars.
1986.
- Video Music Award Winners'
7:05 P.M.
Spotlight Clips from this year's winCD - MOVIE:'Once Upon a Time in
ners of the Video Music Awards.
the West' Gunslingers fight to acquire
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour
a tract of land along the route of a new
5:15 P.M.
transcontinental railroad. 1969
- Top Kid A young boy has prob7:08 P.M.
lems with his peers when he is picked
Duff
to appear on a quiz show. (R)

•

•

•

•

•

•

10:00 P.M.
11:38 P.M.
OCEOCCOSICIDOCCIDO CD - John Norris
04021- News

(T)- Nightly Business Report •
Story'
T
M.rue
:.A
Gaby
5P
:5
11'
- MOVIE:
Studs
12:00 A.M.
schoolteacher introduces a group of
CD - Evening at the Improv
underprivileged black children to the
O - Hard Copy (R)
Hammer
Mike
New
world around them. 1974. Rated PG
- Newhart
se
7:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
- Lucy Show
•
Miller (RI
Dennis
Two
for
Room
csj
12:30 P.M.
•
ap
S
CD
•
- Up Close
- Desmond,
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries:
(jID - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
ID
CD
- MOVIE: 'Walking the Edge' A
- Crook and Chase (R)
6:00 P.M.
The Priory School (R)
vengeance-seeking.widow hires a cab- Martin
- Thirtysornothing
- U.S. Open Tennis: Match of the
driver to find and kill her husband and SIGDOSCIDIOGID el GI CS - Superman
CD -Inside the NFL
News
Day From the USTA National Tennis
son's murderers. 1985.
- Video Soul (R)
- Baseball Tonight
•
Center in Flushing Meadow, N Y (R)
csj - Cheers
•
:00 P.M.
- Wild America
0
Scarecrow and Mrs. King
•
ehrer
- Patty Duke
MacNeil/L
•
611
al
SherCL
Kill'
ID
to
- MOVIE: 'Dressed
- Joy of Music
- MOVIE:'Delta Force 2'
•
- Screen Scene (R)
lock Holmes attempts to retrieve en- Newshour
P.m.
8:00
- MOVIE:'The Long Good Friday'•
•
- Paid Program
- Night Court Part 1 of 2
graving plates stolen from the Bank of
SIGDOCUO- Homefront (R) •
- Come Alive
- Andy Griffith
- Checkered Flag: IndyCar From
England. 1946.
•
- Cheers (R)
A
Blues'
P.M.
Vancouver (A)
10:30
Kelly's
s
- Now Wildernes
•
- MOVIE: 'Pete
•
al Meat- Street Stories Season
- Bordertown (R)
•
jazz band has trouble with an enterpris- •
- My Two Dads
Premiere
ing gangster. 1955.
al CE
n
CID CosbyHi .pyshow
- MOVIE: 'Raging Bull' Martin
- Looney Tunes
•
2
Part
II
Campion
Mystery!:
CD CI) Scorsese's Oscar-winning adaptation
- Powerboat Racing: Offshore Pro 111 - Sanford
- Entertainment Tonight
•
•
of 2. (RI
of former middleweight boxing champ
Tour From Daytona, Fla. (Taped)
- China Beach
O - Kojak
al - Heights
LaMotta's violent life story 1980
Jake
n
Connectio
1:15 P.M.
- Love
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
Sherlock Holmes Mysteries: •
go
Lightmusic
Owens
- Sportsconter
- Son of Dinosaurs Gary
ID.- Green Acres
•
The Priory School (RI
and Eric Boardman are entrusted with
- Life Goes On
0- Get Smart
the care of a dinosaur egg.
go-MOVIE:'Ishtar' Elaine May's big- Centennial
1:30 P.M.
budget flop about two struggling songati) - School Reform: Answers for
•
Middle
in
the
about
mucking
writers
'Anna'
- MOVIE:
Parents Update on progress being
East. 1987.
made toward achieving the goals of the
- MOVIE: 'Somewhere Tomormotion while investigating the family of
- MOVIE: 'The Miracle Worker'
row' A teen-age ghost helps a young Bancroft and Duke won Oscars for their Kentucky Education Reform Act. (Live
an Airforce Academy applicant. 1988
girl cope with the death of her father. work in this fact-based account of He- Phone-In)
Rated PG.
5:00 A.M.
- Nashville Now
1983. Rated PG.
6:00 A.M.
'The
Worker'
MOVIE:
Miracle
len Keller's rislationekip with dedicated
- MOVIE:'Tree of Hands' A grief- Bancroft and Duke won Oscars for their
2:00 P.M.
teacher Annie Suelven. 1962,
'The Devil's Own'
MOVIE:
•
in
boy
stricken women kidnaps a young
A
work in this fact-besed account of He•- MOVIE: 'Regarding Henry'
0- Owistopher Closeup
- Sportsconter (R)
her
replace
to
attempt
desperate
a
radical
a
len Keller's relationship with dedicated • MOVIE:'Rego of Angela' A femruthless attorney undergoes
6:30 P.M.
dead grandson. 1989.
teacher Annie Sullivan. 1962
personality change after an assailant's
ale lawyer becomes entangled in the
viFeud
lone
A
Family
Kick'
al- MOVIE:'Future
bullet destroys his memory. 1991. es
underworld following her ill-fated rom5:15 A.M.
and
humans
Tonight
dangerous
ment
battles
Entertain
gilante
III
Rated PG-13
h future •- MOVIE: 'Little Nikita' An FBI ance with a powerful senator. 1983
a
in
nightmaris
cyborgs
killer
News
•CID
O.- Glory Days (R)
agent uncovert some disturbing or- Pert 2 of 2
1991 Rated R.
- MOVIE: 'Lawrence of Arabia' Di CL - You Bet Your We

- MOVIE: 'Conrack' A white

•
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ED - Crook and Chase (R)
21' - MacNeil/Lehrer Utilities
.
- Thirtysornething
rrmaLeag
0 Superman
(9
Newshour
Comedy Hour: Psi*ahem MTV
Atlanta
Baseball:
League
Major
0- Night Court Part 2 of 2
personality Pauly Shore presents unuBraves at Houston Astros From the
O - Andy Griffith
sual stand-up comedy and vignettes
A sirodome (Live)
(R)
CD - New Wilderness
12:25 P.M.
- Video Soul (R)
6:30 A.M.
O
MacGyver
ED- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
Mad.
ED
Mad,
Mad.
a
'It's
MOVIE:
0ED Sportscenter (RI
ED 21 - McLaughlin Group
Mad World' A group of travelers meet O - Looney Tunes
ED - MOVIE: 'The Magnificent
ED - Lip Service
7:00 A.M.
Seven'
de
on the way to Las Vegas and end up in 0
Innsiina
83 C
Magazine
Lifestyle
CD - Christian
eg) MOVIE 'They Might Be Giants' a madcap race for a fortune in tainted
ecNhFL (R)
ee
th
a
_ Ed Young
•
money 1963 Rated G
8:00 P.M.
ED - Sportscenter iFt)
ED - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
1 0:1 5 P.M.
ES.LID USD- Dinosaurs (R)
12:30 P.M.
• - MOVIE 'Baby the Rain Must
ED - Sportscenter
Fifth Quarter High School football
OFall' A woman is disillusioned when •
o - Precious in His Sight
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour (RI ED - Big Brother Jake
review
husband returns from prison wild
Rescue 911 (R)
Life
and
Bible
CD
03J
P.M.
1:00
10:30 P.M.
101 untamed 1965
- Firing Line Special Debate:
0
- Hound of the Baskervilles Tom
6:05 P.M.
ophyow
srdbycS
a
o
H
c
•
x
(lo
a
s
A.M.
7:30
Resolved: U.S. Industry Does Not
Baker stars as Sherlock Holmes in the 119 - Beverly Hillbillies
Need Protection William F Buckley
ED - MOVIE 'Cash McCall' A finan classic Arthur Conan Doyle story of a
- Entertainment Tonight
6:30 P.M.
ten,s •i-ik.ndles a romance with vicious hound that haunts the moors nf
Jr , Jack Kemp, Henry Kissinger and o CID
11 2 - Family Feud
.? 4. laughter of a plastics company Dartmoor (R)
Rep Dick Armey, R-Texas, debate O - Kojak
3 - Entertainment Tonight
wilt- money difficulties 1960
Rep Richard Gephardt, D-Mo James C)- Love Connection
▪ - MOVIE:'Dream Lover' A worndi,
Fallows, Lester Thurow and Jerry O - Green Acres
01 YouNewsB
ED Sportscenter IA)
submits to -dream research expen 0
B'own
Your
Life
et
CD- MOVIE:'Squirm' Hungry, electricommit,
she
why
ments to understand
7:35 A.M.
fied earthworms lay siege to a small
0 - Sightings Season Premiere
n 7 CAonsdbyyShow
o
▪ - MOVIE 'Spirit of'76' Time tray- Ted an act of violence 1986
- Sherlock Holmes Mysteries: Georgia community 1976
Griffith
- Golf & Tennis Duke University
..iers researching the American Revolu- •
The Abbey Grange (R)
- News (R)
•,un occidentally materialize in the Children's Classic Japer-II
0 - Married With Children
61) - MOVIE: 'The Commitments'
- Beyond Reality IA)
ej 12 - Wheel of Fortune
1970s 1990 Rated PG-13
130 P.M.
el- MOVIE:'Drums Along the Mo- Get Smart
8:00 A.M.
ED - Birthday Dragon Animated Dra- (E) - In Search Of
Review
in
Week
hawk' Colonial homesteaders face
Washington
21,
ED
ED- MOVIE 'Home Alone' A solitary gon brings the animals from the zoo to (3 - Bullwinkle
marauding Indians and the threat of the
€E) - Nashville Now
Sanford
Be a star
co Sa
youngster defends his home against Little Emily as a birthday present (R) 0
Revolution in John Ford's classic fronNothing'
at
'Stop
forMOVIE:
Worker'
parents
his
after
Mired.
ED
'The
two inept burglars
ED - MOVIE:
tier saga 1939
get to take him on their overseas yule
62- Weekend Blastoff
ED - Real World
2:00 P.M.
10:35 P.M.
radio
maverick
tide holiday 1990 Rated PG
A
'FM'
MOVIE:
Teams
ea
Baseball
League
Major
ED - MOVIE:'The Duchess and the ED
Tonight Show
stag0
by
sm
commerciali
o
fights
deelay
9:00 A.M.
Dirtwater Fox' A dance-hall girl and a to Be Announced (Live)
benefit concert featuring Linda 0- Love Connection
ing
a
their
(R)
high
hustle
A
Mansion
Maniac
Frame'
to
try
Cunning
cardsharp
ED
'Freeze
MOVIE:
CD97s8tadt, Jimmy Buffett and others.
- Night Court
school student pursues her dreams of way across the wild and woolly West
€0 - 30-Minute Movie: Homesick A R1on
enhe
journalist
PG
when
1976 Rated
10:45 P.M.
becoming an investigative
teen-ager's life changes
despite the objections of her surgeon- •
_ MOVIE.'Victory' Allied prisoners ters into a special relationship with his (I) - Missions '92
ED- Super Dave (R)
father 1989
fight their German captors on the soc- invalid grandfather
8:30 P.M.
1 1:00 P.M.
cer field but their real goal is escape 0- Day of Discovery
- Sportscenter (R)
•
ED Cr)0CE 0- Perfect Strangers €1;t2D - MASH
PG
Rated
- MOVIE 'A Study in Terror' 1981
Part 2 of 2 (R)
•
6:35 P.M.
•CID - Nightline
2:30 P.M.
- Likely Suspects Series Premiere
- MOVIE 'Breakin' 2 Electric
ED
•
ED - Bonanza
- Golden Girls
0
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
13oogaicsO Breakdancers fight to save •
P.M.
Hall
7:00
Arsenio
O
Swamp Thing
their community center from the
.
3:00 P.M.
- Time Machine: Dress Blue: Four
ED cIDIVIAID- Family Matters (R)
ED
Dyke
clutches of greedy developers 1984
Van
Dick
- MOVIE: 'Heil on Fnsco Bay' An o - Billy Graham Crusade Theme.
Naval Academy (R)
•
Jolt for Years at the
9:05 A.M.
ex-cop falsely imprisoned for man- "Hope Beyond the Storm" Musical O 11,- Wall Street Week: A
dy
- MOVIE: 'Badlands Two teen- slaughter sets out to clear himself guests Sandi Patti, Brooklyn Taberna- Utilities
•
in::
&htMLo
Micrlintig
el Mo
e
who
man
A
Parts'
'Body
MOVIE:
Midbloody
0age outcasts embark on a
upon his release 1955
cle Choir, George Beverly Shea
- MOVIE:'Clog'
murderer's arm in an experiwestern crime spree Based on a true •
- MOVIE: 'Vengeance: The Story
little Mermaid Series received a
mental transplant fears he is pos- 0- Nashville Now (R)
story 1973
of Tony Ciff10.
Premiere
sessed by the killer's spirit 1991 ED - Tracey Ullman
9:30 A.M.
- PGA Goff: Canadian Open Se- oi cc - Matlock (A)
•
- Del Comedy Jam
Rated R
ED- MOVIE:'Funny Lady' Ambitious cond round from the Glen Abbey Golf ism - Washington Week in Review
- Yol MW Raps
'Romancing the Stone'•
MOVIE:
Fanny
marries
(live)
Ont.
Rose
Club in Oakville,
showman Bally
- Major League Baseball Chicago
0
- AudioVision
ED
Word
the
on
Window
can
ED
she
Brice despite the former love
- MOVIE:'Cowboys Don't Cry' A Cubs at St. Louis Cardinals From
•
- American Telecast
never forget 1975 Rated PG
young boy fights to keep the family Busch Stadium (Live)
s
11:05 P.M.
father
his
of
(R)
face
r
the
in
going
Sportscante
ranch
.
/20
1"
20
9:1117-P
•
ED - America's Most Wanted Sea- ED CE) CE
- Nightline
battle with alcohol 1988 Rated NR
•
son Premiere
O io CID- I'll Fly Away (R)
10:00 A.M.
110:75 Tennis Highlights
so a - U.S.
3:30 P.M.
Cft - Top Cops (1i)
ED - Time Machine: Dress Blue Four
CL-u.S. Open TOCOMS: Women's
•
the
Academy
Naval
P.M.
Semifinals Left in Progress From the •- MOVIE: 'Baby the Rain Must Years at
ED - Star Trek: The Next Generation
USTA National Tennis Center in Flush- Fall' A woman is disillusioned when ED - Murder, She Wrote
- Caroline's Comedy Hour
- MOVIE: 'Air America'
ED
her husband returns from prison wild 0- F-Troop
ing Meadow, N Y (Live)
- Hitchhiker
11:30 P.M.
- Homeroom
- U.S. Open Tennis: Women's and untamed 1965
▪
ED - Dragnet
- Nightline
C21)
ED
Fort
Semifinals From the USTA National
From
'Escape
MOVIE:
4:00 P.M.
Draof
•
- MOVIE:'The Habitation
OD- Prime Time Sneak Preview
Tennis Center in Flushing Meadow. •
- MOVIE:'Home Alone' A solitary Bravo' A Confederate sympathizer res- gons' Based on Horton Foote's tale of ED
Mark Curry and Delta Burke
Co-hosts
priN Y (Live)
Southern
youngster defends his home against cues her fiance and other
love, betrayal and sibling rivalry in
ABC's new fall series
introduce
• MOVIE:'Clara's Heart' A James- two inept burglars after his parents for- soners from a Union fort 1953
1930s Texas 1992
CE) - Current Affair
ED
can housekeeper helps a young boy get to take him on their overseas yule- •
(.2t - Comment on Kentucky
Weekly
(I1) - Legislative
- MOVIE: 'Used Cars' A fastcope with his parents crumbling mar- tide holiday 1990 Rated PG
ardid Chase
Crook
Lav
L
ED - MOVIE:'The Miracle' The arrival O
used-car salesman goes to outtalking
riage 1988 Rated PG-13
- MOVIE: 'Killer Klowns From
of an American actress stirs the emo•
landish lengths to prevent his late
teen-ager
10:35 A.M.
Irish
Outer Space' Alien bozos arrive on
III:
of
imaginative
Master
an
tions
'Puppet
- MOVIE:
boss's car lot from falling into eirrt
0- MOVIE:'Return to the Blue La- Earth looking for victims for their cot Toulon's Revenge' Puppeteer Toulon 1991. Rated R
hands 1980
PG
Rated
1988
cocoons
goon' Two marooned adolescents ton candy
turns his murderous marionettes ED - 700 Club
ED - Dobie Gillis
come of age on a remote tropical island 13
against the Nazis in this prequel to the •
MOVIE:'Pump Up the Volume'
- It's Garry Shandling's Show
in this sequel to the 1980 film 1991
Puppet Master- series 1991 Rated A
shy high-school student uses his ED
5:00 P.M.
1990
- Tales From the Crypt (R)
ED
Rated PG-13
the
own pirate radio talk show to sow
- MOVIE:'The Horse in the Gray
•
ED JohnNio
- MOVIE: 'A Climate for Killing' seeds of defiance in his audience o
1 1:00 A.M.
Flannel Suit' Complications in an ad •
Williams 'TV
- MOVIE: 'Wild Hearts Can't Be
ED- MOVIE 'Just the Way You Are' vertisang executive's way-out promo- •
11:35 P.M.
ID- MOVIE 'The RAUCII'll Edge' Af- tional campaign cause trouble 1968 Broken' Based on the true story oftoa
rode
who
teen-ager
ra
G
Rated
- Late Night With David
m
f
Depression-e
orrni
al
ett
World
L
ID
of
horrors
the
P.M.
witnessing
9:30
ter
fame on the back of her high diving ED- Ray Bradbury Theater
Motoworld
War I, a man searches the world to find
usltice (R)
jal
ric H
O 1tArse_ Dnaio
the meaning of life 1984.
ID -MOVIE:'Seek of'76' Time tray horse 1991 Rated G
0- Alfred Hitchcock Present%
Revolu- oi - Week in Rock
American
the
researching
e4ers
1 1:30 A.M.
0- Generations
accidentally materialize in the
MOVIE: 'Fluffy' An animal be
12:00 A.M.
EDT- u.S. Open Tennis: Women's tion
ED (2) - Encore,: The Final Round
13
trouble
PGof
sorts
Rated
all
1990
into
1970s
gets
havionst
Performances From the Eighth Van 01)00- Paid Program
Semifinals Joined in Progress From
lion
1965
domesticated
with his
5:30 P.M.
Clibum International Piano Competi- 63 1)- In Concert
the USTA National Tennis Center in
Blue Le
•_ MOVIE: 'Mannequin On the ED - MOVIE:'Return to the
tion
Part 1 of 2
Flushing Meadow N V (Live)
5 1DDennis-Hwa
0
adolescents
Move' A cursed peasant is freed from goon' Two marooned
Illi - Austin Encore)
Miller )R)
12:Q0 P.M.
island
tropical
a
on
remote
age
of
come
mannequin body by a cleric who
0- Major league Baseball Teams •- Sherlock Holmes Mysteries
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•
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•- Rockumentary
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eye investigates corporate been assigned to protect 1987
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fraud in Sweden 1968
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Daughter' A visit to her husband's Ir- al_ MOVIE 'Devlin' A New York cop
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_
MOVIE:
12:05 A.M.
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anian homeland turns into a nightmare
murder of his brother •
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neer up his despondent mother a of captivity for an American mother is framed for the
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'Bloodrnotch' A young
MOVIE:
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teen-ager kidnaps Elvis Presley follow- and daughter in this fact-based story in-law a mayoral candidat
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- Sports Profiles
An
Up?'
Is
Way
'Which
MOVIE:
ing a 1972 concert 1988
prisoner to determine which of them
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- Grand Ole Om Live (R)
orange picker accidentally becomes a •
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•
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3
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-)- This Week in Mizzou Foot- fo- Auto Racing: IndyCar - - Pioneer
- MOVIE: 'Willy Wonka and the GB 42
of the Missouri Tigers sElectronics 200 From Mid-Ohio
Highlights
ball
Chocolate Factory' A world-famous
Sports Car Course in Lexington, Ohio
confectioner offers a grand prize to the football team.
(Live)
five children holding lucky candy bars. O - Artist and Athlete: The Pursuit
- Life Goes On
of Perfection Filmed at the 1980 Lake
1971. Rated G.
- Real Ghostbusters
Simon Si Simon
grueling
the
- Christian Lifestyle Magazine
at
took
a
Olympics,
Placid
- Inspector Gadget '
11111- Welcome Back, Kotter Part 1 of O - Heathcliff
12:30 P.M.
of preparation artists and athletes experiSigns
for
Search
'The
MOVIE:
flp0 - Paid Program
(R)
3.
- Coach Johnny Majors: TenIntelligent Life in the Universe' Tom- ence and the sacrifices they make.
O
- Pinocchio
O - Littl' Bits
- All-American Wrestling
nessee Football
lin portrays a variety of characters in •
- Adventures in Wonderland
0- It Is Written
this adaptation of her Broadway show. al - Welcome Freshmen (R)
- Focus on Beauty
ID
(R)
Tour
PGA
the
Inside
1991.
O - Paid Program
• - Paid Program
O - Weekend Review
Bros.
- Come Alive
- MOVIE:'Forbidden Planet' As- (11
- To the Contrary
- MOVIE:'Bingo' A clever canine CD - Super Mario
- Rip Van Winkle Will Geer nartronauts journey to Altaire-4, where a
goes in search of his adopted family
A.M.
- Magic Chef
9:05
the
of
version
Claymation
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professor and his daughter have been
after they leave him behind on a cross- rates
ews
Nrog
ra:mW/5
Nick P
classic tale of Rip Van Winkle, the man a - Happy Days
stranded for more than 20 years.
country move. 1991. Rated PG.
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for
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Life,
1956.
Your
for
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- MOVIE:
- Something Ventured
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Charlie Brown!' Animated. Charlie
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Kentucky Bicentennial
Brown and friends go to summer camp
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zine Hunting for white-tailed deer in the
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Touch
In
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1977. Rated G.
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S
Celebrity
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Planeand
fa - Captain Planet
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Little Texas seek adventure in Steam- Dumbo's Circus
O 01)0a - Paid Program
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€11 - Physicians' Journal Update
boat, Colo.
Gamer Ted Armstrong
▪
- Baseball Tonight (R)
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Giant
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A.M.
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father in rural England. 1989.
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a
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1966
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- Who's the Boss?
NFL
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- Beauty and the Beast Animated
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GB- MOVIE:'Wicked
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to live in a castle with a beast
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Comment on Kentucky (R) agreeingactually a cursed prince (R)
O E1 - Living Hope-Trinity Lutheran they
who is
placed by a ravishing young beauty. O - Ron & Stimpy
ea - Bill Dance Outdoors
Lassie
- Paid Program
1989. Rated PG-13.
O - On Jazz (R)
- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update •
61)- Welcome to Pooh Corner
- Time to Grow
- My Little Pony
Contact (R)
3-2-1
f.
(R)
a - Bodyshaping (R)
American Sports Croaked° The
GBWinston Cup Racing
Top 20 Video Countdown
GB
Inside
0- Real World
118 - MOVIE: 'I Ought to Be in PicKnoxville Nationals in Knoxville, Iowa
Highlights of the Mountain Dew SouthB - Captain N
•
tures' A jobless screenwriter reluc11:35 A.M.
(R)
S.C.
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- Radiology Update
500
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A
e
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O
of
Matter
fe
tantly rediscovers love and faith when
'Perry Mason: The
MOVIE:
Nazi
former
a
Update
MOVIE:'Cheaper by the Dozen'
recognizes
Cardiology
survivor
caust
a
•
his teen-age daughter unexpectedly arCase of the Lost Love' Mason is reu- A proud patriarch and his psychologist
S.S. guard.
11.- MOVIE:'Citizen Cohn'
rives focca visit. 1982.
denited with a former lover when he
wife raise a brood of 12 children at the
- Fade to Black
- Methodist Hour
•
fends her husband against a murder turn of the century. 1950.
6:35 A.M.
Reporters
Sports
8:05 A.M.
charge. 1987.
if - Flintstones
- MOVIE: 'Return to the Blue La- Maniac Mansion (R)
•
- Gilligan's !Wand
12:00 P.M.
goon' Two marooned adolescents
7:00 A.M.
Spirit
the
Catch
island
8:30 A.M.
- Coach Bob Smith: Southern come of age on a remote tropical1991
fif
(2)- Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour
•
10:30 A.M.
sequel to the 1980 film
- Kenneth Copeland Weekly
a
this
Football
in
Illinois
Clean
Green
Big
Bissell
•CI) - Woodmont Baptist Church O - NFL Football: Regional Cover- (ID - MOVIE: 'Guess Who's Coming
O
O - It Is Written
Machine
This Week With David Brink- age -- Los Angeles Raiders at Cincin- to Dinner' The Oscar-winner about a
MO
Discovery
of
Day
° Nashville Gospel
•
ley
nati Bengals or Seattle Seahawks at liberal young lady who brings her fi- Exploring Florida
• - Oral Roberts
- Real Estate
ance, a black doctor, home to meet her
Kansas City Chiefs (Live)
ers
Ghostbust
Real
If
- Coral Ridge Ministry
Fal- well-to-do parents. 1967
Jones
Atlanta
Larry
Football:
NFL
CID
- Yogi Bear
a - In Touch
- MOVIE:'Secret Venture' When
cons at Washington Redskins From
001:) - Paid Program
(23) - Barney & Friends (R)
0CU023D - Sesame Street (R) •
Clean Mach- R.F.K. Stadium. (Live)
secret formula is stolen from a kida
Green
Big
Bissell
(R)
Power
a - Trucks and Tractor
- Charlando
- NFL Football: Los Angeles napped scientist, Scotland Yard steps
ine
0
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el- Behold the Lamb
at Cincinnati Bengal, From in. 1957.
Words
Raiders
on
Word
(19
CL
Go- MOVIE:'Action in the North Atat up - Paid Program
John Mumford: Riveriront Stadium. (Live)
•
1:05 P.M.
Coach
(Et
a
stand
marines
lantic' The merchant
Football
Givens
State
Charles
at - All Creatures Great and Small
Missouri
a
'Captain Sinbad' Sinbad
Southeast
MOVIE:
altorpeagainst Nazi submarines and
- Reel Ghostbusters
- Firing Line: Should Blacks the Sailor attempts to free his kingdom
- Real Ghostbusters
•
does. Colorized version. 1943.
- Count Duckula
from the clutches of an evil magician
Vote Democratic? (R)
•
a - Salute Your Shorts (R)
1111- Donald Duck Presents
1963
Week in Baseball
This
a
Story
- Popsy.
Lead
up
- Wishkid
- Bober
GI - MOVIE: 'Stand by Me' Four
1:30 P.M.
•
- Newton's Apple
up
8:35 A.M.
young boys face a journey of self- Paid Program'
- MOVIE:'High Anxiety The new
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- Ramday
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discovery when they attempt to locate
head of a San Francisco sanitarium un- a - Happy Days
- MacGyver
- Family Practice Update
body of a boy hit by a train. 1986.
the
covers a plot to convince wealthy pa9:00 A.M.
Rapunzel A blacksmith must give
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Sportscen
•
•
0 - NFL Football: Chicago Bows his firstborn to a witch in exchange for
tients that they are insane. 1977. Rated
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Brother
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•- MOVIE: 'The Prince and the
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- Music Videos
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- Something Ventured
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SeaChildren
With
Married
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Road to War (R)
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Moore
Tyler
Mary
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- MOVIE:'Waiting for the Light' 0 - MacGyver
,riddle of a real conspiracy 1983
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- Jetsam Meet the
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Reservoir in Texas. (R)
Denver (Live)
- Movie
gp - Obstetrics/Gynecology Update Football
Behind the Scenes Series
CIE
- 7 Magazine
CR - U.S. Open Tennis: Premiere
OE
- MOVIE:'Quantum Leap' A mis- (RI
back to 0 - Roseanne and Tom: Getting 0- Arsenio Hall (13)
scientist
a
Men's Final From the USTA National
sends
n
calculatio
Thing
Greatest
- MOVIE The
Tennis Centas.a0.41ushing Meadow, O
1956, where he discovers he's an Air Away With It
op - MASH
That Almost Happened'
N Y (Live)
test pilot with a pregnant wife
Force
MOVIE:'Casablanca' The OscarStar Trek: The Next Generation
and young son 1989.
•CC - NFL Football: Buffalo Bills at (R)
HrIlytood Insider (R)
winning classic about a Morocco night- el
pig P4
San Francisco 49ers From Candles- Mary Tyler Moore
club owner who shelters an old flame
- Mary Tyler Moore
- In Search Of... (ft)
tick Part (Live)
o - Paid Program
and her freedom-fighter husband from •
as- Paid Program
- Beyond Reality (R)
Philadelphia Ea- the Nazis. 1942, Rated PG
a- Profiles in Survival Interviews
Football:
NFL
Exciting World of Speed and
aSun
From
with local cancer survivors Part 2 of 2 0 - Fifteen
gles at Phoenix Cardinals
- UnPiti99•d
O
"Ultra- limos; a profile of Vic
Beauty
Program
Paid
CL - Heart of the Matter
Devil Stadium. (Live)
Touch
In
el
(R)
Edelbrock
Pals
&
Bunny
Bugs
o - MOVIE:'The Autobiography of op o - Internal Medicine Update (R)
- Rejoice in the Lord
MOVIE: 'Waiting for the Light'
gp
Garden
Victory
op
Pittman'
uncaring
Miss Jane
- MOVIE:'The Super' An
9:05 P.M.
- Quantum Marketing
- Truckin' USA A tour of Santa Fe, slum lord is sentenced to live in one of
•
- MOVIE: 'Cape Fear' A lawyer
•
NM
'The Search for Signs of
11:25 P.M.
who testified on a sex crime is harassed
firs own dilapidated buildings. 1991. am- MOVIE:
Intelligent Life in the Universe' Tom- 0- MOVIE:'Dec Hollywood' An arby the convicted man after his release op - Clinical Encounters in Primary Rated R.
in
s
portrays a variety of charactdr
Care Managing Benign Prostatic Hyfrom prison 1962
rogant physician en route to a lucrative
- MOVIE:'Out of the Rain' A man lin
this adaptation of her Broadway show
perpiasia
Calrfornia practice is unexpectedly de- Swamp Thing (R)
returns to his quiet hometown to inves- 1991.
of Menace' A
'Masters
MOVIE:
1990
in a small South Carolina town
suicide.
tained
n
brother's
his
on
Televisio
Do
That
tigate
0- You Can't
loathsome lawman attempts to thwart Rated R.
9:30 P.M.
1991 Rated PG-13
- Paid Program
•
a bolter gang's funeral procession to
- Down the Shore (Postponed
- Major Loewe Baseball: Chicago
- MOVIE:'The Habitation of Dre Las Vegas 1990 Rated PG-13
•
11:30 P.M.
From
an earlier date)
from
Cardinals
Louis
of
St.
tale
at
Cubs
Foote's
Horton
gone' Based on
Siskel & Ebert
ap
O
- fxPons
- Mary Tyler Moors
Busch Stadium. (Live)
love, betrayal and sibling rivalry in
gg Cie - Face the Nation
- Baseball Tonight
•
- Lead Story (R)
1930s Texas 1992
o - Zorro (R)
lLuther
O(L-Ca
of
- Big Brother Jake
- MOVIE: 'The Doctor' An emo- a- Celebrity Outdoors Members
al E.- Computer Chronicles Part 1
•
MOVIE:'Absence of Malice' An
A
Jewish
s'
Steam'Mermaid
in
MOVIE:
gp
adventure
valuaa
seek
Texas
learns
physician
Little
of 2
tionally distant
overzealous reporter's expose implileanings agonizes ble lesson in compassion after he is boat, Colo (R)
- Inside Winston Cup Racing teen with Catholic
cates an innocent businessman in mob
unconher
We
with
and
love
first
over
diagnosed with cancer 1991
O - Family Practice Update (R)
- PGA Got,: Canadian Open Final
•
activities. 1981
1990
mom
- MOVIE: 'Boyz N the Hood' A
- First Baptist Church of Dallas
round from the Glen Abbey Golf Club in ventional
- MOVIE: 'Rally 'Round the Flag.
O
t
Church
Methodis
United
First
age
of
•
come
friends
his
and
youth
black
Oakville Ont iLivel
/:30 P.M.
BoYsr
southof
streets
in the crime-infested
5:05 P.M.
gp - MOVIE 'Good Morning, Miss
amojia- America's Funni- central
- CBS Sunday Night News
Los Angeles 1991 Rated R •
- WCW Main Event Wrestling
Dove' Flashbacks reveal how a prim •
est People (R)
Paid Program
O
as- Rock umentary
schoolmarm influenced two genera- Avonlea
Moore
Tyler
Mary
op
ple
townspeo
tions of New England
9:40 P.M.
Pretielii- Be("" Bridge
sonw
a'
5:30 P.M.
- World Tomorrow
1955
O - Instant Replay
op - ABC World News Sunday 0- Roc
op - Rood Test Magazine (R)
_ MOVIE: 'Company Business'
Moore
Tyler
Mary
Kingdom
Wild
10:00 P.M.
ma)
- Larry Jones
Picin
_ MOVIE: 'I Ought to Be
Raceday
Program
119 Paid
- Charles Givens
SICLOSCIDO I,00[it - Don Lewis
tures' A icibiess screenwriter relucNews
(j) - Wild America
when
•
faith
and
love
rs
11:45 P.M.
rediscove
tantly
- Family Practice Update
- Hitchhike
Monsters- t.emg to America
c)
a
go
Perspective
his teen-age daughter unexpectedly ar
am- Real World
- Wild Side
•
rives for a visit 1982
12:00 A.M.
_ Adventures of the Black Stallion
- Paid Program
•
Roggin's Heroes (R)
O - Breath of life
Look (R)
First
0
CL
- Frugal Gourmet
_ Rave The Prince of Paisley Park e
3:30 P.M.
Now
Then
•s.. pA
pAw.cwy
-memori
_
cu
m
P.M.
Magazine
7:35
Test
a_ Road
Series Premiere
op J - American Vacations
- More Dinosaurs
- NSAIDS: A Balanced View
- Silk Stalkings (R)
- Just the Ten of Us
am- Current Affair Extra
a_ MOVIE 'Bingo'
- Mary Tyler Moors
- Get the Picture
aaaaa- Paid Program
P.M.
8:00
_ Weak in Rock
•
0 Network Earth
- Paid Program
•
- Mary Tyler Moore
op (2)0 Cl)0 - MOVIE: 'Tigh- 0 Paid Program
op - That's My Dog
an- MotorWesok
Winners NI-IRA top fuel driver Pat
61tracks
detective
homicide
A
irretrope'
An
Dollyr
a_ MOVIE: 'Hello.
- NFL Post-Gem' Show
(R)
- Winners NHRA ton fuel driver Pat
Austen
New
the
in
hic
killer
psychopat
a
down
the
that
pressible matchmaker decides
- Truck-in' USA Safari TnathlOn at a- MOVIE 'Diner'
Austin (R)
spouse for a camanker- Orleans French Quarter 1984
suitable
most
National Forest Fla (RI
e- Clinical Advances in Endocrinol- ous merchant is herself 1969
- Baseball Tonight (R)
g.0(1) - MOVIE. 'Deadly Medi- Ocala
_ Physicians' Journal Update
ogy. Metabolism and Hypertension
irif
patient
ant
an
of
death
- MOVIE 'The Holcroft CovenThe
cine'
•_ Word for Today
- Week in Rock
•_ MOVIE. '1941' Porn( sets in
ant'
leads a successful pediatrician to susP.M.
6:00
when fUT0111 spreed that the Jopect her trusted nurse of murder op - Sportecentor
5- Moody Science
CUS 01) 111 - Life Goes On (R) Based on a true story 1991
panese fresh from thee attack on Pearl•
- Bon Haden
12:15 A.M.
next
Service
California
hit
1111 op au - Secret
Harbor plan to
- MOVIE: 'Grave Se gg - MOVIE 'Ishtar' Elaine May a big
op alp op
_ Face the Nation
1979 Rated PG
• -60 Minutes Season clots: The Legacy of Hilltop Drive
(j)
buckler flop about two struggling song po
•
Premiere
- MOVIE: 'Sticky Fingers"
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t
s
e
u
q
e
R
&
II
&
l
e
r
i
o
h
C
Viewers
Mur-

Viewers
Viewers
Choice I 0 Choice II

heme
lusical
)oklyn
everly

MORNING

Cr,
Rea
if the

;ucky

5:00 al Movie ** "Sunset Strip"
(1992, Drama)Jeff Conaway, Michele
Foreman. An aspiring dancer attempts to expand her horizons by
training with the exotic dancers at
California s most popular night club.
(In Stereo) 'A'
6:00 5 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger (In
Stereo) 'R'
(1991,
7:005 Movie *** "Bugsy"
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel,
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'R'
ews
8:005 What's on Request? Previ
of upcoming movies and special ev-

2:005 Rock Video Girls 3 A look at
Europe's sultry stars of rock video.
(In Stereo)
2:30 in Movie ** "Sunset Strip"
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
1
Movie */
3:00
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Knstel, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'R'
2 "Juice" (1992,
1
3:30 5 Movie **/
Drama) Omar Epps, Tupac Shakur.
Paranoia grips three ghetto youths
after their gun-happy accomplice in a
bungled robbery turns his anger towards them. (In Stereo)'R'
4:30 al Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo)'R' q
Rock Video Girls 3 A look at
5:00
Europe's sultry stars of rock video.
(In Stereo)
5:30 al Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides"

•

•

ight'

arrative
de:own

An
mphmob
Flag,
NS

el

wen

111

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 8, 1992
MORNING
What's on Request? Previews
8:00
of upcoming movies and special events.
2 "Stop! Or My
1
8:30 5 Movie **/
Morn WNI Shoot" (1992, Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty. A
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
Stereo)'P0-13 p
,
10:005 Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Vscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel,
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'R' c;)
2 "Emmanueile 4"
1
al Movie */
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'R'
10:30 al Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte.
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'

8:00 130 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'R'
e of
•Movie *** "The Princ
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'
prince of
9305 Movie *** -The
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'
e 4"
10:055 Movie xr,/2 "Emmanuell
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Knstel, Aka Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'R'

(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mai Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'R'
3005 Movie cc* "The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
Annabelle Sciorra, Rebecca De Mornay. A woman posing as the ideal
nanny embarks on a campaign of terror against the family she blames for
her husband's suicide.(In Stereo) 'Fi•

ents.
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
1
6:05 5 Movie */
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Ny6:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
gren. An abused sexual adventuress
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
Leigh. An undercover narcotics into create a new face and body. 'R'
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
9:30 5 Movie *** "The Prince of
and his rookie partner into a swirling
Tides" (1991. Drama) Nick Nolte,
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Barbra Streisand. Repressed pasStereo)'R'
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
7:005 Movie *** "The fiend That
into an unethical affair with her paRocks the Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
tient in this adaptation of Pat ConAnnabelle Sciorra, Rebecca De Morroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R' q
nay. A woman posing as the ideal
nanny embarks on a campaign of ter10:00 al Movie ** "Sunset Strip"
ror against the family she blames for
(1992, Drama)Jeff Conaway, Michele
Foreman. An aspiring dancer ather husband's suicide.(In Stereo)'IT
tempts to expand her horizons by
8:00 al Movie **V.: "Juice" (1992.
training with the exotic dancers at
r.
Drama) Omar Epps, Tupac Shaku
club.
night
ar
California's most popul
three ghetto youths
grips
oia
Paran
(In Stereo) 'R'
a
after their gun-happy accomplice in
Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
robbery turns his anger toed
bungl
Jason
er
Jennif
,
Patric
Jason
)
Drama
wards them. (In Stereo) 'R' q
Leigh. An undercover narcotics in2 "Emmanuelle 4"
1
al Movie */
805
cop
ned
vestigation leads a seaso
Kristel, Mia NySylvia
Adult)
,
ng
(1984
swirli
and his rookie partner into a
l adventuress
sexua
d
abuse
An
gren.
abyss of drugs and danger (In
goes extensive plastic surgery
under
'A'
o)
Stere
to create a new face and body 'R'
2"The Addams Fa1
11:005 Movie **/
Strip"
900
Hus5 Movie ** "Sunset
ca
Anieli
mily" (1991, Comedy)
ay, Michele
Conaw
Jeff
)
Drama
,
(1992
Feston. Raul Julia. Long-lost Uncle
Foreman. An aspiring dancer atter returns to the Addams household
s to expand her horizons by
in
tempt
ces
mstan
circu
cious
suspi
under
AFTERNOON
with the exotic dancers at
ng
traini
cult
the
of
tion
adapta
reen
this big-sc
club
night
ar
California's most popul
,
TV series. (In Stereo)'PG-13' q
12:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991
(In Stereo) 'R'
Jason
er
Jennif
,
Patnc
Jason
)
Drama
,
10:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991
AFTERNOON
Leigh. An undercover narcotics inDrama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
inics
narcot
cover
under
Leigh. An
Movie *** "The Prince of
12:00
and his rook* partner into a swirling
cop
ned
seaso
a
vestigation leads
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick None,
of drugs and danger. (In
ng
abyss
swirli
a
and his rookie partner into
Barbra Streisand. Repressed pas'R'
o)
(in
Stere
r
abyss of drugs and dange
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
12:30 5 Movie *** "The Prince of
'R
o)
Stere
into an unethical affair with her paTides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Movie *** "The Prince of
tient in this adaptation of Pat ConBarbra Streisand Repressed pasNolte,
Nick
Tides" (1991, Drama)
roy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R' q
draw a New York psychiatrist
sions
pasBarbra Streisand. Repressed
12:05 al Movie *V2 "Emmanuelle 4"
unethical affair with her paan
into
atrist
sions drew a New York psychi
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Krtstel, We Nyadaptation of Pat Conthis
in
tient
painto an unethical affair with her
gren An abused sexual adventuress
roy's novel (In Stereo) 'R' q
ConPat
of
tion
tient in this adapta
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
tooID movie **v2"The Addams Faroy's novel (In Stereo) R' q
to create a new face and body. • R'
mity" (1991, Comedy) Anielica
That
e of 11:005 Movie *** "The Hand
1:005 movie *** "The Princ
Huston. Raul Julia Long-lost Uncle
Rocks the Cradle"(1991. Suspense)
Tides" (1991. Drama) Nick None,
Fester returns to the Addams houseMorAnnabelle Sciorra, Rebecca De
Barbra Streisand Repressed pashold under suspicious circumstances
ideal
the
as
g
nay A woman posin
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
in this big-screen adaptation of the
terof
ign
campa
nanny embarks on a
into an unethical affair with her pacult TV series. (In Stereo)'P0-13' c.3
s for
ror against the family she blame
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
1
tient in this adaptation of Pat Con811 Movie */
2705
.
'R
her husband's suicide (In Stereo)
roy s novel (In Stereo) R
4
al

r Pat

0

abyss of drugs and danger. (In
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
1
12:06 al Movie */
NyStereo)'R'
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Knstel, Mia
s
Movie *** "The Prince of
2:30
gren. An abused sexual adventures
ry
surge
c
(1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
"
plasti
Tides
sive
undergoes exten
Barbra Streisand Repressed pasto create a new fate and body. 'R'
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
t2:30 5 Movie **1/2 "Juice" (1992.
r.
into an unethical affair with her paDrama) Omar Epps, Tupac Shaku
s
youth
ghetto
tient in this adaptation of Pat Conthree
grips
oia
Paran
a
in
plice
accom
roy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R' q
appy
after their gun-h
3:00 al Movie *** "The Hand That
bungled robbery turns his anger toRocks the Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
wards them. (In Stereo) 11i* q
Annabelle Sciorra, Rebecca De Mor1:00 5 Movie ** "Sunset Strip"
nay. A woman posing as the ideal
(1992, Drama)Jeff Conaway, Michele
atr
dance
embarks on a campaign of terng
nanny
aspiri
An
Foreman.
by
ons
t the family she blames for
horiz
agains
her
ror
d
tempts to expan
her husband's suicide (In Stereo)'R
training with the exotic dancers at
California's most popular night club.
4:05 5 Movie *1/2 "Emmanuelle 4"
(In Stereo)'R'
,
(1991
h"
"Rus
(1984. Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Ny***
Movie
2:00 el
Jason
er
Jennif
gren. An abused sexual adventuress
,
Patric
Drama) Jason
inundergoes extensive plastic surgery
Leigh. An undercover narcotics
to create a new face and body 'R'
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
ng
and his rookie partner into a swirli

eD

EVENING

I and
if Vic

Request

MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 7, 1992

r (R)
I)
nones
3rding

e

I'

Listings for September 7 thru September 13, 1992

Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'
.
4:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
inLeigh. An undercover narcotics
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
(In
abyss of drugs and danger
Stereo) 'R'
Movie cc "Sunset Strip"
5:00
(1992, Drama)Jeff Conaway. Michele
Foreman. An aspiring dancer attempts to expand her horizons by
training with the exotic dancers at
California's most popular,night club
(In Stereo) 'R'
5:30fa What's on Request? Previews
evof upcoming movies and special

2 "Juice" (1992,
/
10:30 5 Movie triii1
r.
Drama) Omar Epps. Tupac Shaku
Paranoia gnps three ghetto youths
a
after their gun-happy accomplice in
tobungled robbery turns his anger
wards them. (In Stereo) 'R' q
.
12:005 Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy'' Siegel,
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis In the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'R' q

69

ents.
EVENING
2 "Stop! Or My
/
Movie **1
600
Mom WN1 Shoot" (1992, Comedy)
A
Sylvester Stallone. Estelle Getty
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
Stereo)'PG-13'
6:05 al Movie *1/2 "Emmanuelle 4"
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Knstel, Mia Nygren An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body 'A
111

7:00 al Movie *** "Bugsy" (1991.
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert (In Stereo) P r.;

Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'A'
Prince of
12:305 Movie *** "The
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nock Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her paContient in this adaptation of Pat
roy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
1
2:055 Movie */
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Krtstel, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body.
Movie *** "The Prince of
2:30
Tides" (1991. Drama) Nock Nolte,
Barbra Streisand Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel (In Stereo)
CB

,
00 Of My
2 "9
/
3:00 5 Movie *7111
Mom Will Shoot" (1992, Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty. A
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting (in
Stereo)'PG-13' q
.
4:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
ng
and his rookie partner into a swirli
(In
r
dange
and
drugs
of
abyss
Stereo) R

4.4e

•

•

14

WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 9. 1992
MORNING
6:000 What s on Request/ Previews
of upcoming movies and special events
6:300 Movie •*• "The Prince of
Tides" (1991 Drama) Nick Nolte.
Barbra Streisand Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patent in this adaptation of Pat Conroy s novel tin Stereo) R
1000w Movie ** "Sunset Strip"
11992• Dr amalJeff Conaway. Michele
Foreman An aspiring dancer attempts to expand her horizons by
training with the exotic dancers at
California s most popular night dub
(In Stereo) R
Movie *•* -Rush" (1991
Drama) Jason Patric. Jennifer Jason
Leigh An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
aDyss of drugs and danger (In
Stereo) R
11:00
Move *102 "Stop! Of MY
mon WIN Shoot" (1992 Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone. Estelle Getty A
brief visit by a policeman s meddlesome mother turns into a Prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting (in
Stereo) P0-13 q

•

co

AFTERNOON
12:00 •Movie ••* "The Pnnc• of
Tides" .1991 Drama) Nick Nolte
Barbra Streisand Repressed pas
sons draw a New York psychiatrist

into an unethitarif aifThv h her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy s novel (In Stereo) A •"---;•
12:05w Movie *1 2 "Emmanuelle 4"
11984 Adult) Sylvia Knstel. Mia Nygren An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body *Ft
1:000 Movie •** "The Prince Of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand Repressed passions draw a New York- psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient on this adaptation of Pat Conroy s novel (In Stereo) R*
Movie •** "Rush" (1991,
2:00
Drama) Jason Patric. Jennifer Jason
Leigh An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger (In
Stereo)'R
2:30 0 Movie ** "Sunset Strip"
(1992, Drama)Jeff Conaway, Michele
Foreman An aspiring dancer attempts to expand her horizons by
training with the exotic dancers at
California s most popular night club
(In Stereo) R
2 "Juice" (1992,
/
3:300 Movie **1
Drama) Omar Epps, Tupac Shakur
Paranoia grips three ghetto youths
after their gun-happy accomplice in a
bungled robbery turns his anger towards them (In Stereo) 'R'
2 "Einnienualle 4"
1
4:05 0 Movie */
(1984 Adult) Sylvia Kristal, Mia Nygren An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body IC
Movie *** "The Prince of
4:30
Tides"

ULTIMAII
GLO
ForT ITAII
The

ror against the family she blames for
0 movie *** "The Prince of
her husbands suicide (In Stereo) R
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra_ Streisand. Repressed pas5:300 What s on Request'? Previews
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
Of upcoming movies and special evinto an unethical affair with her patient in NUS adaptation of Pat Con-- --• ents
roy's novel. (In Stereo)'R'
EVENING
11:30 as Movie *** "Total RecaN"
EVENING
(1990, Science Fiction) Arnold
6:000 Movie **V2"The Addams FaSchwarzenegger, Rachel Ticotin. Remily" (1991, Comedy) Anielica HusMovie *** "Rush" (1991.
6:00
curring nightmares compel an earthlton. Raul Julia, Long-lost Uncle
Drama) Jason Patric. Jennifer Jason
ing to visit Mars, a tourney that
Fester returns to the Addams houseLeigh An undercover narcotics inthrusts him to the center of an interhold under suspicious circumstances
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
galactic conspiracy. Based on a story
in this big-screen adaptation of the
and his rookie partner into a swirling
by Phillip K. Dick. (In Stereo) 'R'
cult TV series. (In Stereo) 'P0-13' q
abyss of drugs and danger (In 12050 Movie */
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
1
2 "Emmanuel!. 4"
1
8:05 ep movie */
Stereo)'R •
(1984. Adult) Sylvia Knstel, Mia Ny7:00
**
Movie
"Sunset Strip"
7:00 is Movie *** "Total Recall"
gren An abused sexual adventuress
(1992, Dramal Jeff Conaway, Michele
(1990. Science Fiction) Arnold
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
Foreman. An aspiring dancer atSchwarzenegger. Rachel Ticotin Re-• •-•• to create a new face and body. *Fr
tempts to expand her horizons by
currtng nightmares compel an earth!. 12:30
2 "Juice" (1992,
1
Movie **/
training with the exotic dancers at
ing to visit Mars, a tourney that
Drama) Omar Epps, Tupac Shakur_
-California's most popular night club.
thrusts him to the center of an interParanoia grips three ghetto youths
(In Stereo) 'A'
galactic conspiracy Based on a story
after their gun-happy accomplice in a
8:00
Movie *** "Rush" (1991.
by Phillip K Dick (In Stereo) Ft'
bungled robbery turns his anger toDrama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
8:00 0 Movie **1/2 "Stop! Or My
wards them. (In Stereo) *Ft' q
Leigh. An undercover narcotics inMorn Will Shoot" (1992. Comedy) 1:30 fe Movie *** "The Prince of
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty A
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
and his rookie partner into a swirling
brief visit by a policeman's meddleBarbra Streisand. Repressed pasabyss of drugs and danger_ (In
some mother turns into a prolonged
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
Stereo) 'R'
adventure in aggravation after she
into an unethical affair with her pa0 Movie *** "The Prince of
witnesses a drive-by shooting On
ConPat
of
adaptation
tient in this
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Stereo) *P0-13 q
roy's novel (In Stereo) 'R q
Barbra Streisand. Repressed pasMovie *1/2 "Emmanuelle 4" 2:00 0 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Knstel, Moe NyDrama)Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
into an unethical affair with her pagren An abused sexual adventuress
Leigh. An undercover narcotics intient in this adaptation of Pat Conundergoes extensive plastic surgery
cop
seasoned
a
leads
vestigation
roy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R*
to create a new face and body *R*
and his rookie partner into a swirling
9:00 0 Movie *** "Total Recall"
9:000 Movie *** "The Prince of
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nock Notte,
Stereo) 'R'
10:05 s Movie 10/2 "Emmanuel!. 4"
Barbra Streisand Repressed pas- 2:30 0 Movie *** "The Prince of
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
2 "Stop! Or My
/
10:30 0 Movie **1
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
into an unethical affair with her paMorn Will Shoot" (1992, Comedy)
Barbra Streisand. Repressed pastient in this adaptation of Pat ConSylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty. A
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
roy s novel (In Stereo) 'R' q
brief visit by a policeman's meddleinto an unethical affair with her pa10:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991.
some mother turns into a prolonged
tient in this adaptation of Pat ConDrama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
adventure in aggravation after she
roy's novel. (In Stereo) 'Ft* q
Leigh An undercover narcotics inwitnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
4:05 0 Movie *1/2 "Emmanuel!. 4"
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
Stereo)'PG-13'
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Knstel, Mia Nyand his rookie partner into a swirling
1110 5 Movie ** "Sunset Strip"
gren. An abused sexual adventuress
abyss of drugs and danger (In
(1992, Drama)Jeff Conaway, Michele
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
Stereo) R
Foreman An aspiring dancer atto create a new face and body. 'R'
tempts to expand her horizons by
training with the exotic dancers at
California s most popular night club.
(In Stereo) A*
12:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Schwarzenegger, Rachel Ticotin. ReLeigh. An undercover narcotics inSEPTEMBER 10, 1992
curring nightmares compel an earthlvestigation leads a seasoned cop
ing to visit Mars, a tourney that
and his rookie partner into a swirling
MORNING
thrusts him to the center of an interabyss of drugs and danger. (In
galactic conspiracy. Based on a story
Stereo)'R
6:00 Q What s on Request/ Previews
by Phillip K. Dick. (In Stereo) 'R'
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1
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in this big-screen adaptation of the
Stereo)'PG-13' q
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Stereo) 'P0-13 q
cult TV series
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10:00
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curring nightmares compel an earthl(1984. Adult) Sylvia Knstel. Mia NyTides" (1991. Drama) Nick Nolte.
ing to visit Mars, a tourney that
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Barbra Streisand Repressed pasthrusts him to the center of an interundergoes extensive plastic surgery
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
galactic conspiracy. Based on a story
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by Phillip K Dick. (In Stereo) *Ft*
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tent in this adaptation of Pat Con2 "Emmanuel!. 4"
1
205 0 Movie */
Tides" (1991. Drama) Nick None.
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1
gren An abused sexual adventuress
sions draw a New York psychiatrist
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Drama) Omar Epps. Tupac Shakur
4:00 al Movie ••* "Rush" 11991.
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Drama) Jason Patnc. Jennifer Jason
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after their gun-happy accomplice in a
Leigh An undercover narcotics inbungled robbery turns his anger tovestigation leads a gowned cop
Movie ••• "Rush" (1991.
12:00
wards them. (In Stereo)
and his rookie partner into a swirling
Drama) Jason Patric Jennifer Jason
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Leigh An undercover narcotics inDrama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Stereo) 'R
vestigation leads a seasoned cop
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vestigation leads a seasoned cop
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and his rookie partner into a swirling
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abyss of drugs end danger (In
nay A woman posing as is ideal
Movie ••• "Total Recall"
12:30
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nanny embarks on a campaign of ter.
(1990. Science Fiction) Arnow
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gren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'A'

3000 What's on Request? Previews
of upcoming movies and special events.
8:300 Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'
10:00 im Movie *** "Total Recall"
(1990, Science Fiction) Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Rachel Ticotin. Recurring nightmares compel an earthling to visit Mars, a journey that
thrusts him to the center of an intergalactic conspiracy. Based on a story
by Phillip K. Dick. (In Stereo)'R'

0

Movie see "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) A'
11:00 0 Movie ** "Wild Orchid 2:
Two Shades of Blue"(1991, Drama)
Nina Siemaszko, Wendy Hughes.
The teen-age daughter of a drug addict falls into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner. (In Stereo) 'IR' q
AFTERNOON
12:00 al Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'
12:050 Movie */
1
2 "Emmanuel!. 4"
(1984. Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'R'
1:00 0 Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed °Passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'
2:00 0 Movie *5* "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'R'
Movie se* "Total Recall"
2:30
(1990, Science Fiction) Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Rachel Ticotin. Recurring nightmares compel an earthling to visit Mars, a tourney that
thrusts him to the center of an intergalactic conspiracy Based ori a story
by Phillip K. Dick. (In Stereo)'R'
3:30 go Movie **/
1
2 "Juice" (1992.
Drama) Omar Epps, Tupac Shakur
Paranoia grips three ghetto youths
after their gun-happy accomplice in a
bungled robbery turns his anger towards them. (In Stereo)'R' c;
4:06 0 Movie */
1
2 "Emmanueile 4"
(1984. Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'R'
4:30 119 Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte.
Barbra Streisand Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatnst
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel (In Stereo) 'R' q
5100 movie ••• "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat ConStereo i R t:•- ;
roy s novel

SEPTEMBER 12, 1992

EVENING
6:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'Ft'
7:000 Movie** "Wild Orchid 2: Two
Shades of Blue"(1991, Drama) Nina
Siemaszko, Wendy Hughes. The
teen-age daughter of a drug addict
falls into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner. (In Stereo)..R. q
8:000 Movie**"Wild Orchid 2: Two
Shades of Blue"(1991, Drama) Nina
Siernaszko, Wendy Hughes. The
teen-age daughter of a drug addict
falls into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner. (In Stereo) 'R' q
8:05 0 Movie */
1
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'R'
9:00w Movie *ire "Buggy" (1991,
Drama)Warren Beatty, Annette Bening. Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Benjamin "Bugsy'' Siegel,
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) '8' ct
10:00 al Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama)Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'R'
Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte.
Barbra Streisand. Repressed Passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo)'R'
11:30 al Movie ** "Wild Orchid 2:
Two Shades of Blue"(1991, Drama)
Nina Siemaszko, Wendy Hughes.
The teen-age daughter of a drug addict falls into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner. (In Stereo) 'R'
12:050 Movie -00/2 "Emmanuelle 4"
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'R'
12:30 0 Movie **1
/
2 "Stop! Or My
Mom Will Shoot" (1992. Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone. Estelle Getty. A
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
Stereo)'PG-13' p
1:300 Movie *** "Sieger 991 •
Drama) Warren Beatty, Annette Bening Barry Levinson's Oscar-winning
account of Beniamin "Bugsy" Siegel.
the glamorous gangster who hobnobbed with Hollywood's finest and
built a gambling oasis in the Las Vegas desert. (In Stereo) 'R'
2:00•Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger (In
Stereo) 'R'
2:300 Movie •** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991. Drama) Nick Nolte.
Barbra Streisand Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'Fi• q
1
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
4060 Movie */
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel. Mia Nygren An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body 'R

MORNING
6:00 0 Movie */
1
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristet, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'A'
7:000 Movie** "Wild Orchid 2: Two
Shades of Blue"(1991. Drama) Nina
Siemaszko, Wendy Hughes. The
teen-age daughter of a drug addict
falls into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner. (In Stereo) 'R'
0 Movie **1/2 "Stop! Or My Morn
Will Shoot" (1992, Comedy) Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty. A brief visit
by a policeman's meddlesome
mother turns into a prolonged adventure in aggravation after she witnesses a drive-by shooting. (In
Stereo)'P0-13' q
8:00 0 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason_Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'R'
9:00 GB Movie see "Total Recall"
(1990, Science Fiction) Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Rachel Ticotin. Recurring nightmares compel an earthling to visit Mars, a journey that
thrusts him to the center of an intergalactic conspiracy. Based on a story
by Phillip K. Dick. (In Stereo)'R'
Movie **/
1
2 "Juice" (1992,
Drama) Omar Epps, Tupac Shakur.
Paranoia grips three ghetto youths
after their gun-happy accomplice in a
bungled robbery turns his anger towards them. (In Stereo)'R'
10:050 Movie */
1
2 "Emmanuel!. 4"
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Nygren. An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body. 'IR'
11:00 al Movie it* "Wild Orchid 2:
Two Shades of Blue"(1991, Drama)
Nina Siemaszko, Wendy Hughes.
The teen-age daughter of a drug addict falls into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner. (In Stereo) 'R'
0 Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel. (In Stereo) 'R'

es

AFTERNOON
12:00 0 Movie *** "Rush" (1991.
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo)'R'
1:00 e movie *** "Total Recall"
(1990. Science Fiction) Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Roche; Ticotin Recurring nightmares compel an earthling to visit Mars. a Journey that
thrusts him to the center of an intergalactic conspiracy Based on a story
by Phillip K Dick (In Stereo) 'R'
1:300 Movie **"Wild Orchid 2: Two
Shades of Blue"(1991, Drama) Nina
Stemaszko, Wendy Hughes. The
teen-age daughter of a drug addict
falls into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner (In Stereo)'R'
2:300 College Football Tennessee at
Georgia. (Subiect to Blackout)(Live)
3:00 al Movie cc "Wild Orchid 2: Two
Shades of Blue"(1991. Drama) Nina
Sternaszko, Wendy Hughes The
teen-age daughter of a drug addict
felts into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner (In Stereo) 'IT q
3:30k Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a Nev., York psychistris,

•

• ; ••••

into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat Conroy's novel (In Stereo) Ft' p
EVENING
6:00 0 Movie **V2 "Stop! Of My
Morn Will Shoot" (1992, Comedy)
Sylvester Stallone, Estelle Getty. A
brief visit by a policeman's meddlesome mother turns into a prolonged
adventure in aggravation after she
witnesses a drive-by 'shooting': (In
Stereo)'PG-13' p
7:00 fp Countdown
al Rock Video Girls 3 A look at Europe's sultry stars of rock video. (In
Stereo)
7:300 Preshow
8:00 al0Boxing Julio Cesar Chavez
vs. Hector "Macho" Camacho. September 12, 1992: From Las Vegas. a
scheduled 12-round WBC super lightweight championship bout. (Live)
Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama)Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'R'
10:050 Movie */
1
2 "Emmanuelle 4"
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Ny-

•

12:00 0 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama) Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh. An undercover narcoticsirinvestigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo)'R'
0 Movie *** "The Prince of
Tides" (1991, Drama) Nick Nolte,
Barbra Streisand. Repressed passions draw a New York psychiatrist
into an unethical affair with her patient in this adaptation of Pat COn-.
rby's novel. (In Stereo) '14" q

•

2:050 Movie */
1
2 "Emmanuel!. 4"
(1984, Adult) Sylvia Kristel, Mia Nygren An abused sexual adventuress
undergoes extensive plastic surgery
to create a new face and body 'R
2:300 Movie **"Wild Orchid 2: Two
Shades of Blue"(1991, Drama) Nina
Siemaszko, Wendy Hughes The
teen-age daughter of a drug addict
falls into the clutches of an evil
brothel owner. (In Stereo) 'IR q
4:00 0 Movie *** "Rush" (1991,
Drama)Jason Patric, Jennifer Jason
Leigh An undercover narcotics investigation leads a seasoned cop
and his rookie partner into a swirling
abyss of drugs and danger. (In
Stereo) 'R'
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